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Abstract 
 

Link travel times in congested urban road networks are highly stochastic. Many 

empirical studies have found that travellers on such networks prefer to choose 

reliable shortest paths (RSP) for their travel so that they can arrive at destinations 

with a higher on-time arrival probability. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the 

problems of finding these RSP in realistic road networks with travel time 

uncertainties. 

 

It is acknowledged that the RSP problems are significant; nonetheless few effective 

and efficient methods have been recorded in the literature. This is mainly due to the 

non-additive objective function of the RSP problems. Classical shortest path 

algorithms, built on the additive property, cannot be used to solve the RSP problems. 

In view of the above, the research presented in this thesis reveals model and solution 

algorithm for solving such RSP problems together with illustrations of their 

applicability in various transportation fields. This thesis contributes to the literature 

of RSP problems in several aspects. 

 

Firstly, a multi-criteria shortest path-finding model is proposed to tackle the 

non-additive difficulty involved in RSP problems. Several dominance conditions of 

the RSP problems are established to enable the use of generalized dynamic 

programming approaches for solving the RSP problems. In the proposed RSP model, 

the travel time spatial correlations among k-neighboring links are considered. This 

limited travel time spatial dependence can be interpreted as Tobler’s First Law of 

Geography that “all things are related, but nearby things are more related than distant 

things”. An efficient multi-criteria A* algorithm is proposed to determine the RSP 

without the requirement of generating all non-dominated paths in the entire network. 

A case study using traffic data from a real-world advanced traveller information 

system (ATIS) is provided to validate the proposed solution algorithm. 
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The proposed RSP model and solution algorithm are extended to incorporate travel 

time temporal correlations in those stochastic time-dependent (STD) networks where 

link travel time distributions vary by time intervals throughout the day. In the STD 

networks, travellers’ experienced link travel time variation depends on the time 

instance vehicles entering the link; and the link travel time distribution is typically 

assumed to be fixed when these vehicles travelling on that link. This assumption, 

however, may violate the first in first out (FIFO) property, since traffic conditions 

cannot be updated when vehicles travelling on the link. To address this non-FIFO 

problem, a stochastic travel speed model (S-TSM) that can update travellers’ 

experienced travel speeds during different time intervals on the link is proposed in 

this research. The proposed S-TSM can ensure the FIFO property of link travel times, 

so that the efficient multi-criteria A* algorithm can be adopted to solve the RSP 

problems in STD networks. Based on the proposed multi-criteria A* algorithm, a 

real-world ATIS-based routing system is developed to aid road users of Hong Kong 

making route choice decisions in road networks with travel time spatiotemporal 

correlations. 

 

Secondly, the proposed RSP model is incorporated in reliability-based user 

equilibrium (RUE) problems for traffic assignment. In this research, an effective 

reliable shortest path algorithm is developed to determine RSP for all user classes in 

one search process so as to avoid the repeated path searching for each user class. The 

proposed reliable shortest path algorithm is then, further incorporated into a 

path-based RUE assignment algorithm using a column generation method. The 

proposed RUE assignment algorithm does not require path enumeration and can 

achieve highly accurate RUE results within reasonable computational time. A 

numerical example demonstrates that the proposed RUE assignment algorithm is 

capable for solving relevant problems in road networks with demand and / or supply 

uncertainties. 
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Thirdly, the proposed RSP and RUE algorithms are applied to identify critical links 

in large-scale road networks. The traditional method, to identify critical links, is to 

use a full scan approach to assess all possible link closure scenarios by means of 

traffic assignment methods. This full scan approach is not viable for identifying 

critical links in large-scale road networks, because of the large number of link 

closure scenarios and computational intensity of traffic assignment methods in these 

large-scale networks. An impact area vulnerability analysis approach is proposed in 

this research to evaluate the consequences of a link failure within a local impact area, 

rather than the entire network. Such vulnerability analysis approach reduces the 

problem size of the critical link identification so as to reduce the computational 

burden involved. Case studies on large-scale real-world networks are presented to 

illustrate the proposed impact area vulnerability approach and investigate the effects 

of stochastic demand and heterogeneous travellers’ risk-taking behaviour. 
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Notation 
 

A     A set of links 

|| A    Number of links in the network 

|ˆ| A    Number of links in the top hierarchical network 

ija     A link connecting node i  and node j  
ma     The mth link along path rs

up  

uiwa ,ˆ    A top hierarchical link representing a primal path kiw
up ,  

b     Travel time budget 
)( g

iGBORDER  Border nodes of directed-in-tree g
iG  

ac     Link capacity 

),cov( nm TT   Travel time covariance between links ma  and na  

)ˆ,ˆcov( ,, ujquiw TT  Travel time covariance between top hierarchical links uiwa ,ˆ  and 

ujqa ,ˆ  

),cov( w
ij

k
ij VV  Travel speed temporal correlations between two time intervals 

rscv  Coefficient of variation of travel demand distribution between 
origin and destination 

isd     Network distance from node i  to destination 

ijd     Link length of ija  
qw
ijd   Topological distance between links ija  and qwa  (measured by 

number of links) 
a

i

y
yD    Travel distance distribution during time period ),( ai yy  

a

i

y
yd     Mean travel distance during time period ),( ai yy  

ise     Euclidean distance from node i  to destination 

)( kE ρ  Mean absolute value (MAV) of correlation coefficients for all 

k-neighboring links 

)(GE  Efficiency of network G  under normal condition 

)(GEij  Efficiency of network G  after the closure of link ija  

)( ri
upF    Heuristic value function for path rs

up  

)ˆ( rj
upF    Heuristic value function for top hierarchical path rj

up̂  
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rs
kF     Path travel flow distribution along path rs

kp  
rs

kf     Mean travel flow along path rs
kp  

)(⋅f    Probability density function (PDF) of a random variable 

G     Directed network (or primal network) 
k
ijG     A local impact area of link ija  
g

iG     A directed-in tree originated at node i  in the ground hierarchy 

)(ih    Estimation of travel time budget from node i  to destination 

HG    Hierarchical network 
gH     Ground hierarchy 
tH     Top hierarchy 

)( g
iGLOCAL  Local nodes of directed-in-tree g

iG  

M     Number of user classes 

N     A set of nodes 
λ,ij

un    A ground hierarchical node representing a primal path λ,ij
up  

|| N    Number of nodes in the network 
rsP     A set of paths from origin to destination 

|| P    Number of non-dominated paths between origin and destination 

|ˆ| P  Number of non-dominated paths between origin and destination in 
top hierarchical network 

rs
up     A path from origin to destination 

kij
up ,    A path from node i  to node j  with k consecutive links 

λ,ˆ rs
up    A top hierarchical path with λ  consecutive top hierarchical links 

)(iPDS    A set of predecessor nodes 

rsQ     Travel demand distribution between origin and destination 
rsq     Mean travel demand between origin and destination 

r     Origin node 
g
arank    Ranking of link a  based on global vulnerability index 
l
arank    Ranking of link a  based on impact area vulnerability index 
p

arank    Ranking of link a  amongst selected candidate links 

s     Destination node 
)(iSCS    A set of successor nodes of node i  

ijT     Travel time distribution of link ija  
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)(yTij    Travel time distribution of link ija  at time instant y  
a

uiwT ˆ
,    Travel time distribution of top hierarchical link uiwa ,ˆ  

ijt     Mean travel time of link ija  
n
ijt     Mean travel time of link ija  during time interval ) ,( 1 nn ∆∆ −  
a

uiwt ˆ
,    Mean travel time of top hierarchical link uiwa ,ˆ  

0
at     Link free flow travel time 

rs
uT     Travel time distribution of path rs

up  
p

ursT ˆ
,    Travel time distribution of top hierarchical path λ,ˆ rs

up  
p

urst ˆ
,     Mean travel time of top hierarchical path λ,ˆ rs

up  
rs
ut     Mean travel time of path rs

up  

)( r
rs

u yT    Travel time distribution of path rs
up  at departure time ry  

m,rsu    Proportion of user class m  out of the total travel demand 

maxv    Maximum travel speed in the network 
n

ijV   Travel speed distribution of link ija  during time interval             

) ,( 1 nn ∆∆ −  

aV  Link travel flow distribution 

av  Mean link travel flow 

VOD    Parameters for converting travel distance into the petrol cost 
VOT    Value of time 

g
ijVUL    Globe vulnerability index of link ija  closure 
l
ijVUL    Impact area vulnerability index of link ija  closure 

iY     Arrival time distribution at node i  

ry     Departure time at origin 

sy     Preferred arrival time at destination 

αZ  Inverse cumulative distribution function for standard normal 

distribution at α  confidence level 
α     Probability of on-time arrival 

qw
ijρ    Correlation coefficient for two links ija  and qwa  

ijσ     Travel time standard deviation of link ija  
a

uiw
ˆ

,σ    Travel time standard deviation of top hierarchical link uiwa ,ˆ  
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rs
uσ     Travel time standard deviation of path rs

up  
p

urs
ˆ

,σ    Travel time standard deviation of top hierarchical path λ,ˆ rs
up  

m
iyD∆σ    Travel distance standard deviation 

rs
qσ     Travel demand standard deviation between origin and destination 
rs

kf ,σ    Path travel flow standard deviation along path rs
kp  

a
vσ     Link travel flow standard deviation 
rs
ijδ     Link-path incidence relationship 

Ψ     A set of allowed movements in the network 

ijkψ    A movement from link ija  to link jka  

uiq ,ψ̂    A top hierarchical movement representing a primal path 1, +kiq
up  

)(⋅Φ    Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a random variable 

)(1 ⋅−Φ    Inverse cumulative distribution function of a random variable 

Ω     Period of interest 
∆     Time interval 

ijτ     Toll charge of link ija  
n
iω     Probability mass function of iY  during time interval ) ,( 1 nn ∆∆ −  

)( iYu    Mean of natural logarithm of iY  

)( iYv    Variance of natural logarithm of iY  

 
 
The following acronyms are used throughout this thesis: 
 
ATIS   Advanced traveller information systems 
AVI    Automatic vehicle identification 
A-LEPP   Adaptive-least expected time path problems 
A-RSPP   Adaptive-reliable shortest path problems 
BPR   Bureau of Public Road 
B-TDRSP  Solution algorithm for solving the backward TD-RSPP 
CBD   Central business district 
CDF   Cumulative distribution function 
CHT   Cross harbour tunnel 
CV    Coefficient of variation 
DRSS   Driving route searching service 
EHC   Eastern harbour crossing 
FIFO   First in first out 
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FSD   First order stochastic dominance 
F-TDRSP-A* Multi-criteria A* algorithm for solving the forward TD-RSPP 
GPS   Global positioning system 
LTM   Link travel time model 
ITS    Intelligent transportation systems 
M-B dominance Mean – travel time budget dominance 
M-V dominance Mean – travel time variance dominance 
P-LEPP   Priori-least expected path problems 
P-RSPP   Priori-reliable shortest path problems 
PDF   Probability density function 
RGS   Route guidance application 
RSUE   Reliability-based stochastic user equilibrium 
RSP   Reliable shortest path 
RSPP   Reliable shortest path problems 
BSPP-LCA Label-correcting algorithm for solving bi-criteria shortest path 

problems 
RSPP-LA*  Label-selection reliable shortest path algorithm 
RSPP-NA*  Node-selection reliable shortest path algorithm 
RSPP-P   Parametric approach for solving reliable shortest path problems 
RTIS   Real time traveller information system 
RUE   Reliability-based user equilibrium 
SD-RSPP  Spatial-dependent reliable shortest path problems 
SDRSP-HA* Hierarchical multi-criteria A* algorithm for solving SD-RSPP 
SD    Standard deviation 
SE    Scan eligible 
STD   Stochastic time-dependent 
SUE   Stochastic user equilibrium 
S-FIFO   Stochastic first in first out 
S-LTM   Stochastic link travel time model 
S-TSM   Stochastic travel speed model 
TD-RSPP  Time-dependent reliable shortest path problems 
TD-SPP   Time-dependent shortest path problems 
TSM   Travel speed model 
UE    User equilibrium 
WHC   Western harbour crossing 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Need for the Study 

 

Shortest path problems have been intensively studied owing to their broad 

applications in various science and engineering disciplines. In the transportation field, 

substantial attention has been given to the development of efficient shortest path 

algorithms for routing systems (Zhan and Noon, 1998; Fu et al., 2006). The value of 

routing systems is most evident when incorporating real-time traffic information 

generated by advanced traveller information systems (ATIS). 

 

Most existing ATIS-based routing systems assume that link travel times are static and 

deterministic. However, in congested urban road networks, link travel times are 

highly stochastic due to the traffic demand fluctuations and capacity degradations 

(Lee et al., 2009). The statistical distributions of travel times vary in accordance with 

time-of-day due to the temporal changes of network demand and supply. For instance, 

the travel time from home to work during a morning peak hour (8 AM) could be 

significantly different from that during an off-peak hour (11 PM). In addition, link 

travel times are spatially correlated due to flow propagation over time and space 

(Chan et al., 2009). For example, a traffic accident happening at a major urban road 

may also cause significant travel delays on that road’s upstream links. 

 

Many empirical studies have found that travel time uncertainties have a significant 

impact on travellers’ departure time and route choice behaviour (Abdel-Aty et al., 

1995; Lam and Small, 2001; Tam et al., 2008). These empirical studies revealed that 

travellers indeed consider travel time uncertainties as a risk, when planning for 

important events. Clearly large travel time variations may cause late arrivals and the 

subsequent imposition of high penalties (e.g. missed flights). As a result, travellers 
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tend to depart from their origin early and/or choose reliable shortest path for their 

travel, so that they can arrive at the destination with a given on-time arrival 

probability, termed ‘travel time reliability’ in the literature. 

 

Hence, such travellers’ risk-taking behaviours under travel time uncertainties are 

necessary inclusions in sophisticated ATIS-based routing systems to aid road users to 

determine optimal choices on departure time and reliable shortest path in large-scale 

road networks. Therefore, there is a need to investigate reliable shortest path 

problems in the context of ATIS-based routing systems. 

 

In addition, great strides have been made recently in traffic assignment models (Lo et 

al., 2006; Shao et al., 2006a; Taylor et al., 2006; Watling, 2006; Chen et al., 2007; 

Chen and Zhou, 2010) for transportation planning and network vulnerability analysis. 

New approaches have been developed to augment and improve existing ones by 

explicitly modelling travellers’ heterogeneous risk-taking behaviour under demand 

and supply uncertainties. It is well known that the shortest path problem is an 

essential sub-problem of such network assignment models. However, few shortest 

path algorithms have been developed to capture travellers’ heterogeneous risk-taking 

behaviour. Therefore, there is a need for developing reliable shortest path algorithms 

for development of such advanced traffic assignment models. 

 

The reliable shortest path problems in both static and time-dependent networks are 

significant. Although travel times are time-dependent in nature, it is valuable to 

investigate the reliable shortest path problems in static networks, where link travel 

time distributions are assumed to be stable over the period of analysis (e.g. morning 

peak hours). This steady-state assumption of link travel times is commonly used in 

traffic assignment models (Sheffi, 1985) for long-term transportation planning. With 

respect to ATIS-based routing systems, the use of such static travel times could be 

sufficient to aid travellers make pre-trip planning decisions, given its computational 
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simplicity. The change of travel times within the analysis period can be captured as a 

source of travel time variations (Sen et al., 2001). In contrast, the reliable shortest 

path finding in stochastic time-dependent networks is computationally demanding 

but can provide more accurate reliable shortest path finding results for dynamic 

traffic assignment models and ATIS-based routing systems. 

 

In summary, the reliable shortest path problems are critical for developing both 

ATIS-based routing systems and traffic assignment models in realistic road networks. 

According to their different application contexts, and for sake of the presentation, the 

reliable shortest path problems can be broadly classified into four variants shown in 

Table 1.1. 

 
Table 1.1 Classification of reliable shortest path problems 

Problems 

Travel time 
characteristics 

Consider travel 
time correlations 

Transportation applications 

Stochastic 
stationary 

Stochastic 
time - 

dependent 
Spatial Temporal 

ATIS-based 
routing 
systems 

Static 
traffic 

assignment 

Dynamic 
traffic 

assignment 
RSPP √    √ √  

SD-RSPP √  √  √ √  
TD-RSPP  √  √ √  √ 
ST-RSPP  √ √ √ √  √ 

RSPP: Reliable shortest path problem 

SD-RSPP: Spatially-dependent reliable shortest path problem 

TD-RSPP: Time-dependent reliable shortest path problem 

ST-RSPP: Spatiotemporal-dependent reliable shortest path problem 

 

1.2. Objectives of the Research 

 

The aim of this research is to develop efficient solution algorithms for solving the 

reliable shortest path problems, and to illustrate the applicability of such algorithms 
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in realistic road networks. The specific associated objectives, designed to achieve the 

above aim, are as follows: 

 

Objective 1: to develop an efficient solution algorithm for solving the reliable 

shortest path problem (RSPP) in stochastic stationary networks with independent link 

travel times. 

 

Objective 2: to develop an efficient solution algorithm for solving the 

spatially-dependent reliable shortest path problem (SD-RSPP) in stochastic 

stationary networks with spatial correlated link travel times. 

 

Objective 3: to develop an efficient solution algorithm for solving the 

time-dependent reliable shortest path problem (TD-RSPP) in stochastic 

time-dependent networks where link travel time distributions vary by time intervals 

throughout the day. 

 

Objective 4: to develop efficient solution algorithms for solving 

spatiotemporal-dependent reliable shortest path problem (ST-RSPP) and to illustrate 

their applicability in a real-world ATIS-based routing system. 

 

Objective 5: to develop an efficient solution algorithm for solving multi-class 

reliability-based traffic assignment problems in large-scale road networks. 

 

Objective 6: to investigate the effects of travellers’ heterogeneous risk-taking 

behaviour on network vulnerability analysis and to then develop an efficient solution 

algorithm for identifying critical links in large-scale road networks. 

 

The inter-relationships of these research objectives are depicted in the following Fig 

1.1. As shown in the figure, this research consists of three components: ATIS 
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(advanced traveller information systems), reliable shortest path algorithms and 

illustrative applications. The ATIS utilizes real-time and historical travel information 

to estimate and/or predict link travel time distributions in congested road networks. 

Stochastic link travel times generated by ATIS can be represented as either static or 

time-dependent. 

 

With link travel time distributions from the ATIS, solution algorithms (Objectives 1, 

2, 3) are developed for finding reliable shortest paths in road networks. These 

reliable shortest path algorithms are then applied to the development of ATIS-based 

routing systems (Objective 4). 

 

The algorithm for solving RSPP (Objective 1) is also utilized to develop an efficient 

solution algorithm for solving reliability-based traffic assignment models (Objective 

5). The effects of travellers’ heterogeneous risk-taking behaviour on network 

vulnerability analysis (Objective 6) are further investigated based on research outputs 

of Objectives 1 and 5. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 The inter-relationships of research objectives 
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1.3. Structure of the Thesis 

 

The thesis comprises four basic parts. The first part (Chapters 1 and 2) gives a brief 

introduction and relevant literature review of travel time variability, travellers’ 

risk-taking behaviour, stochastic shortest path problems, reliability-based traffic 

assignment and network vulnerability analysis. 

 

The second part presents models and solution algorithms (Chapters 3, 4, and 5) for 

solving reliable shortest path problems. The third part illustrates the applicability of 

reliable shortest path algorithms in ATIS-based routing system (Chapter 6), 

reliability-based traffic assignment (Chapter 7) and network vulnerability analysis 

(Chapter 8). The fourth part (Chapter 9) gives a summary of this research and 

recommendations for further research. The relationship between these four parts in 

this thesis is illustrated in Fig. 1.2 as below. 

 
Specifically, Chapter 3 describes solution algorithms for solving RSPP in stochastic 

stationary networks with independent link travel times. The dominance conditions of 

RSPP are established to enable the use of generalized dynamic programming 

approach to solve RSPP. Two efficient multi-criteria A* algorithms based on 

different labeling strategies are presented. The computational performance of 

proposed solution algorithm is then theoretically and computationally examined. 

 

Chapter 4 addresses SD-RSPP in stochastic stationary networks with spatial 

correlated link travel times. A concept of impact area is introduced to represent travel 

time spatial correlations among neighboring links. A hierarchical multi-criteria A* 

algorithm to solve SD-RSPP on an equivalent two-level hierarchical network is 

proposed. A case study using traffic data from a real-world ATIS is provided to 

validate the proposed solution algorithms. 
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Figure 1.2 Structure of the thesis 

 

Chapter 5 presents solution algorithms for solving TD-RSPP in stochastic 

time-depdent networks. Three key issues involved in TD-RSPP (a stochastic first in 

first out property, reversibility property and the generation of path travel time 

distribution) are investigated. Efficient multi-criteria A* algorithms are extended for 

solving TD-RSPP in two different routing scenarios. 

 

Chapter 6 describes a real-world ATIS-based routing system. Travel time 

distributions generated from a real-world ATIS are incorporated. A practical reliable 

shortest algorithm to consider travel time spatiotemporal correlations and travellers’ 

various routing preferences in real road networks is implememented. 

 

In Chapter 7, a solution algorithm is proposed to solve the reliability-based traffic 

assignment problem. An effective reliable shortest path algorithm is developed to 
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determine, in one search process, reliable shortest paths from one origin to all 

network nodes for all user classes. Based on the proposed shortest path algorithm, a 

path-based traffic assignment algorithm, using a column generation method is then 

presented. 

 

Chapter 8 addresses the network vulnerability analysis problem in large-scale road 

networks with demand uncertainty. An impact area network vulnerability analysis 

approach is proposed to identify critical links, the failure of which would have the 

most serious impact on the whole network. Case studies involving two real networks 

to illustrate the proposed approach are presented. 
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2. Backgrounds and Literature Review 
 

This chapter introduces the research background and reviews related studies in the 

literature. The chapter is structured as follows. The advanced traveller information 

systems and associated routing systems are introduced in Section 2.1. A review of 

travel time variability and travellers’ risk-taking behaviour is given in Section 2.2. 

Solution algorithms for solving stochastic shortest path problems are summarized in 

Section 2.3. The reliability-based traffic assignment models are reviewed in Section 

2.4. The network vulnerability analysis problems are described in Section 2.5. A 

summary of the literature reviewed is given in Section 2.6. 

 

2.1. Advanced Traveller Information Systems 

 

Traffic congestion has been recognized as one of the most serious problems of 

modern society. Its negative effects include such as increased travel time, fuel 

consumption and air pollutions. For example, according to the 2009 Urban Mobility 

Report, traffic congestions in USA have accounted for a 100 billion loss in national 

productivity. Traffic congestions caused Americans to travel an additional 4.2 billion 

hours and to purchase an extra 2.8 billion gallons of fuel (Schrank and Lomax, 

2009). 

 

Traffic congestions can be classified into two categories: recurrent and non-recurrent 

congestion. Recurrent congestions are mainly due to peak hour traffic demand 

exceeding the available roadway capacity (Zhong, 2010). Non-recurrent congestions 

are typically caused by traffic incidents (Pal and Sinha, 2000), such as traffic 

accidents, adverse weather conditions, and man-made (e.g. terrorist attacks) and 

natural disasters (e.g. bridge collapses, landslides, earthquakes). 
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A traditional measure to remedy congestion is to build new transportation 

infrastructures so as to increase network capacity. This supply-side measurement is, 

however, politically, financially and environmentally constrained in densely urban 

areas (Gao and Chabini, 2006). 

 

In recent years, to alleviate congestion, attention has increasingly been given to 

better uses of existing transportation infrastructures through the development of 

intelligent transportation systems (ITS) (Chowdhury and Sadek, 2003). With 

advanced information techniques, ITS enables elements within the transportation 

system (vehicles, roads, traffic lights, etc.) to become intelligent, leading to an 

efficient management of traffic demand and network supply. It has been regarded by 

practitioners from academic institutions and industry that ITS can significantly 

improve transportation network performance, including such as reduced congestion 

and emission, increased safety and traveller convenience. 
 

Advanced traveller information systems (ATIS), as a major component of ITS, may 

be defined as all possible systems which provide travellers with updated traffic 

information to help them making better driving decisions. It is expected that 

informed drivers may be able to avoid problematic roads for their trips, so that a high 

level of efficiency, convenience and safety can be enjoyed by drivers. From the 

perspective of transportation authorities, ATIS can be regarded as a demand-side 

measurement for congestion alleviations. Researchers have found that ATIS can not 

only help drivers to make better route choice decisions regarding the avoidance of 

congested roads, but also significantly improve overall network traffic conditions 

(Avineri and Prashker, 2006; Ng et al., 2006; Toledo and Beinhaker, 2006; Li et al., 

2010). 

 

As shown in Fig. 2.1, ATIS typically consists of three components: data collection, 

data processing and ATIS-based routing systems. To collect real-time traffic data, 

ATIS utilizes various technological infrastructures deployed on road networks, such 

as loop detectors, close-circuit cameras, automatic vehicle identification (AVI) 
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detectors, probe vehicles equipped with GPS (global positioning system) devices. 

The collected real-time traffic data are then transmitted to a traffic management 

centre to estimate and/or predict traffic information (e.g. travel speed, travel time, 

detected traffic incidents) (Dion and Rakha, 2006; van Lint, 2008; Yue and Yeh, 

2008; Lee et al., 2009; Vanajakshi et al., 2009). The traffic information is 

subsequently disseminated to road users through various media, so as to provide 

ATIS-based routing services. 

 

 
Figure 2.1 Typical framework of ATIS application 

 

Specially, the ATIS-based routing systems can be classified as either an in-vehicle 

navigation system or a pre-trip planning system (Toledo and Beinhaker, 2006). The 

in-vehicle navigation system requires on-board microprocessors together with 

wireless communication devices for calculating the optimal route and update traffic 

information during the journey. Typically the recommended routes must be found 

and repeatedly updated for large-scale networks within a short time. A pre-trip 

planning system, however, is generally deployed to provide routing services for the 

public through website portals or 3-G cellular phones. On occasions, a large number 

of users may request the pre-trip planning service simultaneously. These requests 

require routes and schedules to be calculated within a reasonable time interval. 
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2.2. Travel Time Variability and Travellers’ Risk-taking Behaviour 

 

Fig. 2.2 shows travel times of a typical route in Hong Kong collected by AVI 

detectors. As shown in the figure, travel times in congested urban road networks are 

not constant but rather, highly stochastic. 

 

 
Figure 2.2 Travel time information collected on a route in Hong Kong 

 

Travel time variability has been investigated in the literature for a long time. Early 

study conducted by Wardrop (1952) found that travel times follow a skewed 

distribution with a long ‘tail’ representing the few very slow vehicles. Later studies 

found that travel times indeed follow a skewed distribution and travel times could be 

modeled as a lognormal distribution (Polus, 1979; Dandy and McBean, 1984; 

Montgomery and May, 1987; Rakha et al., 2006). Rakha et al. (2006) pointed out 

that although travel time distributions do not follow normal distributions, and that the 

use of normal distributions appeared to reflect travel times for the most part except 

for some outlier observations at the right tails of travel time distributions. The 

normality assumption could be sufficient from a practical standpoint, given its 

computational simplicity (Rakha et al., 2006; Lim et al., 2008). 

 

Travel time variability introduces uncertainties for travellers such that they do not 

know exactly when they will arrive at their destinations. Obviously, large travel time 
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variations may cause late arrivals and the subsequent imposition of high penalties for 

travellers when planning important events (e.g. job interview). As a result, the major 

concerns of travellers could be travel time reliability. Travel time reliability is 

defined as the on-time arrival probability that a trip can be successfully made within 

a desirable time interval (Bell and Iida, 1997; FHWA, 2006). Hence, travellers tend 

to allow extra travel time, referred to as safety margin (Knight, 1974), to achieve 

on-time arrival probability. 

 

Studies of such traveller risk-taking behaviour have been well recognized in the 

literature. Jackson and Jucker (1981) empirically found that both mean and variance 

are important factors affecting travellers’ route choice decisions. Abdel-Aty et al. 

(1995) identified that travel time reliability is either the most important or second 

most important factor for the commuters when choosing routes. Bates et al. (2001) 

also found that for most travellers a one minute reduction of travel time standard 

deviation is equally valued as two minutes on the actual travel time. 

 

Travellers with heterogeneous degrees of risk-aversion are also recognized in many 

empirical studies (Lam and Small, 2001; Tam et al., 2008; Tilahun and Levinson, 

2010), as travellers may value travel time reliability differently depending on their 

socio-economic characteristics and trip purposes. It was reported by Lam and Small 

(2001) that women and commuters with a higher income level are substantially more 

risk-averse to travel time variations. Based on the results of a stated-preference 

survey, Tilahun and Levinson (2010) pointed out that younger travellers are more 

likely to choose reliable routes. In the analysis of air passengers’ travel behaviour, 

Tam et al. (2008) also found that business air passengers place a significantly higher 

value on both travel time and reliability than non-business air passengers. 

 

As well as the above empirical studies, several theoretical models have been 

proposed to quantitatively model travellers’ risk-taking behaviours. These theoretical 
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models include travel time budget model (Chen and Ji, 2005; Lo et al., 2006), 

mean-excess travel time model (Chen and Zhou, 2010) and scheduling model 

(Noland and Small, 1995). Such three models have some similarities and can be 

expressed as the same type of mathematical formulation as follows. 

 

Chen and Ji (2005) and Lo et al. (2006) adopted the concept of travel time budget for 

modeling road users’ risk-aversion behaviour under travel time uncertainties. Let 

rs
uT  be the path travel time between origin and destination. The travel time budget, 

denoted by b , can be defined by travel time reliability chance constraint at 

confidence level α  as follows: 

))Pr(|( α≥<= bTbMinb rs
u                             (2.1) 

The value of α  depends on travellers’ socio-economic characteristics and trip 

purposes. The heterogeneous travellers with different degrees of risk-aversion can be 

modeled by different values of α  ( 5.0>α , 5.0=α  and 5.0<α  represents 

risk-averse, risk-neutral and risk-seeking attitude respectively). The Eq. (2.1) can be 

re-written as the summation of the expected travel time and the safety margin as: 

rs
u

rs
uT ZTEb rs

u
σαΦ α+== − )()(1 ,  )1 ,0(∈α                     (2.2) 

where )(1 αΦ −
rs

uT
 is the inverse of cumulative distribution function (CDF) of path 

travel time at confidence level α ; )( rs
uTE  is the expected path travel time; and 

rs
uZ σα  is the safety margin which is a function of travel time standard deviation 

rs
uσ . 

 

In a later study by Chen and Zhou (2010), the concept of travel time budget was 

extended to take account of both reliability and unreliability aspects of path travel 

time. Consequently, a new concept of mean-excess travel time was proposed as the 

conditional expectation of the travel time exceeding the corresponding travel time 
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budget: 

)1/())(()1/())(()|(
1 1 αΦαη
α

−=−=≥= ∫∫ −+∞
dssdtttfbTTE rs

uTb

rs
u

rs
u       (2.3) 

As the inverse of CDF of path travel time, )(1 ⋅−
rs

uTΦ , is the monotonic increasing 

function with respect to confidence level, Eq. (2.3) can be written as: 

rs
u

rs
uT ZTErs

u
σβΦη β+== − )()(1 ,  )1 ,(αβ ∈                      (2.4) 

 

Noland and Small (1995) proposed a scheduling model to explicitly consider travel 

time variability in a model of scheduling choice as: 

L
rs

u PSDLESDEETEUE 4321 )()()()( λλλλ +++=                  (2.5) 

In this model, the expected utility )(UE  for the journey is dependent on expected 

travel time )( rs
uTE , expected schedule delay-early )(SDEE , expected schedule 

delay-late )(SDLE , and the probability of late arrival LP . According to Fosgerau and 

Karlstr (2010), scheduling model in Eq. (2.5) can be expressed as 

∫ +

−++=
1

)/(

1
321

323

)()()()(
λλλ

Φλλσλ dssTEUE rs
u                   (2.6) 

Dividing Eq. (2.6) by 1λ , the scheduling model can be written as travel time budget 

model as 

∫ +

−+
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Φ
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σ dssTEUE rs

uT
rs

u                   (2.7) 

rs
u

rs
u ZTEUE σγΦ γ+== − )()()( 1 ,  )1 ,0(∈γ                    (2.8) 

 

As formulated, the above three models can be expressed as the same travel time 

budget model but with different model parameters. Hence, the travel time budget 

model is adopted in the reliable shortest path problems throughout this study. It 

should be noted that solution algorithms developed in this study can also be applied 

to the reliable shortest path problems based on the other two models (i.e. 
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mean-excess travel time model and scheduling model). 

 

2.3. Stochastic Shortest Path Algorithms 

 

As travel time in congested urban road networks is highly stochastic, in the literature, 

substantial attention has been given to stochastic shortest path algorithms for finding 

the optimal path in such stochastic networks. In general, stochastic shortest path 

algorithms can be grouped into the following two factors: (1) the en-route routing 

strategy (2) the inclusion of travellers’ risk-taking behaviour. In relation to these two 

factors, the stochastic shortest path problems can be broadly divided into four 

categories as shown in Table 2.1. 

 
Table 2.1 Classification of stochastic shortest path problems 

  En-route routing strategies 
  Adaptive Priori 

Consider travel time 
reliability? 

No A-LEPP P-LEPP 
Yes A-RSPP P-RSPP 

A-LEPP: adaptive least expected time path problems 
P-LEPP: priori least expected time path problems 
A-RSPP: adaptive reliable shortest path problems 
P-RSPP: priori reliable shortest path problems 
 
The priori least expected time path problems (P-LEPP) have been intensively studied 

in the literature. Under P-LEPP, a priori optimal path with the least expected travel 

time is determined for risk-neutral travellers based on current estimated (or predicted) 

travel time distributions. When link travel times do not vary with time-of-day, the 

problem then reduces to a traditional shortest path problem in a deterministic 

network where the random link travel times are replaced by their expected values. In 

this scenario, efficient classical shortest path algorithms (Dijkstra, 1959; Hart et al., 

1968; Fu et al., 2006; Chan and Lim, 2007; Ziliaskopoulos et al., 2009) can be 

employed to exactly solve P-LEPP. 
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P-LEPP is non-trivial when link travel times are stochastic time-dependent (STD). 

Due to the existence of temporal correlations in STD networks, the expected path 

travel time is non-additive and thus cannot be simply calculated by the summation of 

expected travel time of individual links (Fu and Rilett, 1998). Therefore, the efficient 

classical shortest path algorithms, built on the additive property, are no longer 

applicable for solving P-LEPP in STD networks. To address this difficulty, Fu and 

Rilett (1998) introduced an approximation method to estimate expected path travel 

time in STD networks and proposed a heuristic solution algorithm using the concept 

of K-shortest path algorithms (Yen, 1971). Miller-Hooks and Mahmassani (2000), on 

the basis of a stochastic dominance condition, proposed a non-polynomial 

label-correcting algorithm to find the least expected time paths from all network 

nodes to the origin for all possible departure times. 

 

Another area of stochastic shortest path problems, receiving much attention in the 

literature, is the adaptive least expected time path problems (A-LEPP) (Hall, 1986; 

Polychronopoulos and Tsitsiklis, 1996; Fu, 2001). It is assumed in A-LEPP that 

travellers would realize actual (deterministic) travel time of a link when the arrival of 

that link’s tail node; and travellers would then re-optimize their route choice 

decisions at each intermediate node, based on such realized link travel times, with the 

result that the expected path travel time would be minimized. Under these two 

assumptions, the optimal solution of A-LEPP is not a single complete path but a 

routing policy (Gao and Chabini, 2006). 

 

Hall (1986) found that the routing policy generated by A-LEPP typically has a lower 

expected travel time than the priori path generated by P-LEPP. This is because the 

routing policy takes into account future availability of travel time information and 

future opportunities to divert to different paths (Fu, 2001). Most existing solution 

algorithms for solving A-LEPP used the label-correcting approach (Hall, 1986; 
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Polychronopoulos and Tsitsiklis, 1996; Cheung, 1998; Miller-Hooks and 

Mahmassani, 2000; Fu, 2001; Opasanon and Miller-Hooks, 2006). Spatial and/or 

temporal correlations among link travel times have also been explored by several 

authors (Waller and Ziliaskopoulos, 2002; Fan et al., 2005b; Gao and Chabini, 2006). 

However, in worst case these solution algorithms for solving A-LEPP can be 

computational intractable, because the optimal routing policy of A-LEPP may 

contain an infinite number of cycles. 

 

Fan et al. (2005a) extended the above A-LEPP into the adaptive reliable shortest path 

problems (A-RSPP). Unlike A-LEPP, travellers under A-RSPP are assumed to 

choose the next node visit by maximizing the on-time arrival probability (or travel 

time reliability concept in Section 2.2) rather than by minimizing the expected path 

travel time. Successive approximation algorithms were proposed to solve A-RSPP 

(Fan et al., 2005a; Fan and Nie, 2006; Nie and Fan, 2006). These successive 

approximation methods can also be computationally intractable due to the existence 

of cyclic paths in the optimal routing policy of A-RSPP. 

 

The priori reliable shortest path problems (P-RSPP) are another area that has 

received much attention in recent years. In his seminal work, Frank (1969) 

introduced the optimal priori path as the one which maximizes travellers’ on-time 

arrival probability within a certain travel time budget. Chen and Ji (2005) proposed a 

similar concept to find the optimal path which minimizes the travel time budget 

required to ensure a pre-specified on-time arrival probability. Based on these two 

definitions, substantial solution algorithms have been proposed for solving P-RSPP, 

including multi-criteria label-correcting algorithms (Nie and Wu, 2009b; Wu and Nie, 

2009), parametric algorithms (Nikolova, 2009), and genetic solution algorithms 

(Chen and Ji, 2005). These solution algorithms, however, either are pure heuristic 

(genetic solution algorithms) or have a non-polynomial computational complexity 

(multi-criteria label-correcting algorithms and parametric algorithms). In addition, 
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only a few studies have considered the travel time spatial and temporal correlations 

among network links (Nie and Wu, 2009a; Ji et al., 2011). 

 

This study focuses on the above P-RSPP rather than A-RSPP. From a modeling point 

of view, solution algorithms for finding priori reliable shortest paths are an essential 

part of reliability-based traffic assignment models (referred to Section 2.4). From an 

ATIS-based routing system point of view, travellers usually make a specified route 

choice decision before the journey or near their origin (Abdel-Aty and Abdalla, 

2004); and en-route re-routing occurs only if the travel time on the pre-planned route 

exceeds a certain threshold or if traffic incidents happened on the pre-planned route 

(Chorus et al., 2006). 

 

2.4. Reliability-based Traffic Assignment 

 
Traffic assignment, which models route choice behaviour of all travellers in the road 

networks, is one of the most essential tasks involved in urban transportation planning. 

Traditional traffic assignment models are mainly based on Wardrop’s user 

equilibrium (UE) principle (Sheffi, 1985). In this UE modeling framework, travel 

demands and network capacities are assumed to be deterministic, and all travellers 

are assumed to have perfect knowledge of travel costs and thus choose their optimal 

paths with minimum travel costs. The travellers’ perception errors of travel costs can 

also be incorporated into the UE modeling framework resulting in a stochastic user 

equilibrium (SUE) principle, in which all travellers minimize their own perceived 

travel costs (Dial, 1971; Sheffi, 1985; Bell, 1995). 

 

The above deterministic assumptions in UE and SUE, however, are not held in real 

road networks. In real-world road networks, travel demands and network capacities 

are often exposed to various uncertainties. Several exogenous factors may contribute 

to network capacity degradations, including such as traffic incidents, traffic 

management and control, work zones, adverse weather conditions, man-made and 
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natural disasters (Chen and Zhou, 2010). In addition, travel demands are varying due 

to endogenous factors, such as temporal factor (time-of-day and day-of-week), 

travellers’ characteristics and special events. 

 

As indicated in Section 2.2, the random demand fluctuations and network capacity 

degradations result in travel time uncertainty in congested urban road networks. In 

this case, travellers consider travel time uncertainty as a risk and reveal various 

risk-taking attitudes based on their own socio-economic characteristics and trip 

purposes. Therefore, the UE (or SUE) traffic assignment models, built on 

deterministic assumptions, cannot fully capture travellers’ risk-taking route choice 

behaviour in congested urban road networks. 

 

To better represent travellers’ route choice behaviour, Lo et al. (2006) adopted the 

travel time budget model (described in Section 2.2) in traffic assignment problems. 

Analogous with the Wardrop’s user equilibrium (UE) principle (Sheffi, 1985), a 

notion of reliability-based user equilibrium (RUE) was introduced. In such RUE 

condition, all travellers in the network will choose the reliable shortest path so as to 

minimize their travel time budget instead of expected travel time. The heterogeneous 

users with different degrees of risk-aversion are modeled by assuming a discrete set 

of reliability thresholds for several distinct user classes. Subsequently, Watling (2006) 

and Chen and Zhou (2010) also developed similar RUE models based on the 

scheduling model and the mean-excess travel time model. 

 

Following this RUE modeling framework, Lo et al. (2006) proposed a model 

considering the link capacity degradation subject to traffic incidents. Shao et al. 

(2006a) presented a demand driven RUE model to consider the effects of daily 

demand fluctuations. As an extension of these two studies, research studies were 

conducted to model travellers’ route choice behaviour under travel time variability 

due to both demand fluctuation and link capacity degradation (Siu and Lo, 2008; 

Zhou and Chen, 2008; Chen and Zhou, 2010). Subsequently, reliability-based 

stochastic user equilibrium (RSUE) models were further developed to take into 

account travellers’ perception errors under various conditions (Shao et al., 2006b; 

Lam et al., 2008; Chen and Zhou, 2009; Connors and Sumalee, 2009). 
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Although RUE traffic assignment models are significant, few efficient solution 

algorithms are available for solving the RUE problems in large-scale road networks. 

This is mainly due to the lack of efficient solution algorithms for solving reliable 

shortest path sub-problems. Most existing algorithms for solving RUE problems 

hedge this difficulty by enumerating paths or by defining a fixed path set (Lo et al., 

2006; Shao et al., 2006a; Siu and Lo, 2008). It should be noted that the path 

enumeration is time consuming for a large-scale problem and as such is appropriate 

only for small-size networks. 

 

2.5. Network Vulnerability Analysis 

 

The investigation of network vulnerability to various disruptive incidents has 

received much attention in recent years, due to widespread man-made and natural 

disasters (e.g. 9/11 in New York City and Japan’s earthquake in 2011). In the 

literature, the vulnerability of the road network is defined as a susceptibility to 

incidents that can result in considerable reductions in road network performance 

(Berdica, 2002). Based on this definition, network vulnerability analysis 

encompasses three components: traffic incidents, traveller behavioural responses to 

incidents, and a vulnerability index to access the consequences of incidents. 
 

A road network may suffer two different types of traffic incidents: 1. Minor events 

such as vehicle breakdown and slight accidents which can occur quite frequently, and 

during which the network is not severely damaged. 2. Major events (such as bridge 

collapse, flooding, landslide and serious accident) which could seriously damage 

network infrastructures. Recognized is the low probability of such latter occurrences, 

yet in the realm of network vulnerability analyses, these major events may be more 

important considerations than minor events. As discussed by Taylor (2008), even if 

the probabilities of the major events are low, the adverse consequences of major 

events on particular network infrastructures could be sufficiently large to indicate a 
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major problem that warrants remedial actions. 

 

Major network events, such as those indicated above, may cause different levels of 

disruption. During a major event, one or more network links may be involved, 

causing the affected links to be partially or completely closed. The combinations of 

different disruptive scenarios are extreme large. A common theme to most network 

vulnerability analysis approaches, however, is the consideration of single link 

completed closure (Jenelius et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2007). 

 

The impacts of traffic incidents strongly depend on traveller behavioural responses. 

Empirical studies have indicated that travellers tend to have time-related reactions to 

traffic incidents (Chang and Nojima, 2001; Hunt et al., 2002; Danczyk and Liu, 

2009). Fig. 2.3 plots a typical traffic flow pattern in an affected area to illustrate the 

time-related reactions. During the immediate period after a disruptive incident, an 

instability interval in traffic patterns occurs, such as a noticeable reduction in traffic 

flows in the affected area immediately after the incident. A period of adjustment 

follows. Travellers’ behavioural responses such as changing route, switching mode, 

changing destination, and cancelling or postponing trips, during this period are 

evident.  

 

 
Figure 2.3 A typical traffic flow pattern after the traffic incident 

 

After the period of adjustment, a new relatively stable “equilibrium” travel pattern 

may emerge. In the medium term, the network travel demand pattern adapts to the 

new conditions, and the traffic conditions become stable and more predictable. The 
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travel demand is still subject to normal day-to-day and seasonal demand variations. 

In the longer term, other factors such as changes in transportation policies and 

economic growth start to influence the traffic condition after the medium term 

period. 

 

In the literature, various vulnerability indices have been proposed to evaluate the 

consequences of link closures. The characteristics of these indices are briefly 

discussed and summarized in Table 2.2. For the immediate term, Kurauchi et al. 

(2009) evaluated network vulnerability by considering the number of distinct paths 

connecting each origin-destination pair. For the medium term, Jenelius et al. (2006) 

used the increase of the generalized cost, weighted by travel demand, as a link 

closure vulnerability measure. Taylor et al. (2006) adopted Hansen for assessing the 

vulnerability of the national road system of Australia, and the ARIA 

(Accessibility/Remoteness Index of Australia) index for the rural or remote area of 

Australia. Chen et al. (2007) introduced the utility-based accessibility index to take 

account of travellers’ behavioural responses to the link closure. 

 

Table 2.2 The characteristics of road network vulnerability indices 

Source Network 
type Network performance measure Time period 

Kurauchi et al. 
( 2009) 

Urban / 
Rural Network connectivity Immediate term 

Taylor et al. 
(2006) Urban Hansen integral accessibility Medium term 

Taylor et al. 
(2006) Rural Accessibility / Remoteness Index 

of Australia Medium term 

Jenelius et al. 
(2006) 

Urban / 
Rural 

Generalized cost weighted by 
travel demand Medium term 

Chen et al. 
(2007) 

Urban / 
Rural 

Behavioural-utility-based 
accessibility Medium term 

 
A key issue in the vulnerability analysis is to identify the critical infrastructures 

(links/nodes) of a network, where the failure of those infrastructures would have the 

most serious impacts on the whole network. A common technique for identifying 

critical links is the full network scan approach (Jenelius et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 

2006). In this approach, each link is iteratively removed from the network and the 
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consequences of its closure are measured using a form of traffic assignment (e.g. 

RUE traffic assignment in Section 2.4). The critical links are then identified by 

evaluating all possible link closures. This approach can be computationally 

burdensome and may not be viable for identifying critical links in large-scale 

networks, since traffic assignment itself is computational demand in large-scale 

networks. 

 

2.6. Summary 

 

Link travel times in congested urban road networks are highly stochastic due to 

random demand fluctuations and capacity degradations. Many empirical studies 

found that travellers indeed consider travel time uncertainty as a risk for their trips 

and reveal heterogeneous degrees of risk-aversion based on their socio-economic 

characteristics and trip purposes. Three behavioural models (namely travel time 

budget model, mean-excess travel time model and scheduling model) have been 

proposed to quantitatively model travellers’ risk-taking behaviour. It was found that 

these three behavioural models can be formulated as the same type of mathematical 

expression. In this case, reliable shortest path problems based on such behavioural 

models can be solved by the same solution algorithms. 
 

Two variants of the reliable shortest path problems, using different en-route routing 

strategies have been investigated in the literature. The priori reliable shortest path 

algorithms are to determine a complete reliable shortest path according to priori 

known travel time distributions. The adaptive reliable shortest path algorithms are to 

find an optimal routing policy that help travellers making route choice decisions at 

each intermediate node based on realized actual traffic condition.  

 

The priori reliable shortest path problems are more practical than the adaptive variant. 

The priori reliable shortest path problems are an essential sub-problem of the 

reliability-based traffic assignment problems; and are suitable for the development of 
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ATIS-based routing systems. 

 

A key issue in the vulnerability analysis is to identify the critical infrastructures of a 

network, where the failure of the above infrastructures would have the most serious 

impacts on the whole network. A common technique for identifying critical links is 

the full network scan approach. In this approach, each link is iteratively removed 

from the network and the consequences of its closure are measured using a 

reliability-based traffic assignment. 

 

Through the review of reliable shortest path problems, it was noted that efficient 

reliable shortest path algorithm to support real-time operations of ATIS-based 

routing systems is yet to be developed. In addition, travel time spatial and temporal 

correlations are not explicitly considered in the reliable shortest path problems. With 

respect to reliability traffic assignment problems, most existing solution algorithms 

employ a path enumeration technique and thus cannot be used for solving the 

large-scale reliability-based traffic assignment problems. In connection with network 

vulnerability analysis, a traditional network scan approach is computational 

intractable for identifying the critical links in large-scale real transportation 

networks. 

 

Based on this previous related work, efficient reliable shortest path algorithms for 

supporting the real-time operations of ATIS-based routing systems are proposed in 

Chapter 3. An extension of proposed reliable shortest path algorithms to explicitly 

consider the travel time spatial and temporal correlations is presented in Chapters 4 

and 5. Based on the developed reliable shortest path algorithms, a real-world 

ATIS-based routing system is described in Chapter 6. An incorporation of reliable 

shortest path algorithms into the large-scale reliable-based traffic assignment 

problems and network vulnerability analysis problems are discussed in Chapters 7 

and 8. 
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3. Reliable Shortest Path Problems 
 
The problem of finding reliable shortest paths in stochastic networks with 

independent normal distributed link travel times is investigated and described in this 

chapter. It is shown that this reliable shortest path problem (RSPP) is non-additive 

and thus cannot be solved by classical shortest path algorithms (e.g. Dijkstra’s 

algorithm). In this chapter, the non-additive difficulty of RSPP is tackled using a 

multiple-criteria shortest path approach. Several dominance conditions of RSPP are 

established to enable the use of generalized dynamic programming approaches to 

solve RSPP. Two new multi-criteria A* algorithms are proposed to solve RSPP for 

risk-averse, risk-neural and risk-seeking scenarios, exactly. Computational results 

using large scale networks demonstrated that the proposed multi-criteria A* 

algorithms have a significant computational advantage over existing methods. The 

extension of above proposed algorithms to lognormal distributions is also discussed 

in this chapter. 

 

This chapter is organized as follows. Previous studies relating to RSPP are briefly 

reviewed in Section 3.1. The definition of RSPP in relation to stochastic networks, 

together with the model formulation is presented in Section 3.2. The dominance 

conditions of RSPP are introduced in Section 3.3. Solution algorithms to solve RSPP 

are presented in Section 3.4. The computational performance of the proposed 

solution algorithms is reported in Section 3.5. The extension of proposed solution 

algorithms to lognormal distributions are discussed in Section 3.6. Finally, a 

summary of this chapter is given in Section 3.7. 

 

3.1. Background 
 

The problem of finding reliable shortest paths in stochastic networks has been 

intensively studied. Frank (1969) introduced the concept of finding the most reliable 

path which maximizes the probability of travellers arriving at their destination within 
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a given travel time budget. Chen and Ji (2005) proposed a similar concept to find the 

alpha-shortest path which minimizes the travel time budget required to ensure a 

pre-specified on-time arrival probability. Based on these two definitions, substantial 

solution algorithms have been proposed in the literature to solve RSPP in stochastic 

networks. 
 

In the literature, focus is on RSPP solution algorithms based on the definition of most 

reliable paths. Mirchandani (1976) presented a recursive algorithm to solve the 

discrete version of Frank's problem. However, the algorithm requires path 

enumeration and thus cannot be applied to large-scale problems. Shao et al. (2004) 

proposed a heuristic method for solving this problem, based on the relationship 

between the link travel time mean and standard deviation. Nonetheless, this method 

cannot provide a solution for risk-seeking travellers, whose travel time budget is less 

than the least expected travel time between origin-destination (O-D) nodes. Nikolova 

(2006) and Lim et al. (2008) proposed parametric approaches to determine the most 

reliable shortest path. However, such parametric approaches also cannot determine 

the solution for risk-seeking travellers. 

 

Nie and Wu (2009b) proposed a label-correcting algorithm to find the most reliable 

path by generating all non-dominated paths between O-D nodes under first-order 

stochastic dominance. The proposed algorithm, notwithstanding, has a 

non-deterministic polynomial complexity, since the number of non-dominated paths 

grows exponentially with network size. To reduce the number of generated 

non-dominated paths, an approximate approach was proposed. Nevertheless, the 

approximation may miss the optimal paths completely, and there is no precise notion 

of how good that approximation is. 

 
A few efficient solution algorithms have been proposed to solve the path finding 

problem based on the definition of alpha-shortest paths. Chen and Ji (2005) presented 

a simulation-based genetic algorithm for finding both the alpha-shortest and the most 

reliable paths. It should be noted that the simulation-based methods are 

computationally expensive and the precision of results depends on the number of 
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simulations. Nikolova (2010) proposed a parametric approach to determine the 

alpha-shortest path. This algorithm, however, cannot determine a solution for 

risk-seeking travellers. 

 

The alpha-shortest path definition is adopted in this chapter to address RSPP in the 

context of online pre-trip planning applications. The definition of alpha-shortest path 

is shown to be equivalent to that of Frank (1969), but it can better reflect travellers’ 

route choice processes in pre-trip planning applications.  

 

3.2. Problem Definition 

 

Let ( )A,NG =  be a directed network, where N  and A  are the sets of nodes and 

links respectively. Suppose that the nodes Nr ∈  and Ns ∈  represent the O-D 

nodes of G . Each node i  has a set of successor nodes }:{)( AajiSCS ij ∈=  and a 

set of predecessor nodes }:{)( AakiPDS wi ∈= . Assume that each link ija  has a 

random travel time ijT  with a given probability density function (PDF). The mean 

and standard deviation (SD) of link travel time are denoted by ijt  and ijσ  

respectively. Let rsP },...,{ 1
rs
n

rs pp=  be a set of paths from the origin r  to the 

destination s . Let urs
ij

,δ  be the link-path incidence relationship, where 1, =urs
ijδ  

means that the link ija  is on the path rs
up , and 0, =urs

ijδ , otherwise. The path travel 

time, denoted by rs
uT , is the sum of related link travel times along the path as 

∑
∈

=
Aa

urs
ijij

rs
u

ij

TT ,δ                (3.1) 

Obviously, the path travel time rs
uT  is also a random variable whose distribution is 

the joint PDF of all links along the path. The mean and SD of path travel time are 

denoted by rs
ut  and rs

uσ  respectively. Let )(⋅rs
uTΦ  be the cumulative distribution 

function (CDF) of path travel time and )(1 ⋅−
rs

uTΦ  be the inverse CDF of path travel 

time. 
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The reliable shortest path defined by Frank (1969) can be expressed with respect to 

the pre-specified travel time budget b  as below: 

 

Definition 3.1 (Most reliable path). Given a travel time budget b , a path rs
up rsP∈  

is the most reliable path if )()( bb rs
v

rs
u TT ΦΦ >  for any other path rs

vp rsP∈ . 

 

As an alternative, the alpha-shortest path can be defined with respect to a 

pre-specified on-time arrival probability α  (Chen and Ji, 2005) as follows: 

 

Definition 3.2 (Alpha-shortest path). Given an on-time arrival probability α , a path 
rs
up rsP∈  is the alpha-shortest path if )()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < rs

v
rs

u TT
 for any other path rs

vp

rsP∈ . 

 

Travellers’ different risk attitudes towards travel time uncertainty according to 

on-time arrival probability can be defined as follows: 

•  If 5.0>α  (or 5.0)( >brs
uTΦ ) then the traveller is ‘risk-averse for on-time 

arrival’; 

• If 5.0=α  (or 5.0)( =brs
uTΦ ) the traveller is then ‘risk-neutral for on-time 

arrival’; 

•  If 5.0<α  (or 5.0)( <brs
uTΦ ) the traveller is then ‘risk-seeking for on-time 

arrival’. 

 

Even though the reliable shortest path can be determined using either Definition 3.1 

or 3.2, it should be noted that these two definitions are different to some extent. To 

find the most reliable path, an underlying assumption is that travellers can determine 

their travel time budgets prior to their trips. However, the travel time budget depends 

largely on the distance between O-D nodes and the congestion level in the network. 

The travellers may be thus unable to define an appropriate travel time budget prior to 

their trips. Definition 3.2, however, requires the travellers to express their desired 

risk attitudes toward travel time uncertainty. It is postulated in this research that in 
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the context of pre-trip planning applications, travellers can identify their desired risk 

attitudes based on trip purposes rather than defining an appropriate travel time 

budget in the stochastic network. Hence, the alpha-shortest path definition is adopted 

for determining the optimal path in stochastic networks. 

 

In this chapter, it is assumed that link travel times follow normal distributions and all 

link travel times are statistically independent. These two assumptions are commonly 

used in studies of stochastic shortest path problems (Wijeratne et al., 1993; Shao et 

al., 2004; Chang et al., 2005). As indicated in Chapter 2, the normality assumption 

could be sufficient from a practical standpoint, given its computational simplicity. 

Under the normality assumption, RSPP can be formally defined as follows: 

∑∑
∈∈

− +=
Aa

urs
ijij

Aa

urs
ijijT

ijij

rs
u

ZtMin ,2,1 *)( δσδαΦ α                      (3.2) 

Subject to  

si
siri

ri

iPDSw

urs
wi

iSCSj

urs
ij

=∀
≠≠∀

=∀









−
=− ∑∑

∈∈

;,
1
0
1

)(

,

)(

, δδ ,                      (3.3) 

{ } Aaij
urs

ij ∈∀∈ ,1,0,δ                                       (3.4) 

Eq. (3.2) is the travel time budget that travellers want to minimize. Eq. (3.3) ensures 

that the links on the reliable shortest path are feasible. Eq. (3.4) is concerned with the 

link-path incidence variables which are binary in nature. 

 

RSPP can be regarded as one of the non-additive shortest path problems, since the 

path cost ( )(1 αΦ −
rs

uT
) cannot be calculated as the sum of related links costs. This leads 

to a violation of Bellman’s Principle of Optimality (Bellman, 1958), which states that 

a sub-path between any pair of nodes on the shortest path is itself, the shortest path. 

An illustration of this non-additive property can be found in Fig. 3.1, where ⊕  is a 

path concatenation operator (e.g. 2312
13
1 aap ⊕=  means that 13

1p  goes through 

12a  and 23a ). 
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Figure 3.1 An illustration of non-additive property of RSPP 

 

As shown in the figure, consider a risk-averse traveller ( 9.0=α , 28.1=aZ ) the cost 

of path 13
1p  is not equal to the aggregate cost of links 12a  and 23a  

( 86.7)9.0(1
13

1
=−

TΦ < 51.8)9.0()9.0( 11
2312

1
=+ −−

TT ΦΦ ). Note that the optimal path between 

nodes 1 and 3 uses the path 13
1p  going through links 12a  and 23a . Based on 

Bellman’s Principle of Optimality, one may expect that the optimal path from node 1 

to 2 should be link 12a , but it actually goes through sub-path 4214
12
2 aap ⊕=  

( 81.3)9.0(78.3)9.0( 11
12

1
12
2

=<= −−
TT ΦΦ ). The violation of Bellman’s Principle of 

Optimality disallows the application of classical dynamic programming approaches 

(e.g Dijkstra’s algorithm) to solve RSPP. 

 

In the following sections, multi-criteria shortest path approach is proposed to solve 

RSPP. 

 

3.3. Multi-criteria Shortest Path Approach 
 

In this section, RSPP is formulated as a multi-criteria shortest path problem and the 

principle of Bellman’s optimality is extended. The multi-criteria shortest path 

problem typically relies on a number of specific dominance conditions to determine 

dominated paths. When considering two paths ri
v

ri
u pp ≠ riP∈  from origin r  to a 

node i , the following dominated path definitions for RSPP exist: 

 

Let iwri
u

rw
u ppp ⊕=  and iwri

v
rw
v ppp ⊕=  be two paths from origin r  to node w  
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going through the same sub-path iwp . rw
uT  and rw

vT  denote travel time for these 
two paths respectively. 
 

Definition 3.3. A path ri
up riP∈  dominates another path ri

vp riP∈  (denoted by 

ri
v

ri
u pp  ), if and only if )()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < rw

v
rw

u TT
 for any path iwp iwP∈  and any node 

w N∈ . 

 

Definition 3.4. A path ri
up riP∈  is a non-dominated path, if and only if ri

up  is not 

dominated by any path ri
vp riP∈ . 

 

Based on Definitions 3.3 and 3.4, Bellman’s Principle of Optimality is extended as 

follows. 

 

Theorem 3.1. A sub-path of any non-dominated path must be a non-dominated path 

itself. 

Proof. Suppose riri
v Pp ∈  is a sub-path of a non-dominant path 

rwiw
v

ri
v

rw
v Pppp ∈⊕= , and it is dominated by another path riri

u Pp ∈ . According to 

Definition 3.3, we have )()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < rs
v

rs
u TT

 for any path isis Pp ∈ . Therefore, there 

exists at least one path rwiw
v

ri
u

rw
u Pppp ∈⊕=  satisfying )()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < rs

v
rs

u TT
 for any 

wsws Pp ∈ , since any wsiw
v pp ⊕ isP∈ . Thus, ri

v
ri
u pp  . This contradicts the fact that 

ri
vp  is a non-dominant path. □ 

 

The principle of optimality in Theorem 3.1 can be utilized to search for the reliable 

shortest path using a generalized dynamic programming method. Compared with the 

conventional method, several non-dominated paths may have to be stored at each 

node in RSPP. The dominated paths at each node, however, can be discarded without 

further consideration since they cannot be parts of the reliable shortest path between 

O-D nodes. 

 

To determine and discard dominated paths in the stochastic network, Miller-Hooks 
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and Mahmassani (2003) suggested a first-order stochastic dominant (FSD) condition 

to determine the dominated paths under the most reliable path definition. As shown 

in Fig. 3.2, the FSD condition can also be expressed under the alpha-shortest path 

definition as follows: 

 

Proposition 3.1 Given two paths ri
v

ri
u pp ≠ riP∈ , ri

v
ri
u pp   if ri

up  and ri
vp  satisfy 

)()( 11 λΦλΦ −− < ri
v

ri
u TT

 for any confidence level 10 << λ . 

Proof. See Appendix A.  

 

 
Figure 3.2 First-order stochastic dominance 

 

From the objective function, RSPP can be formulated as a bi-criterion shortest path 

problem with respect to the mean and variance of the path travel time, and 

mean-variance (M-V) dominance defined as follows: 

 

Proposition 3.2 (M-V dominance). Given an on-time arrival probability α  and two 

paths ri
v

ri
u pp ≠ riP∈ , ri

v
ri
u pp   if ri

up  and ri
vp  satisfy either 

(i) ri
v

ri
u tt ≤  and ri

v
ri
u ZZ σσ αα <  or 

(ii) ri
v

ri
u tt <  and ri

v
ri
u ZZ σσ αα ≤  

Proof. see Appendix A. □ 

 

Fig. 3.3 graphically illustrates the M-V dominance. As shown in this figure, the M-V 

dominance is stronger than FSD. Using this M-V dominance condition, risk-averse 

travellers can discard dominated paths satisfying )()( 11 λΦλΦ −− < ri
v

ri
u TT

 for any 
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confidence level 15.0 <≤ λ ; and risk-seeking travellers can determine dominated 

paths satisfying )()( 11 λΦλΦ −− < ri
v

ri
u TT

 for any confidence level 5.00 ≤< λ . 

 

  
Figure 3.3 Mean-variance dominance (a) risk-averse (b) risk-seeking 

 

In addition to the above two dominance conditions, (Hutson and Shier, 2009) 

introduced mean-travel time budget (M-B) dominance to determine dominated paths 

for only risk-averse scenarios. It can be proved that the M-B dominance can also be 

applied to risk-seeking and risk-neutral scenarios as follows. 

 

Proposition 3.3 (M-B dominance). Given an on-time arrival probability α  and two 

paths ri
v

ri
u pp ≠ riP∈ , ri

v
ri
u pp   if ri

up  and ri
vp  satisfy ri

v
ri
u tt ≤  and 

)()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < ri
v

ri
u TT

. 

Proof. see Appendix A. □ 

 

As shown in Fig. 3.4, the M-B dominance can help identify potential dominated 

paths which may not be identified under the M-V dominance condition. Depending 

on the criterion, risk-averse travellers can determine and discard dominated paths 

that satisfy )()( 11 λΦλΦ −− < ri
v

ri
u TT

 for any confidence level αλ <≤5.0 . For 

risk-seeking travellers, the dominated paths satisfying )()( 11 λΦλΦ −− < ri
v

ri
u TT

 for any 

confidence level αλ <≤5.0  could be determined and discarded. 
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 Figure 3.4 Mean-travel time budget dominance (a) risk-averse (b) risk-seeking 

 

Based on the above dominance conditions, it can be observed that the alpha-shortest 

path is more suitable than the most reliable path for developing efficient solution 

algorithms for pre-trip planning applications. Using the definition of the most 

reliable path, one cannot determine on-time arrival probability until the destination 

node has been reached. Thus, all non-dominated paths under the FSD condition have 

to be kept in the reliable shortest path search process. The definition of alpha-shortest 

path, however, has an explicit on-time arrival probability reflecting travellers’ risk 

attitude toward travel time uncertainty. It can lead to more strict dominance 

conditions (M-V dominance and M-B dominance) reducing the number of generated 

non-dominated paths thereby improving the efficiency of the search process. 

 

The dominance conditions, based on the use of the alpha-shortest path definition, can 

also be established for two sets of paths. Let riP },...,{ 1
ri
n

ri pp=  and riP̂

}ˆ,...,ˆ{ 1
ri
m

ri pp=  be two sets of non-dominated paths from origin r  to node i . To 

determine their dominant relationships, a straightforward approach is to use 

established dominance conditions between two paths to check whether any ri
up riP∈  

dominates any riri
v Pp ˆˆ ∈ , and vice versa. By arranging riP  and riP̂  as ordered sets, 

the following dominance conditions can be used to determine and discard a set of 

dominated paths in a more efficient way. 

 

Proposition 3.4. Let riP  be a set of non-dominated paths ordered by increasing 

value of ri
ut . If a path ri

up riP∈  is ordered in front of another path ri
vp riP∈  ( vu < ) 

then  

(i) )()( 11 λΦλΦ −− ≥ ri
v

ri
u TT

 and 
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(ii) ri
v

ri
u ZZ σσ αα ≥  

Proof. It can be easily followed by Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. □ 

 

Given two sets of non-dominated paths riP  and riP̂ , if each path of riP̂  is 

dominated by any path of riP , riP̂  is then dominated by riP , denoted as riri PP ˆ . 

In such case, all paths of riP̂  can be discarded without further consideration in the 

search process. 

 

Proposition 3.5. Given two sets of non-dominated paths riP },...,{ 1
ri
n

ri pp=  and riP̂

}ˆ,...,ˆ{ 1
ri
m

ri pp=  ordered by increasing value of ri
ut , then riri PP ˆ  if either 

(i) riri
n tt 1̂≤  and )()( 1

ˆ
1 αΦαΦ −− < ri

m
ri

n TT
 or 

(ii) riri tt 11
ˆ≤  and )()( 1

ˆ
1

1
αΦαΦ −− < ri

m
ri TT

 

Proof. (i) If riri
n tt 1̂≤ , then ri

m
riri

n ttt ˆ...1̂ ≤≤≤ . According to Proposition 3.4(i), if 

)()( 1
ˆ

1 αΦαΦ −− < ri
m

ri
n TT

, then )(...)()( 1
ˆ

1
ˆ

1

1
αΦαΦαΦ −−− ≤≤< riri

m
ri

n TTT
. Therefore, ri

np riP∈  

dominates every path ri
vp̂ riP̂∈  according to Proposition 3.3. 

(ii) The proof is similar to (i). □ 

 

Inspired by Skriver and Andersen (2000), the following proposition is introduced to 

discard all paths of riP̂  before the path extension operations, ij
rirj aPP ⊕= ˆˆ , are 

carried out. 

 

Proposition 3.6. Given two ordered sets of non-dominated paths rjP },...,{ 1
rj
n

rj pp=  

and riP̂ }ˆ,...,ˆ{ 1
ri
m

ri pp= , then ij
rirjrj aPPP ⊕= ˆˆ  if either 

(i) ij
rirj

n ttt +≤ 1̂  and 222 )()ˆ()( ij
ri
m

rj
n ZZZ σσσ ααα +<  or 

(ii) ij
rirj ttt +< 11

ˆ  and 222
1 )()ˆ()( ij

ri
m

rj ZZZ σσσ ααα +≤  

Proof. (i) If ij
rirj

n ttt +≤ 1̂ , then ij
ri

mij
rirj

n ttttt +≤≤+≤ ˆ...1̂ . According to Proposition 

3.4(ii), if 222 )()ˆ()( ij
ri
m

rj
n ZZZ σσσ ααα +< , then 
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22
1

222 )()ˆ(...)()ˆ()( ij
ri

ij
ri
m

rj
n ZZZZZ σσσσσ ααααα +≤≤+< . Therefore, ri

np riP∈  dominates 

every path rj
ij

ri
i Pap ˆˆ ∈⊕  according to Proposition 3.2. 

(ii) The proof is similar to (i). □ 

 

The non-dominated paths of RSPP also have the following properties: 

 

Proposition 3.7. Given two paths ri
up  and ij

ri
u

rj
u app ⊕= , the relationship 

)1,0(  ),()( 11 ∈∀> −− λλΦλΦ ri
u

rj
u TT

 always holds . 

Proof. )()( bb ri
u

rj
u TT ΦΦ − dttfdttftb

b

T

b

TT ri
u

ri
uij ∫∫ −−=

00
)()()(Φ

 

( ) 0)(1)(
0

<−−= ∫
b

TT dttftb ri
uij

Φ , +∈∀ Rb  

)1,0(  ),()( 11 ∈∀>⇒ −− λλΦλΦ ri
u

rj
u TT

. □ 

 

Proposition 3.8. A non-dominated path is acyclic. 
Proof. Suppose ri

v
ri
u pp ≠ ∈ riP   are two non-dominated paths; ri

up  is acyclic; and 
ri
vp  is the same path as ri

up  except for containing one cycle kk
vp  starting and 

ending at node k . According to Proposition 3.7, )1,0(  ),()( 11 ∈∀> −− λλΦλΦ ri
u

ri
v TT

 

always holds. Therefore, ri
v

ri
u pp   according to the FSD condition, contradicting 

the assumption that ri
up  and ri

vp  are two non-dominated paths. □ 
 

3.4. Solution Algorithms for Solving RSPP 
 

In this section, efficient multi-criteria A* algorithms are presented for solving RSPP. 

Similar to traditional A* algorithm (Hart et al., 1968), a heuristic valuation function 

)()()( 1 ihpF ri
uT

ri
u += − αΦ  is adopted to represent the path cost of ri

up , where )(ih  is 

an estimate of travel time budget from node i  to destination s , and 0)( =sh  at 

the destination. )( ri
upF  reflects the likelihood of the sub-path ri

up  on the reliable 

shortest path. The heuristic function is admissible if the following inequality is 

satisfied 
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)()()()()()( 11 ihpFjhpF ri
u

rj
u T

ri
uT

rj
u +=≥+= −− αΦαΦ                 (3.5) 

Eq. (3.5) indicates that the heuristic function value of )( ri
upF  should monotonically 

increase with path extensions. By using this heuristic valuation function, a higher 

priority can be assigned to the nodes closer to the destination, so as to reduce the 

number of examined nodes and speed up the search process. 

 

Based on this idea, two multi-criteria A* algorithms using different labeling 

techniques are proposed in this chapter. The first solution algorithm (namely 

RSPP-LA*) is a label-selection multi-criteria shortest path approach. This solution 

algorithm is easy to implement. At each iteration, only one non-dominated path (or 

one label) is selected for path extension and evaluated according to the M-B 

dominance. To further improve the computational performance, the second solution 

algorithm (named RSPP-NA*) is proposed by using node-selection multi-criteria 

shortest path approach. In the developed RSPP-NA* algorithm, at each iteration, all 

non-dominated paths at the same node are simultaneously selected for path 

extensions and evaluated using established dominance conditions for two sets of 

paths. The details of RSPP-LA* and RSPP-NA* algorithms are given in following 

sections. 

 

3.4.1 Label-based multi-criteria A* algorithm 
 

Let },...,{ 1
ri
m

riri ppP =  be a set of non-dominated paths maintained at each node i . 

Paths in riP  are sorted in ascending order by mean travel time ri
ut . In the 

RSPP-LA* algorithm, non-dominated paths from all nodes are maintained in a scan 

eligible set, denoted by },...,{ rj
v

ri
u ppSE = . The non-dominated paths in SE  are 

ordered by increasing the value of the heuristic function, )( ri
upF . At each iteration, 

only one non-dominated path ri
up  at the top of SE  (with minimum )( ri

upF ) is 

selected from SE  for path extensions. A temporary acyclic path without passing the 

same node twice is constructed by extending the selected path ri
up  to its successor 

link ija , denoted by ij
ri
u

rj
u app ⊕=: . The dominant relationship between the newly 
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generated path rj
up  and the set of non-dominated paths rjP  at node j  is 

determined according to the M-B dominance (Proposition 3.3). If rj
up  is a 

non-dominated path at node j , it is then inserted into rjP  and SE . The newly 

generated path rj
up  may also dominate a set of paths in rjP , denoted by rj

DP . 

These dominated paths in rj
DP  can be eliminated from rjP  and SE . The algorithm 

continues this path search process until the destination is reached or SE  becomes 

empty. When the algorithm terminates, the reliable shortest path can be determined 

as the first selected path at the destination node. The steps of the proposed RSPP-LA* 

algorithm are given as follows. 
 

Algorithm: RSPP-LA* 

Inputs: O-D nodes (r, s) and on-time arrival probability α  

Returns: the reliable shortest path 

Step 1. Initialization: 

Create a path rrp  from r  to itself and set }{: rrrr pP = . 

Calculate )(rh  and )( rrpF , and set }{: rrpSE = . 

Step 2. Label selection: 

If SE φ= , then Stop; otherwise, continue. 

Select ri
up  at the top of SE  and set }{\: ri

upSESE = . 

If si = , then Stop; otherwise continue. 

Step 3. Path extension: 

For each successor node )(iSCSj ∈  

If ri
upj ∈ , then scan next successor node; otherwise, continue. 

Generate a new path ij
ri
u

rj
u app ⊕=:  and calculate )( jh  and )( rj

upF . 

Call procedure =:rj
DP ),(anceCheckDomin rjrj

u Pp . 

If rj
up  is a non-dominated path, then set }{: rj

upSESE ∪=  and rj
DPSESE \:= . 

End for 

Goto Step 2. 
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Procedure: CheckDominance 

Inputs: A path rj
up  and a set of non-dominated path rjP   

Returns: rj
DP  storing the set of paths dominated by rj

up , and update rjP  

Step 1: Initialization 

Set φ=:rj
DP  and 1:=n . 

Step 2: Dominant relationship determination 

While || rjPn ≤  and rj
n

rj
u tt >  ( || rjP  is the number of paths in rjP ) 

If )()( 11 αΦαΦ −− > rj
n

rj
u TT

, then return rj
DP . 

Set 1: += nn . 

End while 

If rj
n

rj
u tt =  and )()( 11 αΦαΦ −− > rj

n
rj

u TT
, then return rj

DP . 

Insert rj
up  into rjP  at n th position and set 1: += nn  (by default 

1|||:| += rjrj PP ). 

While || rjPn ≤  and )()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < rj
n

rj
u TT

 

Set }{\: rj
n

rjrj pPP =  and }{: rj
n

rj
D

rj
D pPP ∪= . 

Set 1: += nn . 

End while 

Return rj
DP . 

 

 

Proposition 3.9. The RSPP-LA* algorithm can determine the reliable shortest path 

when the destination node is reached if the heuristic function used is admissible. 

Proof. Let rsP  be the set of paths containing all non-dominated paths between O-D 

nodes. When the destination node is reached, the path rs
up  is selected from SE . 

Thus, the heuristic function value of rs
up  ( )( rs

upF ) is the minimum heuristic 

function value among the paths in SE . Since all paths in }{\' rs
u

rsrs pPP =  are 

extended from SE  and the heuristic function value monotonically increase with 

path extensions, the heuristic function value of rs
up  is less than that of any path in 
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rsP ' . As 0)( =sh , )()( 1 αΦ −= rs
uT

rs
upF  is the minimum travel time budget  in rsP  

and thus rs
up  is the reliable shortest path between O-D nodes. □ 

 

The actual performance of the RSPP-LA* algorithm depends on the quality of 

heuristic function. A common admissible heuristic function is the Euclidean distance 

function max/)( veih is= ; where ise  is the Euclidean distance from node i  to 

destination s  and maxv  is maximum travel speed (or design speed) of the network. 

However, it should be noted that the higher the maxv  used, the greater the 

computational efforts required. When maxv  approach infinite, and )(ih  approaches 

zero; and the A* algorithm becomes a label-setting approach which uses objective 

function value )(1 αΦ −
ri

uT
 instead of )( ri

upF . 

 

Another possible admissible heuristic function is the shortest distance 

max/)( vdih is= , where isd  is the network distance from node i  to destination s . 

The network distance isd  can be calculated by using Dijkstra’s algorithm from the 

reverse direction (from the destination to the origin). This shortest distance heuristic 

function can provide a better estimation of )(ih  but it requires additional 

computation burden on the shortest distance path finding. 

 

In the worst case, label selection step (Step 2) requires ( )|)||(||||| PNLogPNO  

with the implementation of SE  using an F-heap data structure (Fredman and Tarjan, 

1987), where || N  is the number of network nodes and || P  is the maximum 

number of non-dominated paths at one network node. As CheckDominance 

procedure runs in |)(| PO , the path extension step (Step 3) requires )|||(| 2PAO , 

where || A  is number of network links. Therefore, the RSPP-LA* algorithm runs in 

a time ( )|)||(||||||||| 2 PNLogPNPAO + . 

 

3.4.2 Node-based multi-criteria A* algorithm 
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Similar to the above RSPP-LA* algorithm, non-dominated paths },...,{ 1
ri
m

riri ppP =  

at the same node i  are sorted in ascending order by mean travel time ri
ut . Unlike the 

RSPP-LA* algorithm, in the RSPP-NA* algorithm, all non-dominated in riP  are 

simultaneously selected and evaluated at each iteration. For this purpose, riP  as a 

whole (or called node i ) is maintained in the scan eligible set, },...,{ rjri PPSE = . 

The nodes in SE  are in ascending order, based on their heuristic function )(iF , 

which is defined as the minimum )( ri
upF  for ∈∀ ri

up riP . 

 

At each iteration, a node i  at the top of the priority queue (with minimum )(iF ) is 

selected from SE  and moved to the set of the selected queue, denoted by Q . A 

temporary set of paths is constructed from the selected path set riP  (associated at 

node i ) to each successor node j , denoted by ij
rirj aPP ⊕=ˆ . The newly generated 

paths in rjP̂  are then merged into the set of existing non-dominated paths rjP . The 

newly generated non-dominated paths from rjP̂  may also dominate existing paths 

in rjP  which should be discarded. As the algorithm progresses, each node is 

updated in such a way that all paths at each node are always non-dominated paths 

(according to the Update procedure). The algorithm continues the path extension 

process until the destination is reached or SE  becomes empty. When the algorithm 

terminates, the reliable shortest path can be determined (the last path in rsP  

according to Proposition 3.4). The steps of the proposed RSPP-NA* algorithm are 

described below. 

 

Algorithm RSPP-NA* 

Inputs: O-D pair, On-time arrival probability α  

Returns: the reliable shortest path 

Step 1. Initialization: 

Create a path rrp  from r  to itself and set }{: rrrr pP = . 

Set )(:)( rhrF = , }{: rrPSE =  and φ=:Q . 

Step 2. Node selection: 

    If φ=SE , stop; otherwise, continue. 
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Select riP  at the top of SE . 

Set }{\: riPSESE =  and }{: riPQQ ∪= . 

If si = , stop; otherwise, continue. 

Step 3. Path extension: 

For each successor node )(iSCSj ∈  

Call procedure ) , ,(: rj
ij

rirj
N PaPUpdateP = . 

If SEPrj ∉  and QPrj ∉ , calculate )( jF  and set }{: rjPSESE ∪= . 

If SEPrj ∈ , calculate )( jF . If )( jF  decreased, update the order of rjP  

in SE . 

If QPrj ∈  and φ≠rj
NP , call procedure )( rj

NPExtend . 

End for 

Go back to Step 2. 

 

Procedure Update 

Inputs: A set of non-dominated paths riP  at selected node i ,  a set of existing 

non-dominated paths rjP  at successor node j , and the link ija  

Returns: A set of newly generated non-dominated paths rj
NP  at node j  

Step 1. Fast dominant check (based on Proposition 3.6): 

If ij
rirj

n ttt +≤ 1  and 222 )()ˆ()( ij
ri
m

rj
n ZZZ σσσ ααα +< , return φ=:rj

NP . 

If ij
rirj ttt +≤ 11  and 222

1 )()()( ij
ri
m

rj ZZZ σσσ ααα +< , return φ=:rj
NP . 

Step 2. Path extension operation: 

  Set ij
rirj app ⊕= 11 :ˆ  and )(:)( 1

1̂
αΦ −= rjTjF . 

  For each riri
u Pp ∈  

Set ij
ri
u

rj
u app ⊕=:ˆ . 

If )()(1
ˆ jFrj
uT ≤− αΦ , set )(:)( 1

ˆ αΦ −= rj
uTjF  and }ˆ{ˆ:ˆ rj

u
rjrj pPP ∪= . 

  End for 

Step 3. Fast dominant check (based on Proposition 3.5): 

If rjrj
n tt 1̂≤  and )()( 1

ˆ
1 αΦαΦ −− < rj

m
rj

n TT
, return φ=:rj

NP . 
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If rjrj tt 11
ˆ≤  and )()( 1

ˆ
1

1
αΦαΦ −− < rj

m
rj TT

, return φ=:rj
NP . 

If rjrj
m tt 1
ˆ ≤  and )()( 11

ˆ αΦαΦ −− < rj
n

rj
m TT

, set rjrj PP ˆ:=  and return rjrj
N PP ˆ:= . 

If rjrj tt 11̂ ≤  and )()( 11

1̂
αΦαΦ −− < rj

n
rj TT

, set rjrj PP ˆ:=  and return rjrj
N PP ˆ:= . 

Step 4. Merge operation: 

Call procedure =:rj
NP ModifiedMerge )ˆ,( rjrj PP  and return rj

NP . 

 

Procedure Extend 

Inputs: a set of non-dominated paths rj
NP  at node j  

For each successor node )( jSCSw∈  

Call procedure ),,(: rw
jw

rj
N

rw
N PaPUpdateP = . 

If QPrw ∈  and φ≠rw
NP , call procedure )( rw

NPExtend . 

End for 

 

The following is a description of the Update procedure. In step 1, a fast dominant 

check is carried out using Proposition 3.6 before the extension and merging of 

operations. If Proposition 3.6 is satisfied, all paths in riP  at selected node i  are 

dominated and can be discarded. A temporary set of paths, ij
rirj aPP ⊕=ˆ , will then 

be constructed in Step 2. Note that, in this path extension step, some paths may be 

dominated by the paths ahead of them, according to Proposition 3.4(i). In Step 3, 

there still exists an opportunity to discard a set of dominated paths using Proposition 

3.5 before the merge operation is carried out. In the final step, the merge operation is 

carried out to combine all newly generated paths in rjP̂  and existing paths in rjP . 

The merge operation returns a set of newly generated non-dominated paths in rjP̂ , 

denoted as rj
NP . The merge operation is implemented using the ‘modified merge 

algorithm’ in Brumbaugh-Smith and Shier (1989). 

 

In the conventional label-setting algorithm (Dijkstra’s algorithm), paths in the 

selected queue Q  are not updated and extended. In the proposed algorithm, newly 
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generated non-dominated paths ( rj
NP  return from the Update procedure) may need to 

be inserted into Q  and extended to its successor nodes according to the Extend 

procedure. An example illustrating the Extend procedure can be found in Fig. 3.5. As 

shown in the figure, Node 1 and Node 2 ( 11P  and 12P ) have been selected from 

SE  and a non-dominated path 12a  has been identified at Node 2. In the following 

iteration, Node 4 ( 14P ) is selected from SE , and a new non-dominated path at Node 

2, 4214 aa ⊕ , is generated. The generated non-dominated path, 4214 aa ⊕ , should 

then be inserted into the set of non-dominated paths at Node 2 in Q , and further 

extended to Node 3, because it may result in a non-dominated path 234214 aaa ⊕⊕  

at Node 3. 

 

 
Figure 3.5 An illustration of update operation 

 
Proposition 3.10. The RSPP-NA* algorithm can determine the reliable shortest path 

when the destination node is selected from SE , and if the heuristic function is 

admissible. 

Proof. Suppose that rsP  containing all non-dominated paths between O-D nodes, 

and rsP  is the set of non-dominated paths when destination s  is selected from 

SE . If the heuristic function )(iF  is admissible, the selected heuristic function 

from SE  monotonically increases with path extensions. As rsP  has been selected 

from SE , )(sF  of rsP  is the minimum value in SE . Because all paths in 

rsrsrs PPP −='  are extended from SE , and the )(sF  of rsP  is less than the that 

of rsP ' . As 0)( =sh , )(sF  of rsP  is the minimum )(1 αΦ −
rs

uT
 of rsP  , and thus 

rs
up  can be determined. □ 
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Compared with the RSPP-LA* algorithm, the RSPP-NA* algorithm has a better worst 

case performance. In the RSPP-NA* algorithm, the node selection step (Step 2) 

requires |)|log|(| NNO  with the implementation of SE  using an F-heap data 

structure (Fredman and Tarjan, 1987). As Update procedure runs in |)(| PO , the 

path extension step (Step 3) requires |)||(| PAO . Therefore, the RSPP-NA* 

algorithm runs in a time ( )||log|||||| NNPAO + . 

 

Theoretically, both the RSPP-LA* and RSPP-NA* algorithms have a non-polynomial 

complexity, because || P  grows exponentially with the network size. However, a 

number of authors in their numerical experiments (Brumbaugh-Smith and Shier, 

1989; Müller-Hannemann and Weihe, 2004; Nie and Wu, 2009b) found that || P  is 

much smaller than the maximum possible size, especially for sparse networks in 

transportation applications. 

 

3.5. Computational Performance 
 

The computational performance of the RSPP-LA* and RSPP-NA* algorithms on 

several large-scale networks is examined in this section. The RSPP-LA* and 

RSPP-NA* algorithms were coded in the Visual C# programming language. The 

priority queue was implemented using the F-heap data structure (Fredman and Tarjan, 

1987). 

 

To comparatively evaluate and benchmark the proposed algorithms, an exact 

parametric approach for solving RSPP under risk-averse scenarios (RSPP-P) 

(Nikolova, 2010) was implemented. Following the recommendations of Nikolova 

(2010), Dijkstra’s algorithm (using the same F-heap data structure) was employed as 

the deterministic shortest path algorithm for the implementation of RSPP-P. 

 

As RSPP can be considered as a bi-criterion shortest path problem (BSPP) with 

respect to the mean travel time and its variance, the label-correcting algorithm 
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(BSPP-LCA) (Skriver and Andersen, 2000), which is known to be the most efficient 

for solving BSPP, was also implemented for the purpose of comparison. These two 

additional solution algorithms were coded in the same environment and tested on the 

same networks. All experiments were conducted on a ThinkPad X61 laptop with an 

Intel dual-core 1.6 GHz CPU (only a single processor was used) and 2G RAM. 

 

Table 3.1 Basic characteristics of testing networks 

Road networks  Grid networks  Random networks 

Network || N  || A   Network || N  || A   Network || N  || A  

RTIS 1,367 3,655 
 G1 (40*50) 2,000 7,820  R1 3,000 24,541 

 G2 (50*100) 5,000 19,700  R2 7,000 57,369 

Chicago 12,982 39,018  G3(100*100) 10,000 39,600  R3 14,000 114,532 

|| N : Number of nodes in the network; || A : Number of links in the network 

 

As shown in Table 3.1, the computational tests were conducted on three different 

types of network: road networks, grid networks and random networks. NetMaker 

(Skriver and Andersen, 2000) was used to generate random networks without the 

mean and variance of link travel times. To test the A* algorithm, the x and y 

coordinates of nodes were uniformly distributed from [0m, 10,000m], respectively. 

Based on the node coordinates, the link lengths were calculated as the Euclidean 

distance between the two nodes of a link. Link speeds were then, uniformly 

distributed from [10 km/hour, 100 km/hour] to generate the mean travel time by 

calculating the ratio of link length to link speed. The SD of link travel times was 

generated by randomly selecting the coefficient of variation (the ratio of SD to mean) 

from a uniform distribution in the range of [0.1, 1]. This method, to randomly 

generate the mean and variance of link travel times, was also adopted for the grid 

networks and the Chicago regional network. 

 

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 report the computational performance of the algorithms. The 

computational performance was evaluated in terms of computational time (denoted 

by t~  in milliseconds) and the number of generated non-dominated paths between 

O-D nodes (denoted by n~ ). Note that n~  can be interpreted as the number of 

extreme points in the work of Nikolova (2010). All the reported t~  and n~  values 
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were an average of 100 runs, using different O-D nodes for each run. The 100 O-D 

nodes were randomly selected for each network and the same set of O-D nodes was 

used for every test performed on a given network. 

 

Table 3.2 shows the reliable shortest path finding results for risk-averse scenarios. 

The on-time arrival probability was set as %90=α . It can be seen from Table 3.2 

that the RSPP-NA* algorithm runs significantly faster than the RSPP-LA* algorithm 

for all networks. For example, in the Chicago regional network, the computational 

time required by the RSPP-NA* algorithm was 2.36 (167.3/70.71) times less than 

that consumed by the RSPP-LA* algorithm. This was mainly due to different labeling 

techniques used by RSPP-LA* and RSPP-NA* algorithms. The RSPP-LA* algorithm 

adopts a label-selection method, in which only one non-dominated path (label) with 

minimum travel time budget is selected for path extension and evaluated according 

to the M-B dominance. The RSPP-NA* algorithm is a node-selection method. At 

each iteration, all non-dominated paths associated with the same node can be 

simultaneously selected for path extension. This can reduce the computational 

burden required for maintaining, sorting and selecting elements in the scan eligible 

(SE). In addition, effective dominance conditions for two sets of paths used in the 

RSPP-NA* algorithm can reduce computational burden associated with 

non-dominated path evaluations. 

 

Table 3.2 Computational performance of algorithms for risk-averse scenarios 

Network 
A*  RSPP-NA*  RSPP-LA*  RSPP-P  BSPP-LCA 
t~   t~  n~   t~  n~   t~  n~   t~  n~  

RTIS 3.51  4.73 1.26  5.42 1.2  67.21 10.82  2,382 34.31 
Chicago 64.41  70.71 2.52  167.3 1.95  2,353 19.51  * 195.2 

G1 5.36  5.60 1.73  8.60 1.55  79.63 7.48  773.33 23.3 
G2 19.37  21.69 2.15  46.83 1.95  470.20 12.05  18,533 51.81 
G3 36.87  44.91 2.35  112.66 1.98  1,443 15.04  78,481 76.91 
R1 61.47  69. 23 1.44  96.72 1.26  620.61 4.96  382.22 9.58 
R2 263.2  292.05 1.66  438.38 1.43  3,792 5.09  1,488 10.06 
R3 814.8  885.95 1.43  1293.6 1.33  13,452 4.84  3,166 9.79 

t~ : Average computational times in milliseconds (using 100 runs) 

n~ : Average numbers of non-dominated paths between O-D nodes (using 100 runs) 

*: Computation time > 20minutes 
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The computational performance of traditional A* algorithm was provided in Table 

3.2 as a benchmark of the proposed solution algorithm. It can be observed from Table 

3.2 that the proposed RSPP-NA* algorithm runs slightly slower than the traditional 

A* algorithm. This result is due to the fact that, during the path searching process of 

RSPP-NA* algorithm, several non-dominated paths have to be generated, maintained 

and evaluated at each network nodes. In the traditional A* algorithm, only one path 

is required to be maintained. 

 

It is also be observed from Table 3.2 that the proposed RSPP-NA* algorithm 

performed substantially better than the RSPP-P and BSPP-LCA algorithms for all 

types of networks. For instance, the RSPP-NA* required 70.71 milliseconds to 

determine the reliable shortest path in the Chicago regional network. This was 33.3 

(2,353/70.71) times faster than the RSPP-P algorithm and 19,309 (1,365,337/70.71) 

times faster than the BSPP-LCA algorithm. 

 

The computational advantage of the RSPP-NA* algorithm was expected since it 

generated fewer non-dominated paths than those generated by RSPP-P and 

BSPP-LCA. Fig. 3.6 illustrates the different ways in which these three solution 

algorithms generate non-dominated paths. The BSPP-LCA algorithm first determines 

all of the non-dominated paths between the O-D nodes (all of the points in the Fig. 

3.6), and then chose the reliable shortest path with minimum travel time budget. 

Therefore, this solution algorithm generated 2.195~ =n  non-dominated paths 

between O-D nodes for the Chicago regional network. 

 

As RSPP in risk-averse scenarios can be formulated as a parametric of mean travel 

time and its variance, the RSPP-P algorithm only determined the non-dominated 

paths on the convex hull, without consideration of non-dominated paths in the shaded 

areas shown in Fig. 3.6. Each non-dominated path on the convex hull was obtained 

by a search of the shortest path in a deterministic network using Dijkstra’s algorithm. 

As such, fewer non-dominated paths, 51.19~ =n , are generated for the Chicago 

regional network. The proposed RSPP-NA* algorithm, however, can determine the 

reliable shortest path as soon as destination node was reached. Thus, only a few 

non-dominated paths ( 2.52~ =n  for the Chicago regional network) were generated. 
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Therefore, the proposed RSPP-NA* algorithm performed better than the other two 

algorithms, especially for networks with a large number of non-dominated paths. 
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Figure 3.6 Non-dominated paths ( n~ ) generated by three different algorithms 

 

It can also be seen from Table 3.2 that the RSPP-P algorithm result was superior to 

that of the BSPP-LCA algorithm for road networks and grid networks, where the 

number of non-dominated paths is large and link density small ( ||/|| NA  was about 

3 to 4). However, the performance of RSPP-P may even be inferior to BSPP-LCA for 

random networks with a few non-dominated paths and a large density ( ||/|| NA  

was about 8). It should be noted that RSPP-NA* was still the best performer even for 

these random networks. 

 

Table 3.3 reports the results when solving RSPP under risk-seeking scenarios 

( %10=α ). Under risk-seeking scenarios, the RSPP-P and BSPP-LCA algorithms 

cannot be used to solve RSPP. This is because risk-seeking travellers tend to choose 

optimal paths with smaller means but larger variances. In this case, reliable shortest 

paths are not guaranteed on the convex hull and thus the RSPP-P algorithm cannot 

be used for solving the problem. In addition, when travellers are risk-seeking, the 

non-dominated paths may contain an infinite number of cycles under the M-V 

dominance condition. As a result, the BSPP-LCA algorithm is computationally 

intractable for solving RSPP under risk-seeking scenarios. In contrast to these two 

algorithms, the RSPP-LA* and RSPP-NA* algorithms, based on M-B dominance can 

solve the RSPP in the same way for both risk-averse and risk-seeking scenarios. 

Therefore, the proposed RSPP-LA* and RSPP-NA* algorithms can determine the 
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reliable shortest path for risk-seeking travellers as efficiently as for the risk-averse 

travellers. 

 

Table 3.3 Computational performance of algorithms for risk-seeking scenarios 

Network 
 RSPP-NA*  RSPP-LA* 
 t~  n~   t~  n~  

Hong Kong RTIS  4.17 1.21  5.25 1.21 
Chicago Region  65.77 2.50  295.58 2.04 

G1  4.53 1.74  12.09 1.98 
G2  17.13 1.92  53.96 1.76 
G3  40.15 1.95  133.96 1.87 
R1  57.98 1.54  119.76 1.38 
R2  247.81 1.58  423.10 1.30 
R3  725.25 1.19  1240.8 1.22 

t~ : Average computational times in milliseconds (100 runs) 

n~ : Average numbers of non-dominated paths between O-D nodes (100 runs) 

 

3.6. Extension to Lognormal Distributions 
 

As indicated in Chapter 2, many empirical studies have found that both normal and 

lognormal distributions can be considered to be reasonable assumptions from a 

practical standpoint, but link travel times in congested urban road networks may fit 

lognormal distributions better. In this section, the proposed multi-criteria A* 

algorithms are extended to lognormal distributions. 

 

When path travel times follow lognormal distributions, the path travel time 

distributions can also be generated by calculating their mean and variance in the 

same way as the normal distribution case, since the lognormal distribution is a 

two-parameter distribution. The established M-V and M-B dominance conditions 

(Propositions 3.2 and 3.3), however, cannot be used, the FSD condition (Proposition 

3.1) only, can be adopted to determine dominated paths as shown below. 

 

To determine dominated paths under lognormal distributions, the natural logarithm of 

path travel times can be used. Let ri
ut  and ri

uσ  be the mean and SD of path travel 

time ri
uT . The mean and variance of natural logarithm of ri

uT , respectively denoted 
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by )( ri
uTu  and )( ri

uTv , can be expressed as 

))/(1ln()( 2ri
u

ri
u

ri
u tTv σ+=                                    (3.6) 

)(*5.0)ln()( ri
u

ri
u

ri
u TvtTu −=                                  (3.7) 

The inverse CDF of path travel time can then be calculated by 

( ))()(exp)(1 ri
u

ri
uT TvZTuri

u
ααΦ +=−                             (3.8) 

Consequently, given two paths ri
v

ri
u pp ≠ riP∈ , ri

up  dominates ri
vp  under the FSD 

condition, if )001.0()001.0( 11 −− < ri
v

ri
u TT ΦΦ  and )999.0()999.0( 11 −− < ri

v
ri

u TT ΦΦ  are satisfied. 

The parameters 3.0801001.0 −=Z  and 3.0801999.0 =Z  can be used in Eq. (3.8) to 

calculate )001.0(1−
ri

uTΦ  and )999.0(1−
ri

uTΦ  respectively. 

 

By using the FSD condition, the proposed label-selection multi-criteria A* algorithm 

(RSPP-LA*), in Section 3.4.1, can be easily modified to solve RSPP under lognormal 

distributions. In the modified RSPP-LA* algorithm, all non-dominated paths 

},...,{ 1
ri
m

riri ppP =  maintained at each node i  are sorted in ascending order instead 

of mean travel time, by )001.0(1−
ri

uTΦ . The CheckDominance procedure can also be 

modified by using )001.0(1−
ri

uTΦ  and )999.0(1−
ri

uTΦ  instead of ri
ut  and )(1 αΦ −

ri
uT

. 

After these simple modifications, the RSPP-LA* algorithm can be used for solving 

RSPP under lognormal distributions. 

 

3.7. Summary 
 

In this chapter, the reliable shortest path problem (RSPP) has been investigated. 

RSPP is formulated and solved using a multi-criteria shortest path approach. Several 

dominance conditions, first order stochastic dominance (FSD), M-V dominance and 

M-B dominance, have been established to determine dominated paths for RSPP. The 

FSD condition can be used to determine dominated paths for any types of travel time 

distributions. Compared with the FSD condition, the M-V and M-B dominance 

conditions can help reduce the number of generated non-dominated paths when 
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travel times follow normal distributions. 

 

Based on above established dominance conditions, two new multi-criteria A* 

algorithms (RSPP-LA* and RSPP-NA*) were proposed to solve RSPP. The 

RSPP-LA* algorithm is a label-selection approach. This solution algorithm is easy to 

implement. At each iteration, only one non-dominated path is selected for path 

extension and evaluated according to M-B dominance. The RSPP-NA* algorithm is a 

node-selection approach. At each iteration, all non-dominated paths at the same node 

are simultaneously selected for path extensions and evaluated using established 

dominance conditions for two sets of paths. Compared with RSPP-LA* algorithm, 

this RSPP-NA* algorithm has better computational performance in both average and 

worst cases. 

 

It is assumed in this chapter that link travel times are statistically independent. 

Therefore, the spatial correlations of link travel times in this part of the complete 

study have not been considered and modeled explicitly. In order to obtain more 

accurate reliable shortest path results, the proposed solution algorithms are extended 

to take account travel time spatial correlations and further described in Chapter 4. 
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4. Spatial-dependent Reliable Shortest Path 
Problems 

 

The development of new efficient solution algorithms was described in the last 

chapter. These algorithms aim at solving the reliable shortest path problem (RSPP) in 

stochastic networks, where link travel times are statistically independent. The spatial 

correlations of link travel times have yet to be considered in last chapter. As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, many empirical studies have found that travel times are 

strongly correlated among neighboring links (Chan et al., 2009), largely due to traffic 

flow propagations over time and space. For example, a traffic accident on a major 

urban road may also cause significant travel delays on that road’s upstream links. 

The spatial correlations have also been measured (in terms of variance-covariance 

matrices) in advanced traveller information systems (ATIS) as an important data 

source for travel time estimation and prediction (Tam and Lam 2008; Chan et al., 

2009; El Esawey and Sayed, 2011). Therefore, travel time correlations are necessary 

inclusions in RSPP. In this study, RSPP with spatial correlations is referred to, 

hereafter, as the spatial-dependent reliable shortest path problem (SD-RSPP). 

 

In this chapter, the efficient multi-criteria A* algorithm presented in Chapter 3 is 

extended to solve SD-RSPP based on a k limited spatial dependence assumption. In 

this assumption, the travel time of a link is assumed to be spatially correlated only 

with its neighboring links within a local ‘impact area’. Dominance conditions 

established in Chapter 3 are extended for SD-RSPP under this k limited spatial 

dependence assumption. An equivalent two-level hierarchical network is proposed to 

represent travel time correlations among neighboring links, and facilitate reliable 

shortest path findings based on established dominance conditions. Using this 

hierarchical network, an efficient multi-criteria A* algorithm is proposed to solve 

SD-RSPP, exactly.  

 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 briefly reviews related studies. 

Section 4.2 presents the definition of SD-RSPP. Section 4.3 introduces the 

dominance conditions for SD-RSPP. Section 4.4 presents the two-level hierarchical 
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network. The solution algorithm for solving SD-RSPP is described in Section 4.5. 

The numerical examples using data from a real-world ATIS in Hong Kong is reported 

in Section 4.6. Finally, a summary of this chapter is given in Section 4.7. 
 

4.1. Background 
 

To writer’s knowledge, SD-RSPP has not received much attention in the literature. 

Nie and Wu (2009a) studied SD-RSPP by assuming that the probability density 

function (PDF) of the travel time of a link is conditional on the state of travellers 

arriving at the tail node of that link. The FSD condition and the dynamic 

programming approach can be employed, based on this assumption, to solve 

SD-RSPP. However, it is a formidable task for ATIS to generate such probabilities 

for a large number of links in real road networks.  

 

As an alternative approach, Ji et al. (2011) formulated the spatial correlations as 

variance-covariance matrices which can be directly obtained from ATIS. Based on 

this formulation, a simulation-based method was proposed to solve SD-RSPP. 

Nevertheless, the simulation-based method is computationally expensive and the 

precision of results is dependent on the maximum number of simulations. Using the 

same formulation of variance-covariance matrix, Nikolova (2009) proposed a 

network transformation technique to solve SD-RSPP using the parametric approach. 

However, this parametric method cannot provide a solution for risk-seeking 

travellers; and such method may encounter infinite negative cycles in the 

transformed network due to the negative travel time covariance. 

 

The aim of this chapter is to investigate SD-RSPP in the context of ATIS-based 

routing systems, so as to aid various travellers (including risk-averse, risk-neutral and 

risk-seeking travellers) make their route choice decisions under travel time 

uncertainties. The link travel time correlations are thus represented by 

variance-covariance matrices as the work of Ji et al. (2011). 

 

As indicated above, an efficient multi-criteria A* algorithm is proposed to solve 

SD-RSPP based on a k limited spatial dependence assumption. As also indicated, in 
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this assumption, the travel time of a link is assumed to be spatially correlated only 

with its neighboring links within a local impact area, in which the topological 

distance (measured by number of links) between any two links is less than or equal to 

k. The consideration of this k  limited spatial dependence in SD-RSPP extends the 

work of Nie and Wu (2009a) and Nikolova (2009), which considers only travel time 

correlations on the adjacent links (k = 1). 

 

To some extent, such k limited spatial dependence can be interpreted as Tobler’s First 

Law of Geography that ‘all things are related, but nearby things are more related than 

distant things’ (Tobler, 1970). Empirical studies based on field observations also 

found travel times, among neighboring links, to be strongly correlated (Gajewski and 

Rilett, 2003). The correlation is usually very low for links that are spatially distant, 

even on the same street (El Esawey and Sayed, 2011). 
 

4.2. Problem Statement 
 

Let ( )Ψ ,A ,NG =  be a directed network consisting of a set of nodes N , a set of 

links A , and a set of movements Ψ . Each link ija A∈  has a tail node i N∈ , a 

head node j N∈  and a random travel time ijT . The mean and standard deviation 

(SD) of link travel time are denoted by ijt  and ijσ  respectively. Each node i  has a 

set of successor nodes }:{)( AajiSCS ij ∈=  and a set of predecessor nodes 

}:{)( AawiPDS wi ∈= . The movement ),( ijwiwij aa=ψ Ψ∈  represents an allowed 

movement (e.g. through-movement or right-turn) at node i . 

 

Suppose that the nodes r N∈  and s N∈  represent the O-D nodes. Let rs
up

},...,,...,{ 1 λaaa m=  be a path from origin r  to destination s , consisting of λ  

consecutive links. The path travel time, denoted by rs
uT , is the sum of the related 

link travel times along the path as 

∑
=

=
λ

1m

m
ij

rs
u TT                                          (4.1) 
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where m
ijT  is the travel time distribution of ma  (the mth link along path rs

up ). 

 

As previously indicated, the travel time of link ija  in this chapter is assumed to be 

spatially correlated only within a local impact area, denoted by ( )k
ij

k
ij

k
ij

k
ij ANG Ψ , ,= . 

Let qw
ijd  be the topological distance (measured by number of links) between links 

ija  and qwa . A link qwa  is said to be a k-neighboring link of link ija  if and only if 

kd qw
ij = . With this concept, the impact area k

ijG  can be formally defined as a 

sub-network of G , satisfying kd qw
ij ≤ , k

ijqw Aa ∈∀ .  

 

As indicated in Chapter 3, it is considered reasonable for link travel times to follow 

either normal or lognormal distributions. To facilitate the presentation of the essential 

ideas, link travel time distributions are assumed to follow normal distributions in this 

chapter. It should be noted that the proposed algorithm can also be used to solve 

SD-RSPP with lognormal distributions. 

 

Under these two assumptions, the path travel time rs
uT  follows a multivariate 

normal distribution. Its mean and SD, respectively denoted by rs
ut  and rs

uσ , can be 

calculated as 

∑
=

=
λ

1m

m
ij

rs
u tt                                              (4.2) 

∑∑∑
=

−

=

+

=

+=
k

n

n

m

nmm

m

mrs
u TT

1 11

2 ),cov(2)(
λλ

σσ                        (4.3) 

where ),cov( nmm TT +  is the travel time covariance between links ma  and nma + . 

 

Let )(1 αΦ −
rs

uT
 be the inverse of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of path 

travel time rs
uT  at α  confidence level. As formulated and shown in Chapter 3, it 

can be expressed as 
rs
u

rs
uT ztrs

u
σαΦ α+=− )(1                                      (4.4) 

where αz  is the inverse CDF of standard normal distribution at α confidence level. 
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The on-time arrival probability α  represents travellers’ attitudes towards risks of 

being late ( 5.0>α , 5.0=α  and 5.0<α  for risk-averse, risk-neutral and 

risk-seeking attitudes, respectively). The value of α  can be pre-determined based 

on travellers’ trip purposes. Therefore, SD-RSPP can be formally expressed as the 

following optimization problem 

)(1 αΦ −
rs

uTMin                                          (4.5) 

Subject to 

∑
∈

=
Aa

urs
ijij

rs
u

ij

TT ,δ                                         (4.6) 

si
siri

ri

iPDSw

urs
wi

iSCSj

urs
ij

=∀
≠≠∀

=∀









−
=− ∑∑

∈∈

;,
1
0
1

)(

,

)(

, δδ                     (4.7) 

{ } Aaij
urs

ij ∈∀∈ ,1,0,δ                                    (4.8) 

where urs
ij

,δ  be the decision variable regarding the link-path incidence relationship; 

1, =urs
ijδ  means that the link ija  is on the path rs

up , and otherwise 0, =urs
ijδ . Eq. 

(4.5) represents the travel time budget which travellers want to minimize. Eq. (4.6) 

defines the path travel time as mentioned in Eqs. (4.1-4.3). Eq. (4.7) ensures that the 

reliable shortest path is feasible. Eq. (4.8) is concerned with the link-path incidence 

variables which should be binary in nature. 

 

Fig. 4.1 illustrates the above concept, by means of a small network. In Fig. 4.1, all 

link travel times follow normal distributions. The mean link travel times are shown 

on the links while the link travel time variance and covariance are given in the matrix. 

In the variance-covariance matrix, elements along the diagonal are the variance of 

link travel times and off-diagonal elements are the covariance between two links. As 

the matrix is symmetric, only a lower triangular matrix is shown in the figure. It 

should be noted that when all off-diagonal elements are zero, SD-RSPP reduces to 

RSPP as discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 4.1 An illustrative example 

 

With spatial correlations on link travel times, the dominance conditions established 

in Chapter 3 cannot be used to determine dominated paths for SD-RSPP. As 

illustrated in Fig. 4.1, 13
13
1 ap =  and 2312

13
2 aap ⊕=  are two paths from Node 1 to 

Node 3. According to M-V dominance (Proposition 3.2), 13
1p  dominates 13

2p , since 

43 13
2

13
1 =<= tt  and 54 13

2
13
1 =<= σσ . According to Definition 3.3, 

35
13
1

15
1 app ⊕=  should dominate 35

13
2

15
2 app ⊕=  and )9.0()9.0( 11

15
2

15
1

−− < TT ΦΦ  

should hold. However, in SD-RSPP, 39.11)9.0(79.11)9.0( 11
15
2

15
1

=>= −−
TT ΦΦ , due to 

the effects of travel time spatial correlations (i.e. 2),cov(),cov( 351335
13

1 == TTTT , 

while 2),cov(),cov(),cov( 3523351235
13
2 −=+= TTTTTT ).  Therefore, the established 

dominance conditions and solution algorithms, presented in Chapter 3, cannot be 

used to solve SD-RSPP. 
 

4.3. Multi-criteria Shortest Path Approach for Solving SD-RSPP 
 

In this section, the dominance conditions, established in Chapter 3, are extended to 

solve SD-RSPP when the k limited spatial dependence assumption is used. Let kijp ,

},...,{ 1 kaa=  be a path from node i  to node j  consisting of k  consecutive links, 

and kijri
u

krj
u ppp ,,, ⊕=+ λλ  be a path from origin r  to node j  going through 

sub-path kijp , . The first-order stochastic dominant (FSD) condition for SD-RSPP 

can be formally defined as below. 
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Proposition 4.1 (FSD condition). Given two paths krj
v

krj
u pp ++ ≠ ηλ ,, rjP∈ ,  

krj
v

krj
u pp ++ ηλ ,,    if λ+krj

up ,  and η+krj
vp ,  satisfy )()( 11 yy rj

v
rj

u TT
−− < ΦΦ , )1 ,0(∈∀y . 

Proof. See Appendix B. □ 

 

In addition to the FSD condition, following mean-variance (M-V) dominance exists: 

 

Proposition 4.2. (M-V dominance)  Given an on-time arrival probability α  and 

two paths krj
v

krj
u pp ++ ≠ ηλ ,, rjP∈ , krj

v
krj

u pp ++ ηλ ,,   if λ+krj
up ,  and η+krj

up ,  satisfy 

either 

 (i) rj
v

rj
u tt ≤  and rj

v
rj
u ZZ σσ αα <  or 

(ii) rj
v

rj
u tt <  and rj

v
rj
u ZZ σσ αα ≤  

Proof. See Appendix B. □ 

 

Fig. 4.2 illustrates the above two established dominance conditions in a simple 

network when k = 3 is considered. As shown in Fig. 4.2, four paths from Node 1 to 

Node 8 go through the same sub-path 786756
3,58 aaap ⊕⊕=  with three links. The 

mean and travel time standard deviation of these four paths are given in Fig. 4.2a, 

and the CDF of four path travel time distributions are illustrated in Fig. 4.2b.  

 

It is observed from Fig. 4.2b that the path 5,18
4p  is FSD dominated by the path 5,18

1p  

since )()( 11
18
4

18
1

yy TT
−− < ΦΦ , )1 ,0(∈∀y . Thus, for all travellers with different on-time 

arrival probabilities, 5,18
4p  can be discarded in the path search process. The other 

three paths ( 5,18
1p , 5,18

2p  and 6,18
3p ) should be maintained as FSD non-dominated 

paths. If a traveller is risk-averse, 6,18
3p  can be further eliminated as an M-V 

dominated path since )()( 11
18
3

18
1

yy TT
−− <ΦΦ , )1 ,31.0[∈∀y . Similarly, according to the 

M-V dominance condition, the path 5,18
2p  can be also determined as the M-V 

dominated path for a risk-seeking traveller, since )()( 11
18
2

18
1

yy TT
−− <ΦΦ , ].680 ,0(∈∀y . 

Therefore, with the given on-time arrival probability, the M-V dominance condition 

can help determine potential dominated paths, which may not be identified under the 
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FSD condition. 

 

 
Figure 4.2 An illustration of dominance conditions 

 

In addition, the monotonic property is also satisfied in the SD-RSPP property as 

follows: 

 

Proposition 4.3. Given two paths rj
up  and 


j

rj
u

r
u app ⊕= , the relationship 

)()( 11 αΦαΦ −− > rj
u

r
u TT   )1 ,0(∈∀α  always holds . 

Proof. =− −−  )()( 11 αΦαΦ rj
u

r
u TT  ( )rj

ujj
rj

u
rj
uj TTZt σσσα −+++ 22 ),cov(2)( 

. When 

5.0≥α , we have ≥− −−  )()( 11 αΦαΦ rj
u

r
u TT  ( )  jj

rj
uj

rj
uj ZtZt σσσσ αα −=−−+ 2)(  . 

Due to the non-negative property of travel time of link ja , we have 0>−  jj Zt σα  

and thus 0 )()( 11 >− −− αΦαΦ rj
u

r
u TT  . Similarly, 0 )()( 11 >− −− αΦαΦ rj

u
r

u TT   can be proved 

when 5.0<α . □ 

 

As indicated in Chapter 3, the reliable shortest path in RSPP (with independent link 

travel times) is acyclic without passing the same node more than once. Such a 

property may not be satisfied by the reliable shortest path in SD-RSPP; but it should 

not pass the same link twice, as follows.  

 

Proposition 4.4. The reliable shortest path must not pass the same link more than 

once. 

Proof.  Suppose js
uijij

ri
u

rs
u paapp ⊕⊕⊕⊕= ...  is the reliable shortest path passing 
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the link  ija  twice. There exists a path js
uij

ri
u

rs
v papp ⊕⊕=  passing the link ija  

only once. Since rs
up  passes more links in sub-path ijij aa ⊕⊕ ... , we have 

)()( 11 αΦαΦ −− > rs
v

rs
u TT

 )1 ,0(∈∀α  according to Proposition 4.3. Therefore, rs
up  is not 

the reliable shortest path according to Definition 3.3, contradicting the assumption 

that rs
up  is the reliable shortest path. □ 

 

For convenience, in SD-RSPP, a path which does not pass the same link twice is 

hereafter referred to as the acyclic path. 
 

4.4. Two-level Hierarchical Network 
 

In this section, a two-level hierarchical network to represent road networks with 

spatial correlated link travel times, is proposed. For clarity, the network G  

presented in Section 4.2 is hereafter referred to as the primal network. 

 

As previously indicated, SD-RSPP can be formulated using a multi-criteria shortest 

path approach, and a set of non-dominated paths is maintained and evaluated at the 

same sub-path with k  consecutive links in the primal network. This generalized 

dynamic programming approach, however, may not be easily implemented in the 

primal network, because the sub-path with k  consecutive links is not explicitly 

represented as a basis network entity. 

 

To facilitate such a path search approach using k  consecutive primal links as basis 

network entities, a two-level hierarchical network, denoted by ( )tg HHHG ,= , is 

proposed. The proposed hierarchical network has two hierarchies. The ground 

hierarchy gH  consists of |N|  directed-in-trees, where |N|  is the number of 

nodes in the primal network G . For each primal node Gi ∈ , a directed-in-tree 

),( ii
g

i ANG = is constructed rooting at this primal node. In each directed-in-tree 

g
iG , a ground hierarchical node g

i
ij
u Gn ∈λ,  represents a primal path Gpij

u ∈λ,  with 

λ  consecutive primal links ( 1−≤ kλ  always holds). In this way, all primal paths 
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Gpij
u ∈∀ λ,  with λ  links ( 1−≤ kλ ) can be represented in the ground hierarchy. 

 

Fig. 4.3b illustrates the construction of the ground hierarchy, when 3=k , from the 

primal network, shown in Fig. 4.3a. As illustrated in Fig. 4.3b, there are nine 

directed-in-trees constructed for all nodes in the primal network. In Fig. 4.3b, a node 

in these trees corresponds to a path in the primal network. For example, node ABn  in 

Fig. 4.3b represents the path BA aap ⊕=2,15
1  in the primal network. 

 

 
Figure 4.3 An illustration of hierarchical network 

(a) Primal network G  (b) Ground hierarchy gH  (c) Top hierarchy tH  

 

The nodes in the ground hierarchy can be classified into two categories: border nodes 

and local nodes. The border nodes for a tree g
iG , denoted by 

}1,{)( , −=∀= knGBORDER ij
u

g
i λλ , are defined as those nodes responding to 1−k  

consecutive primal links. The other nodes in the tree g
iG  can be defined as local 

nodes denoted by )(/)( g
ii

g
i GBORDERNGLOCAL = . In the example shown in Fig. 

3b, nine nodes (denoted in gray) are classified as border nodes, since they correspond 

to primal paths in Fig. 4.3a with two links ( 21 =−= kλ ). These nine border nodes 

can be pushed into the top hierarchy as nodes in Fig. 4.3c. The other nodes ( 1 ,0=λ ) 

in Fig. 4.3b are classified as local nodes without consideration in the top hierarchy. 

 

The top hierarchy HGH t ∈  has only one network, denoted by ( )Ψ̂ ,Â ,N̂ˆ =tG . As 

mentioned, all top hierarchical nodes are the border nodes from the ground hierarchy, 

denoted as }),({N̂ g
i

g
i GGBORDER ∀= . Each top hierarchical link Aa uiw

ˆˆ , ∈  

represents a primal path kiw
up , },...,{ 1 k

wij aa =  with k  consecutive links. For the top 
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hierarchical link uiwa ,ˆ , its tail node 1, −ki
un   and head node 1, −kjw

un  respectively 

represent the first and last 1−k  consecutive primal links of kiw
up ,  (i.e. 1, −ki

up   and 

1, −kjw
up ). Each top hierarchical movement Ψψ ˆ}ˆ,ˆ{ˆ ,,, ∈= ujquiwuiq aa  corresponds to a 

primal path 1, +kiq
up },,...{ 11 += k

wq
k
wij aaa   passing 1+k  consecutive links. Similarly, this 

top hierarchical movement’s tail link uiwa ,ˆ  and head link ujqa ,ˆ  respectively 

represent the first and last k consecutive primal links of 1, +kiq
up (i.e. kiw

up ,  and 

kjq
up , ). 

 

Fig. 4.3c depicts the construction of the top hierarchy, where 3=k , from the same 

primal network in Fig. 4.3a. As shown in Fig. 4.3c, all nodes of top hierarchical 

networks are from the border nodes in the ground hierarchy. It can also be found 

from Fig. 4.3 that the top hierarchical network consists of links and movements 

which respectively represent the paths in Fig. 4.3a with three and four primal links. 

For instance, a top hierarchical movement }ˆ,ˆ{ˆ BGHABGABGH aa=ψ  in Fig. 4.3c, 

corresponds to the primal path HGBA aaaap ⊕⊕⊕=4,17
1  in Fig. 4.3a. This 

movement’s tail link ABGâ  represents the primal path GBA aaap ⊕⊕=3,16
1  in Fig. 

4.3a. It can be observed from Fig. 4.3 that all acyclic primal paths ( 4≤k ) in Fig. 

4.3a are represented in the hierarchical network (Fig. 4.3b and Fig. 4.3c). 

Accordingly, this hierarchical network can be said to be a 3=k  complete dual 

network of the primal network in Fig. 4.3a. The concept of the k  complete dual 

network can be formally defined as follows. 

 

Definition 4.1. A two-level hierarchical network ( )tg HHHG ,=  is a k  complete 

dual network of the primal network G  if and only if: (i) any acyclic path Gpij
u ∈λ,  

with 1−≤ kλ  links has a corresponding node gij
u Hn ∈λ, ; (ii) any acyclic path 

Gp kiw
u ∈,   with k  links has a corresponding link t

uiw Ha ∈,ˆ ; and (iii) any acyclic 

path Gp kiq
u ∈+1,  with 1+k  links has a corresponding movement t

uiq H∈,ψ̂ . 
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In the proposed hierarchical network, travel times and their correlations are stored in 

both ground and top hierarchies. In the ground hierarchy HGH g ∈ , each  node 
λ,ij

un  maintains a travel time distribution λ,ij
uT  for its corresponding primal path 

Gpij
u ∈λ, . In the top hierarchy HGH t ∈ , each link t

uiw Ha ∈,ˆ  has a link travel time 

distribution a
uiwT ˆ
, . Let a

uiwt ˆ
,  and 2ˆ

, )( a
uiwσ  be mean and variance of a

uiwT ˆ
,  respectively. 

They can be calculated from the primal network as 
ka

uiw tt =ˆ
,                                               (4.9) 

∑
−

=

+=
1

1

22ˆ
, ),cov(2)()(

k

n

knka
uiw aaσσ                          (4.10) 

where na  and ka  are nth and kth links in the corresponding primal path Gp kiw
u ∈,  

respectively. The travel time covariance between two adjacent top hierarchical links 

uiwa ,ˆ  and  ujqa ,ˆ  is stored as an attribute of the corresponding top hierarchical 

movement }ˆ,ˆ{ˆ ,,, ujquiwuiq aa=ψ . This travel time covariance )ˆ,ˆcov( ,, ujquiw TT  can be 

expressed as 

),cov()ˆ,ˆcov( 11
,,

+= k
ujquiw TTTT                             (4.11) 

where 1T  and 1+kT  travel times of the first link 1a  and the last link 1+ka  of the 

movement’s corresponding primal path Gp kiq
u ∈+1,  respectively. 

 

Let 1, −+krs
up λ Gaa k

qsri ∈= −+ },...,{ 11 λ  be a primal path passing 1−+ kλ  consecutive 

links. Obviously, the primal path 1, −+krs
up λ  contains λ  primal sub-paths 

},...,,,...,{ ,,,, ks
u

kq
u

kjw
u

kri
u pppp θ with consecutive k links. These λ  primal sub-paths 

correspond to λ  top hierarchical links }ˆ,...,ˆ,ˆ,...,ˆ{ ,,
1
,

1
,

λ
θ us

m
uq

m
ujwuri aaaa 

−  in the top 

hierarchy. Let λ,ˆ rs
up  be the top hierarchical path consisting of these λ  top 

hierarchical links. Its mean and travel time variance, denoted by p
urst ˆ
,  and 2ˆ

, )( p
ursσ , 

respectively are defined in this chapter as 

∑
=

− +=
λ

1

,ˆ
,

1,ˆ
,

m

ma
uq

kri
u

p
urs ttt 

                                   (4.12) 
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, )ˆ,ˆcov(2)()()(

m

m
uq
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m
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uq

kri
u

p
urs TT 

       (4.13) 

where 1, −kri
ut  and 21, )( −kri

uσ  respectively are mean and travel time variance stored in 

the first node λ,ri
un  of the top hierarchical path λ,ˆ rs

up ; and 1
,ˆ −m
ujwa  and m

uqa ,ˆ
  are two 

adjacent links along the path λ,ˆ rs
up . Using this setting, it can be proved that the top 

hierarchical path λ,ˆ rs
up  and the primal path 1, −+krs

up λ  have an identical travel time 

distribution as below. 

 

Proposition 4.5. Given a top hierarchical path trs
u Hp ∈∀ λ,ˆ , its travel time 

distribution is equivalent to that of the corresponding primal path Gp krs
u ∈−+ 1,λ . 

Proof. See Appendix B. □ 

 

A simple path in Fig. 4.3 can be used to illustrate the Proposition 4.5. A top 

hierarchical path GHIBGHABG aaap ˆˆˆˆ 3,18
1 ⊕⊕= tH∈  in Fig. 4.3c corresponds to a primal 

path  IHGBA aaaaap ⊕⊕⊕⊕=6,18
1 G∈  in Fig. 4.3a. The mean travel time of 3,18

1p̂  is 

equivalent to that of 6,18
1p  as 

5,18
1

3,ˆ
1,58

2,ˆ
1,27

1,ˆ
1,16

2,15
1

ˆ
1,18 )()( ttttttttttt IHGBA

aaap =++++=+++= . The paths 3,18
1p̂  and 6,18

1p

also have the same travel time variance as follows:  

)ˆ,ˆcov(2)ˆ,ˆcov(2)()()()()( 1,581,171,271,16
23,ˆ

1,58
22,ˆ

1,27
21,ˆ

1,16
22,15

1
2ˆ

1,18 TTTTaaap +++++= σσσσσ  

)),cov(2()),cov(2(    
)),cov(2),cov(2()),cov(2),cov(2(    

)),cov(2),cov(2()),cov(2(
22

222

IBHA

IHIGIHGHBH

GBGAGBABA

TTTT
TTTTTTTT

TTTTTT

++
++++++

+++++=

σσ

σσσ

 

25,18
1 )(σ= . 

 

With Proposition 4.5, following two important lemmas hold: 

 

Lemma 4.1. A path extension uq
mrw

u
mrq

u app ,
1,, ˆˆˆ

⊕= −  in top hierarchy is equivalent 

to the path extension  wq
kmrw

u
kmrq

u app ⊕= −+−+ 2,1,  in the primal network, where top 

hierarchical path 1,ˆ −mrw
up tH∈  corresponds to the primal path 2, −+kmrw

up G∈  ; top 
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hierarchical link uqa ,ˆ


tH∈  corresponds to the primal path kq
up , G∈ ;  and primal 

link wqa G∈  is the last link of the primal path kq
up , . 

Proof. It can be easily followed by Proposition 4.5. 

 

Lemma 4.2. Given a path Gprs
u ∈∀ λ, , it can be determined either a node grs

u Hn ∈λ,  

or a path tkrs
u Hp ∈+− 1,ˆ λ  with the same travel time distribution as Gprs

u ∈λ, , if the 

hierarchical network ( )tg HHHG ,=  is a k  complete dual network of the primal 

network G . 

Proof. When 1−≤ kλ , according to Definition 4.1, there exist a node grs
u Hn ∈λ,  

representing the path λ,rs
up . According to the definition of a hierarchical network, the 

attributes stored at the node λ,rs
un  are equivalent to travel time of λ,rs

up . 

When 1−> kλ , λ,rs
up  contains 1+− kλ  sub-paths with consecutive k links. 

According to Definition 4.1, all these sub-paths, with consecutive k links, in the 

primal network are represented as links in the top hierarchy. Such top hierarchical 

links form a path 1,ˆ +−krs
up λ . According to Proposition 4.5,  1,ˆ +−krs

up λ  and λ,rs
up  have 

an identical path travel time distribution. □ 

 

With the above two lemmas, SD-RSPP in the primal network can likewise be solved 

in the proposed two-level hierarchical network using the generalized dynamic 

programming approach. As each top hierarchical link represents a primal path with k 

consecutive links, the non-dominated paths passing the same k consecutive links 

(according to Propositions 4.2 and 4.3) can be directly maintained and evaluated at 

each top hierarchical link. In addition, as the path extension in the top hierarchy is 

equivalent to the path extension in the primal network, the monotonic increasing 

property (Proposition 4.3) and the acyclic property (Proposition 4.4) are also satisfied 

in the top hierarchical network. These properties contribute to the development of 

efficient solution algorithms given in the next section.  
 

4.5. Solution Algorithm 
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In this section, the label-selection multi-criteria A* algorithm, presented in Chapter 3, 

is extended to solve SD-RSPP in the proposed hierarchical network. For convenience, 

the algorithm is hereafter referred to as SDRSP-HA*. Unless otherwise stated, the 

hierarchical network ( )tg HHHG ,=   used hereafter is a k complete dual network 

of the primal network. Similar to multi-criteria A* algorithm presented in Chapter 3, 

the SDRSP-HA* algorithm uses a heuristic valuation function 

)( )()ˆ( 1
ˆ jhpF rj
uT

rj
u += − αΦ  as a label for the top hierarchical path rj

up̂ tH∈ , where 

)( jh  is a travel time budget estimate from node Gj ∈  to destination Gs ∈ , and 

0)( =sh  at the destination.  

 

As indicted above, SD-RSPP in the primal network can equally be solved in the 

proposed two-level hierarchical network. Each top hierarchical link ijâ tH∈  

represents a primal path Gp kij ∈,  with k  consecutive links. Thus, M-V 

non-dominated paths Gppp kij
u

ri
u

rj
u ∈⊕= ,  passing the same kij

up ,  can be 

represented as corresponding top hierarchical paths t
ij

ri
u

rj
u Happ ∈⊕= ˆˆˆ . Let 

}ˆ,...,ˆ{ rj
v

rj
u

rj ppP =


 be a set of non-dominated paths maintained at the top hierarchical 

link ijâ . The non-dominated paths in rjP̂  are sorted in ascending order by mean 

travel time p
urjt ˆ
, . Non-dominated paths from all top hierarchical links are maintained 

in a scan eligible set, denoted by }ˆ,...,ˆ{ rw
v

rj
u ppSE = . The non-dominated paths in 

SE  are ordered by increasing value of the heuristic function, )ˆ( rj
upF . 

 

At each iteration, non-dominated path rj
up̂  at the top of SE  (with minimum 

)ˆ( rj
upF ) is selected from SE  for path extensions. A temporary acyclic path is 

constructed by extending the selected path rj
up̂  to its successor link t

qw Ha ∈ˆ , 

denoted by qw
rj
u

rw
u app ˆˆ:ˆ ⊕= . The dominant relationship between the newly 

generated path rw
up̂  and the set of non-dominated paths rwP̂  at link qwâ  is 

determined using the M-V dominance condition (Proposition 4.2). If rw
up̂  is a M-V 
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non-dominated path at link qwâ , it is then inserted into rwP̂  and SE . The newly 

generated path rw
up̂  may also dominate a set of paths in rwP̂ , denoted by rw

DP̂ . 

These dominated paths in rw
DP̂  can be eliminated from rwP̂  and SE . The 

algorithm continues this path search process until the destination is reached or SE  

becomes empty. The steps of SDRSP-HA* algorithm are given below. 

 

Algorithm: SDRSP-HA* 

Inputs: O-D nodes (r, s) and on-time arrival probability α  

Returns: the reliable shortest path 

Step 1. Initialization: 

For each border node r
kri

u Gn ∈−1,  ( g
r HG ∈  denotes the tree rooted at origin r ) 

For each top hierarchical link ijâ  emanating from node 1, −krin  

Generate a new path ij
kri

u
rj
u anp ˆ:ˆ 1, ⊕= −  and calculate )( jh  and )ˆ( rj

upF . 

Set }ˆ{:ˆ rj
u

rj pP =  and }ˆ{: rj
upSESE ∪= . 

End for 

End for 

If destination rGs ∈ ,  then, insert all paths r
rs
u Gp ∈  into SE . 

Step 2. Path selection: 

If SE φ= , then Stop; otherwise, continue. 

Select rj
up̂  at the top of SE  and set }ˆ{\: rj

upSESE = . 

If sj = , then Stop; otherwise continue. 

Step 3. Path extension: 

For every movement }ˆ,ˆ{ˆ ,, uqwuijijw aa=ψ  ( uija ,ˆ  denotes the last link of rj
up̂ ) 

Generate a new path qw
rj
u

rw
u app ˆˆ:ˆ ⊕=  and calculate )(wh  and )ˆ( rw

upF . 

If rw
up  is acyclic, then continue; otherwise, scan next movement.  

Call procedure =:ˆ rw
DP CheckDominance )ˆ,ˆ( rwrw

u Pp . 

If rw
up̂  is a non-dominated path, then set }ˆ{: rw

upSESE ∪=  and rw
DPSESE ˆ\:= . 

End for 
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Go to Step 2. 

 

Procedure: CheckDominance 

Inputs: A path rj
up̂  and a set of non-dominated path rjP̂   

Returns: rj
DP̂  storing the set of paths dominated by rj

up̂ , and updated rjP̂  

Step 1: Initialization 

If 5.0>α , then 999.0:=β . 

If 5.0=α , then 5.0:=β . 

If 5.0<α , then 001.0:=β . 

Set φ=:ˆ rj
DP  and 1:=v . 

Step 2: Dominant relationship determination 

While |ˆ| rj
DPv ≤  and rj

v
rj
u tt >  ( |ˆ| rj

DP  is the number of paths in rj
DP̂ ) 

If  )( )( 1
ˆ

1
ˆ βΦβΦ −− > rj

v
rj

u TT
, then return rj

DP̂ . 

Set 1: += vv . 

End while 

If rj
v

rj
u tt =  and  )( )( 1

ˆ
1

ˆ βΦβΦ −− > rj
v

rj
u TT

, then return rj
DP̂ . 

Insert rj
up̂  into rjP̂  at v th position and set 1: += vv  (by default 

1|ˆ||:ˆ| += rj
D

rj
D PP ). 

While |ˆ| rj
DPv ≤  and  )( )( 1

ˆ
1

ˆ βΦβΦ −− ≤ rj
v

rj
u TT

 

Set }ˆ{\ˆ:ˆ rj
v

rjrj pPP =  and }ˆ{ˆ:ˆ rj
v

rj
D

rj
D pPP ∪= . 

Set 1: += vv . 

End while 

Return rj
DP̂ . 

 

The heuristic function )ˆ( rj
upF  is admissible if the following inequality is satisfied 

)( )()ˆ()( )()ˆˆ( 1
ˆ

1
ˆ, jhpFwhapF rj

u
rw

u T
rj
uTuqw

rj
u +=≥+=⊕ −− αΦβΦ         (4.14) 

Eq. (4.14) indicates that the heuristic function value of )ˆ( rj
upF , should 

monotonically increase with path extensions. If the heuristic function is admissible, it 
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can be proved that the SDRSP-HA* algorithm can obtain the optimal solution for the 

SD-RSPP as follows.  

 

Proposition 4.6. If the heuristic function used is admissible, the SDRSP-HA* 

algorithm can determine the reliable shortest path when the destination node is 

reached. 

Proof. Let GPrs ∈  be the set of paths containing all non-dominated paths between 

O-D nodes. When destination node is reached, the path rsp*ˆ  is selected from SE . 

The selected path rsp*ˆ  can be either a node in the ground hierarchy or a path 
trs

u Hp ∈ˆ  in the hierarchical network. As at each iteration the path with minimum 

)ˆ( rj
upF  was selected from SE , the heuristic function value of rsp*ˆ  ( )ˆ( *

rspF ) is the 

minimum heuristic function value among all paths in SE . Since all paths in 

}ˆ{\~
*
rsrsrs pPP =  are extended from SE  and the heuristic function value 

monotonically increases with path extensions, the heuristic function value of rsp*ˆ  is 

less than that of any path in rsP~ . As 0)( =sh ,  )()ˆ( 1
ˆ* βΦ −= rs
uT

rspF  is the minimum 

travel time budget  in rsP  and thus rsp*ˆ  is the reliable shortest path between O-D 

nodes. □ 

 

The performance of SDRSP-HA* algorithm depends on the quality of )( jh  used. 

The better the travel time budget )( jh  estimates, the better the computational 

performance of the SDRSP-HA* algorithm. When 0)( =jh , the SDRSP-HA* 

algorithm reduces to the label-setting algorithm which uses travel time budget 

 )(1
ˆ αΦ −

rj
uT

 as the heuristic function value for path rj
up̂  instead of )ˆ( rj

upF . With the 

implementation of SE  using F-heap data structure (Fredman and Tarjan, 1987), in 

worse case the label-setting algorithm requires ( )|)ˆ||ˆ(||ˆ||ˆ||ˆ||ˆ| 2 PALogPAPO +Ψ , 

where |ˆ| A  and |ˆ|Ψ  are the number of links and movements in the top 

hierarchical network, and |ˆ| P  is maximum number of non-dominated paths 

associated with a top hierarchical link. 
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4.6. Case Study in Hong Kong 
 

A real-world case study, to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed solution 

algorithm, is described in this section. In Hong Kong, real-time traffic information on 

major urban roads is provided by a Real-time Travel Information System (RTIS) 

(http://tis.td.gov.hk/rtis/ttis/index/main_partial.jsp) (Tam and Lam, 2008). In RTIS, 

Radio-frequency identification technology is adopted to collect real-time traffic data. 

Offline link travel times and variance-covariance matrices, generated by traffic flow 

simulators (Lam et al., 2002), are also adopted for RTIS. With the use of real-time 

and offline traffic data, RTIS can provide travel time estimates every five minutes for 

both links, either with or without real-time data. 

 

As shown in Fig. 4.4, the RTIS network consists of 1,367 nodes, 3,655 links and 

11,849 movements at road intersections. In this study, the RTIS data (including mean 

and variance-covariance matrix of link travel times) were collected at an off-peak 

hour (05:00-06:00) and a morning peak hour (08:00-09:00) on 23 Sep 2010 

(Thursday). 

 

 
Figure 4.4 Hong Kong RTIS network 

 

To normalize the link travel time covariance in the whole network, a correlation 

http://tis.td.gov.hk/rtis/ttis/index/main_partial.jsp�
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coefficient for every two links , ija  and qwa , was calculated as 

 qwijqwij
qw
ij aa σσρ /),cov(=                              (4.15) 

The value of qw
ijρ  is between 1−  and 1+ ; 1+=qw

ijρ  is the case of perfect 

positive correlation and 1−=qw
ijρ  is the case of perfect negative correlation. 

 

Fig. 4.5 gives the correlation coefficients of all adjacent RTIS links (k = 1) for both 

peak and off-peak hours. As shown in the figure, travel times between adjacent links 

are correlated either positively or negatively. It can be observed from the figure that 

about two thirds of link travel time was positively correlated. It is also seen from the 

same figure that a considerable number of links were strongly correlated. As shown, 

68.8% and 48.3% of absolute values of these correlation coefficients were larger than 

0.1 for peak and off-peak hours respectively. Therefore, the common assumption that 

link travel times are independently distributed may be erroneous for both peak and 

off-peak hours. 

 

 
Figure 4.5 Histogram of correlation coefficient between adjacent links 

 

The spatial correlations among k-neighboring links are also investigated. Let k
ijNL  

the set of k-neighboring links for link ija . The mean absolute value (MAV) of 

correlation coefficients for all k-neighboring links, denoted by )( kE ρ , can be 

calculated as 
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∑∑
∈∈

=
Aa

k
ij

Aa

qw
ij

k

ijij

NLpabsE ||/)()(ρ ,  k
ijqw NLa ∈∀              (4.16) 

where )( qw
ijpabs  is the absolute value of qw

ijρ  for links ija  and qwa ; and || k
ijNL  

is the number of k-neighboring links for link ija . The value of )( kE ρ  is between 0 

and +1. The larger the )( kE ρ  value, the stronger the travel time correlations among 

k-neighboring links. The )( kE ρ  value can be adopted as an indicator to measure 

travel time correlations among k-neighboring links. 

 

Fig. 4.6 shows such )( kE ρ  values for the RTIS network during the peak hour. In 

this figure, the x-axis refers to k values; and the y-axis at the left hand side represents 

)( kE ρ  values. It is seen from Fig. 4.6 that with the increase of the k value the travel 

time correlations significantly decrease. For instance, when the k value increases 

from 1 to 4, )( kE ρ  decreases from 0.29 to 0.04, a reduction of about 86.2%. This 

observation is consistent with the empirical findings of previous studies (Gajewski 

and Rilett, 2003): the travel time correlation is usually very low for links that are 

spatially distant. 

 

From the above observation, the k limited spatial dependence assumption, that the 

travel time of a link correlates only with its neighboring links within a local impact 

area, seems valid. To justify this assumption, the approximation accuracy of path 

travel time standard deviation (SD) was examined using a typical cross harbour 

journey from the central business district (CBD) to Hong Kong International airport 

(HKIA). As shown in Fig. 4.4, the route passing the cross harbour tunnel (CHT) was 

selected for this case study, because CHT proved to be the most frequently used 

tunnel in Hong Kong and also, and not surprisingly, had a large travel time variation. 

 

Fig. 4.6 illustrates this SD approximation accuracy under different k  values during 

the peak hour (refers to the y-axis at right hand side). The actual path travel time SD 

was 11.64 minutes. It can be found from Fig. 4.6 that the path travel time SD can be 

underestimated by 26.5% when link travel time correlations are ignored (k = 0). This 
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SD approximation accuracy can be improved by increasing the k value. For example, 

the approximation accuracy of path travel time SD can be significantly improved to 

87.1%, when travel time correlations among adjacent links (k = 1) are considered. 

This SD approximation accuracy can be further improved to 99.1% when the k value 

increases to 4. Therefore, for this case study, the path travel time SD can be well 

approximated by using the k limited spatial dependence assumption with a 

sufficiently large k  value (e.g. k = 4). 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Travel time correlations among k-neighboring links 

 

Table 4.1 gives the sizes of the impact area under different k values. The impact area 

size is measured by the average number of links, denoted by |)(| k
ijAE . It can be 

calculated as 

∑
∈

=
Aa

k
ij

k
ij

ij

AAAE ||/|||)(|                                 (18) 

where || k
ijA  is the number of links of the impact area k

ijG  for a primal link 

Gaij ∈ ; and || A  is the number of links in the primal network G . It can be 

observed from Table 4.1 that the size of the impact area exponentially increases with 

k values. For instance, when k increases from 1 to 4, the || k
ijA  value grows by 27 

times, from 3.24 to 87.53. This result can be used to interpret the validation of the k 

limited spatial dependence assumption. When k is large enough, the impact area can 

maintain a considerable number of links with correlated travel times; and thus the 
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majority of link travel time correlations, along the path, can be captured within that 

impact area. 

 

The proposed two-level hierarchical network was constructed using different k 

values (see Table 4.1). It can be seen from Table 4.1 that the size of a constructed 

hierarchical network also exponentially increases with k values, similar to the size of 

impact area. For instance, when k increases from 1 to 4, the number of links in the 

top hierarchical network grows by 29 times from 3,655 to 106,942. This growth rate 

is close to that of the impact area size (about 27 times). Therefore, the increase of the 

k value can improve the approximation accuracy of path travel time distributions, but 

at the cost of increasing the SD-RSPP problem size. It should be noted that when 

 (only correlations among adjacent links are considered), the primal network 

 can be used directly for solving SD-RSPP. The travel time correlations among 

adjacent links can be maintained as an attribute of each movement in the primal 

network.  

 

Table 4.1 The sizes of impact area and hierarchical network under different k values 

K 

value 

Impact area 

(Links) 

 Ground hierarchy 

(Nodes) 

 Top hierarchy 

  Nodes Links Movements 

1 3.24  -  1,367 3,655 11,849 

2 13.59  5,022  3,655 11,849 34,555 

3 38.16  16,871  11,849 34,555 106,942 

4 87.53  51,426  34,555 106,942 315,172 

5 174.63  157,001  106,942 315,172 958,541 

 

The computational performance of the proposed SDRSP-HA* algorithm, using 

different k values was tested on the RTIS network. The SDRSP-HA* algorithm was 

coded in Visual C# programming language. The priority queue (SE) was 

implemented using the F-heap data structure (Fredman and Tarjan, 1987). The )( jh  

used was the Euclidean distance function. All experiments were conducted in the 

computer with a four-core Intel Xeon 3.2GHz CPU (only one core was used) and a 

Windows Server 2003 operation system.  

1=k

G
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Reported in Table 4.2 is the computational performance of the proposed SDRSP-HA* 

algorithm using different k  values. Three risk-taking scenarios, including 

risk-averse ( 9.0=α ), risk-seeking ( 1.0=α ) and risk-neutral ( 5.0=α ), were tested 

for each k value. All reported results were the average of 100 computer runs, using 

different O-D nodes in each run. The 100 O-D nodes were randomly selected and the 

same O-D node set was used for every test performed on all hierarchical networks. 

 

Table 4.2 Computation performance of SDRSP-HA* algorithm  

K 

value 

 
Risk-averse 

(α = 0.9) 
 

Risk-seeking 

(α = 0.1) 
 

Risk-neutral 

(α = 0.5) 

 t~  |ˆ| p   t~  |ˆ| p   t~  |ˆ| p  

1  0.017 2.327  0.020 2.458  0.007 1.325 

2  0.391 13.286  0.409 12.928  0.044 3.810 

3  2.403 35.760  4.324 40.211  0. 213 10.467 

4  79.085 103.514  126.235 109.865  1.365 29.169 

t~ : Average computational time (seconds) 

|ˆ| p : Average number of non-dominated paths in the top hierarchical network (103) 

 

It is clearly seen from Table 4.2 that the computational time of the SDRSP-HA* 

algorithm exponentially increases with respect to the k values. The SDRSP-HA* 

algorithm runs much faster at the risk-neutral scenario at the other two risk-taking 

scenarios. For example, when k = 4, the computational time required by a risk-averse 

scenario is about 58 times (79.085/1.365) larger than that required by the risk-neutral 

scenario. This is because when travellers are risk-neutral, the SDRSP-HA* algorithm 

becomes, essentially, a traditional A* algorithm. In this case, the least number of 

non-dominated paths is generated in the search process, since only a single path is 

kept at each top hierarchical link. For the risk-averse and risk-seeking scenarios, 

additional computational effort is required to generate a considerable amount of M-V 

non-dominated paths during the search process. It can also be found from Table 4.2 

that the algorithm runs slightly faster (1.39 times faster when k = 4) in the risk-averse 

scenario than the risk-seeking scenario. This is positive information for the majority 
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of travellers whose major concern is late arrival. 
 

4.7. Summary 
 

In this chapter, the spatial-dependent reliable shortest path-finding problem 

(SD-RSPP) has been investigated taking into account travel time spatial correlations. 

The travel time of a link is assumed to be spatially correlated only with the 

neighboring links within a local impact area. The travel time correlations with 

neighboring links are considered and represented by variance-covariance matrices. 

Based on this assumption, the SD-RSPP was formulated and solved as a 

multi-criteria shortest path-finding problem. The two dominance conditions, 

first-order stochastic dominant and M-V dominance conditions presented in Chapter 

3, were extended to determine dominated paths for the SD-RSPP.  

 

Based on the established dominance conditions, a new multi-criteria A* algorithm 

was proposed to solve the SD-RSPP in an equivalent two-level hierarchical network, 

exactly. The proposed hierarchical network can well represent travel time 

correlations among neighboring links. The optimality of the proposed solution 

algorithm has been proved theoretically and the complexity of the proposed 

algorithm has also been analyzed. 

 

In this chapter, a case study using data from the real-time travel information system 

(RTIS) in Hong Kong was carried out. Travel time data collected from RTIS 

demonstrated that link travel times are, indeed, strongly correlated within local 

impact areas. This finding indicated the common assumption that link travel times 

are independently distributed was erroneous. Numerical results also showed that the 

proposed limited spatial dependence assumption can well approximate path travel 

time standard deviation, if the size of the impact area is sufficiently large. 

Computational results indicated that the increase of the impact area size can 

significantly enhance the accuracy of reliable shortest path findings, but at the cost of 

additional computational time. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the trade-off 

between the accuracy and computational performance of the solution algorithm. 
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It should be noted that the M-B dominance presented in Chapter 3 can also be 

extended to determine dominated paths for the SD-RSPP. The M-B dominance, 

however, requires paths passing the same sub-path with k2  subsequent links. 

Consequently, this M-B dominance may not easily be used for solving SD-RSPP. 

The extended M-B dominance is given in Appendix B for reference. 

 

It is assumed in this chapter that link travel times are stable for a relatively long time 

period (e.g. morning peak hours). In the following chapter, Chapter 5, the reliable 

shortest path problems are extended to stochastic time-dependent networks where 

link travel times vary with the time-of-day. 
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5. Time-dependent Reliable Shortest Path 
Problems 

 

In last two chapters, the development of efficient solution algorithms, for solving 

reliable shortest path problems in stochastic stationary networks has been described. 

In this chapter, such reliable shortest path problems are extended to stochastic 

time-dependent (STD) networks where the statistical distributions of link travel times 

vary by time intervals throughout the day. For the convenience of the reader, the 

associated problems are hereafter referred to as the time-dependent reliable shortest 

path problems (TD-RSPP). 

 

The problems of finding the reliable shortest path in STD networks become more 

complex when incorporating the time-dimension. Firstly, the first order stochastic 

dominant (FSD) condition presented in last two chapters may not be satisfied in 

TD-RSPP, when link travel times are not stochastic first in first out (S-FIFO). In such 

cases, the efficient multi-criteria A* algorithms, presented in last two chapters, are 

not applicable for solving TD-RSPP. 

 

Secondly, temporal correlations on link travel times have to be considered in 

TD-RSPP. Fu and Rilett (1998) noted that the path travel time distributions in STD 

networks are a stochastic process, conditionally depending on arrival times at 

intermediate nodes and link travel times along the path. The generation of such 

complex path travel time distributions is mathematically intractable (Wu and Nie, 

2009). 

 

Thirdly, a reversibility property does not hold in TD-RSPP. TD-RSPP can be 

classified as two problems according to different routing scenarios. The first problem 

relates to the necessity to determine the earliest arrival time and associated reliable 

shortest path for a given departure time (referred as a forward TD-RSPP). The 

second problem relates to determining the latest departure time and associated 

reliable shortest path for a given preferred arrival time (referred as a backward 

TD-RSPP). As path travel time distributions in STD networks depend on arrival 
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times at intermediate nodes, they must be generated by forward searches from origin 

to destinations. Therefore, the TD-RSPP is not reversible. The backward TD-RSPP 

cannot be easily solved using algorithms designed for the forward problem by a 

search from destination to origin. 

 

The above three issues, involved in TD-RSPP, are addressed in this chapter. A new 

stochastic travel speed model (S-TSM) is proposed to represent STD link travel 

times. It has been proved that the link travel time distributions, under S-TSM, satisfy 

S-FIFO property. In addition, an effective approximation method to generate path 

travel time distribution is proposed in this chapter. The multiple-criteria A* algorithm, 

presented in the last two chapters, is further extended to exactly solve the forward 

TD-RSPP. The backward TD-RSPP is formulated and solved using an equivalent 

two-stage approach.  

 

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. The previous studies related to 

TD-RSPP are briefly reviewed in Section 5.1. The mathematical formulation of 

TD-RSPP is shown in Section 5.2. The S-FIFO property and the representation of 

link travel time distribution are discussed in Section 5.3. Solution algorithms for 

solving both forward and backward TD-RSPP are presented in Section 5.4. Discrete 

methods for generating path travel time distribution are discussed in Section 5.5. A 

case study using a real-world advanced traveller information system (ATIS) is 

reported in Section 5.6. Computation performance of proposed solution algorithms in 

several large-scale networks are examined in Section 5.7. Finally, a summary of this 

chapter is given in Section 5.8. 

 

5.1. Background 
 

The problem of finding shortest paths in networks with deterministic time-dependent 

travel times has been intensively studied. Chabini and Lan (2002) noted that this 

time-dependent shortest path problem (TD-SPP) can be efficiently solved using A* 

algorithm (Hart et al., 1968) on a time-expanded network, when link travel times 

satisfy first in first out (FIFO) situations. Daganzo (2002) also pointed out that 
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TD-SPP is reversible in a network with FIFO link travel times. An algorithm that 

solves the forward TD-SPP can also solve the backward TD-SPP when link travel 

times in the network are FIFO consistent. In road networks, FIFO implies that two 

vehicles travelling on the same link will arrive at the end of the link in the order in 

which they entered it. In other words, overtaking is not allowed in the FIFO network. 

Although overtaking behaviours is common in real networks, this particular FIFO 

property seems valid in the context of route guidance systems, since vehicles are 

assumed to be travelling at the same average speed. 

 

The majority of previous studies addressed TD-SPP based on the link travel time 

model (LTM). In LTM, travellers’ experienced link travel time is dependent on the 

time instance at which they entered the link. It is assumed to be fixed when vehicles 

travelling on that link (Orda and Rom, 1990; Sung et al., 2000). Link travel times in 

the LTM, however, may not always satisfy FIFO property (Chabini, 1998). Orda and 

Rom (1990) illustrated that the shortest path, in the non-FIFO network, can have 

cycles and hence violate Bellman’s principle of optimality (Bellman, 1958). In this 

case, efficient dynamic programming algorithms (e.g. Dijkstra’s and A* algorithms) 

cannot be used for solving TD-SPP. Sherali et al. (1998) and Sherali and Hill (2009) 

showed that TD-SPP can be NP-hard, even if only one link in the network violates 

FIFO property. As an alternative travel time model, Sung et al. (2000) proposed a 

travel speed model (TSM), in which the travel speed of a link is assumed to be fixed 

within each time interval and travellers’ experienced travel speeds can vary when 

they are travelling on a network link. It is shown that link travel times in the TSM are 

FIFO consistent and that the results of shortest path findings based on TSM are 

stable to variance of time interval length. 

 

As noted in Chapter 2, travel times in congested urban road networks are highly 

stochastic due to random demand fluctuations and supply degradations. In such cases, 

link travel times in congested urban road networks should be represented as STD 

variables. In the literature, the stochastic link travel time model (S-LTM) is a 

commonly used model for the representation of such STD link travel times (Chang et 

al., 2005; Nie and Wu, 2009a). As a stochastic extension of LTM, link travel time 

distribution in S-TLM is dependent on the time instance of travellers link enter; and 
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the link travel time distribution is assumed to be fixed for and when travellers travel 

on the link. This model is simple for STD network representation. However, travel 

times in such model may not be S-FIFO (stochastic first-in-first-out). S-FIFO implies 

that, under the same probability level of traffic congestion, vehicles arrive at the end 

of a link in the order in which they entered the link. Nie and Wu (2009b) pointed out 

that the reliable shortest path in non-S-FIFO networks can have cycles and efficient 

labeling algorithms cannot be used for finding reliable shortest paths in such 

networks. 

 

The generation of path travel time distribution is another challenge involved in the 

STD network. It was found that the path travel time distribution in STD networks is a 

stochastic process, conditionally depending on arrival times at intermediate nodes 

and successor link travel times along the path (Fu and Rilett, 1998). Thus, the 

generation of exact path travel time distribution is mathematically intractable and 

only approximation methods can be used (Fu and Rilett, 1998; Miller-Hooks and 

Mahmassani, 1998). 

 

Miller-Hooks and Mahmassani (1998) proposed a discrete method to generate such 

path travel time distribution. In their proposed method, every arrival time and 

successor link travel time along the path are discretized into L  equal-probability 

intervals to address the conditional probability involved in the generation of path 

travel time distribution. This approximation method can obtain accurate path time 

distribution when the value of L  is sufficiently large (Wu and Nie, 2009). This 

approximation method, however, requires considerable computational effort to 

calculate and sort 2L  discrete elements for each path extension operations. Fu and 

Rilett (1998) proposed a Taylor series approximation method to estimate the mean 

and variance of path travel time. Chang et al. (2005) assumed path travel times 

following normal distributions and proposed a discrete method to estimate the mean 

and variance of the path travel time. This approximation method has a significant 

computational advantage over the discrete scheme proposed by Miller-Hooks and 

Mahmassani (1998). However, no precise notion exists regarding how good this 

approximation is for the generation of path travel time distribution in real networks. 
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5.2. Problem Statement 
 

The model formulation of TD-RSPP is described in this section. For notational 

consistency, throughout the chapter, capital letters represent random variables and 

lower-case letters represent deterministic variables. Let )(⋅f  be the probability 

density function (PDF), )(⋅Φ  the cumulative probability function (CDF), and 

)(1 ⋅−Φ  the inverse CDF of a random variable. 

 

Let ) , ,( ΩANG =  be a directed STD network, where N  is the set of nodes, A  

is the set of links, and Ω  is the period of interest. The period of interest Ω  is 

considered as a set of discrete times ,...}{..., ∆∆ nn = , where n  is an integer and ∆  

is the time interval. Each node i  has a set of successor nodes )(iSCS }:{ Aaj ij ∈=  

and a set of predecessor nodes )(iPDS }:{ Aaw wi ∈= . Each link ∈ija A  has a tail 

node ∈i N , a head node ∈j N  and a set of random travel speeds varying over the 

period of interest. n
ijV  denotes a random travel speed at time interval ) ,( 1 nn ∆∆ − . 

 

Let )(yTij  be a random travel time for vehicles entering the link ija  at the time 

instant ),( 1 nny ∆∆ −∈ . Suppose that the nodes ∈r N  and ∈s N  represent the 

O-D nodes. Let ry  and sy  be the travellers’ departure time and preferred arrival 

time respectively. The travel time budget that travellers assign for their journey can 

be calculated as 

rs yyb −=                                                (5.1) 

Let ∈rs
up rsP  be a path from origin r  to destination s . )( r

rs
u yT  denotes travel 

time of journey starting at departure time ry  going through the path rs
up . It is 

assumed that waiting is not allowed in the network except for the destination. 

)( r
rs

u yT  can then be calculated as 

∑
∈

=
Aa

urs
ijiijr

rs
u

ij

YTyT ,)()( δ                                      (5.2) 

where iY  is the arrival time at node i  and urs
ij

,δ  is the path-link incidence variable; 
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1, =urs
ijδ  means that the link ija  is on the path rs

up , and 0, =urs
ijδ  otherwise. As 

both iY  and )(yTij  are random variables, the path travel time )( r
rs

u yT  is a 

stochastic process conditionally depending on each arrival time iY  and link travel 

time )(yTij  along the path. The arrival time at destination s , denoted by )( rs yY , 

can be calculated as 

)()( r
rs

urrs yTyyY +=                                        (5.3) 

Since )( rs yY  is a random variable, the on-time arrival probability (or travel time 

reliability), denoted by α , can be expressed as 

))(Pr( srs yyY ≤=α                                         (5.4) 

As indicated in Chapter 2, the on-time arrival probability represents travellers’ 

attitudes toward the risks of being late. 5.0>α , 5.0=α  and 5.0<α  represents 

risk-averse, risk-neutral and risk-seeking attitude respectively. 

 

According to Chen and Ji (2005), the alpha-shortest path that minimizes the travel 

time budget b  required to ensure α  probability of on-time arrival can be 

expressed as the following optimization problem: 

Min rs yyb −=                                           (5.5) 

Subject to 

α≥≤ ))(Pr( srs yyY                                         (5.6) 

)()( r
rs

urrs yTyyY +=                                        (5.7) 

∑
∈

=
Aa

rs
ijiijr

rs
u

ij

YTtT δ)()(                                       (5.8) 

si
siri

ri

iPDSw

urs
wi

iSCSj

urs
ij

=∀
≠≠∀
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−
=− ∑∑

∈∈

;,
1
0
1

)(

,

)(

, δδ                       (5.9) 

{ } ∈∀∈ ij
urs

ij a,1,0,δ A                                    (5.10) 

Eq. (5.5) is the travel time budget that travellers want to minimize. Eq. (5.6) defines 

the probabilistic constraint that ensures that the on-time arrival probability is greater 

or equal to a pre-determined threshold α . The confidence level α  can be 

determined based on travellers’ trip purposes. Eqs. (5.7-5.8) define the path travel 
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time and arrival time as mentioned in Eqs. (5.2-5.3). Eq. (5.9) ensures that the links 

on the reliable shortest path are feasible. Eq. (5.10) is concerned with the link-path 

incidence variables which should be binary in nature. 

 

Let 1P  be the problem defined by Eqs. (5.5-5.10). Given departure time ry , the 

problem 1P  represents the forward TD-RSPP which aims to determine the earliest 

arrival time and associated reliable shortest path. Conversely, given a preferred 

arrival time sy , the problem 1P  represents the backward TD-RSPP to determine 

the latest arrival time and associated reliable shortest path. In the following sections, 

solution algorithms for solving both forward and backward TD-RSPP are introduced. 

 

5.3. Stochastic Travel Speed Model 
 

As indicated above, S-LTM (stochastic link travel time model) is a commonly used 

model for representing the link travel times in STD networks (Chang et al., 2005; 

Nie and Wu, 2009a). Link travel time distribution under S-LTM depends on the time 

instance vehicles entering the link; and the link travel time distribution is assumed to 

be fixed when vehicles travelling on the link. This S-LTM is simple, however it may 

has a significant bias on link travel times, since traffic conditions cannot be 

continuously updated when vehicles travelling on the link. In addition, link travel 

times under S-LTM may violate the S-FIFO property, resulting in a computational 

difficulty for solving TD-RSPP (Nie and Wu, 2009b). 

 

In this section, a new stochastic travel speed model (S-TSM) is proposed to better 

represent link travel time distribution. In S-TSM, travel speeds of a link are assumed 

to be stable within each time interval, and thus travellers’ experienced travel speeds 

can be varied when vehicles are travelling on the link. The model formulation of 

S-TSM is presented in Section 5.3.1. The solution algorithm for generating link 

travel time distribution )(yTij  from speed distributions ijV  is introduced in Section 

5.3.2. 
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5.3.1 Model formulation 
 

Suppose a vehicle enters link ija  at time instant iy ) ,( 1 nn ∆∆ −∈ . In S-TSM, the 

travel speed distribution m
ijV  is assumed to be fixed in each time interval 

),( 1 mm ∆∆ − . As such, the distance a

i

y
yD  that the vehicle travels, at time instance ay

) ,( 1 mm ∆∆ −∈ , can be calculated as 

)(...)( 1
11

−
−+ −++++−= ma

m
ij

m
ij

n
ijin

n
ij

y
y yVVVyVD a

i
∆∆∆∆             (5.11) 

Thus, travel distance a

i

y
yD  is also a random variable. The probability that the vehicle 

arrived at node j  before time instance ay  can be expressed as 

λ=≥ )Pr( ij
y
y dD a

i
                                           (5.12) 

This arrival probability λ  can also be expressed in terms of arrival time distribution 

as 

λΦ =)(
)( ayY

y
ij

                                             (5.13) 

where )( ij yY  is arrival time distribution of the vehicle arriving at head node j . 

Based on Eq. (5.13), the inverse CDF of arrival time distribution at λ  confidence 

level can be calculated as 

λΦ =)(
)( ayY

y
ij

                                            (5.14) 

If )(1
)(

λΦ −

ij yY
 for any confidence level λ  is calculated using Eqs. (5.11-5.14), the 

whole arrival time distribution can then be generated and described in Section 5.3.2. 

 

Link travel time )( iij yT , required for the vehicle to travel on link ija , can be 

expressed as 

iijiij yyYyT −= )()(                                         (5.15) 

In S-TSM, the link travel time )( iij yT  satisfies S-FIFO property by the following 

theorem. 

 

Theorem 5.1. (Stochastic first in first out). Assume that two vehicles respectively 
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enters the link ija  at times 1y  and 2y , and they will arrive at link head node j  at 

)( 1yYj  and )( 2yYj . If 21 yy <  holds, )()( 1
)(

1
)( 21

λΦλΦ −− <
yYyY jj

 )1 ,0(∈∀λ  is then 

satisfied. 

Proof. According to Eqs. (1-4), )()( 1
)(

1
)( 21

λΦλΦ −− <
yYyY jj

 )1 ,0(∈∀λ  is equivalent to 

prove )()( 11

21

λΦλΦ −− > ay
y

ay
y DD

, )1 ,0(∈∀λ , ∈∀ ay Ω  as follows. 

)()(
21

dd ay
y

ay
y DD
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− d

D

d yd
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y
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y 00 0 ,
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Therefore, )()(
21

dd ay
y

ay
y DD

ΦΦ < , +∈∀ Rd , ∈∀ ay Ω  is satisfied. Thus, we have 

)()( 11

21

λΦλΦ −− > ay
y

ay
y DD

, )1 ,0(∈∀λ . □ 

 

S-FIFO is a stochastic extension of the FIFO principle. S-FIFO guarantees that, at 

any confidence level, travellers arrive at the end of a link in the same order in which 

they enter that link. If the travel time distribution of a link satisfies the S-FIFO 

property, the link is said to be a S-FIFO link. Similarly, if every link in a network is a 

S-FIFO link, the network is then said to be a S-FIFO network. 

 

Let )(1
)( λΦ −

rs yY  and )(1
)( λΦ −

r
rs

u yT
 be the inverse CDF of arrival time )( rs yY  and path 

travel time )( r
rs

u yT  at λ  confidence level respectively. It can be proved that the 

path travel time, under S-TSM, is S-FIFO as follows. 

 

Proposition 5.1. In S-FIFO networks, the path travel time satisfies the S-FIFO 

property: ⇒< 21 yy )()()()( 1
)(2

1
)(

1
)(1

1
)(

2211
λΦλΦλΦλΦ −−−− +=<+= yTyYyTyY rs

usrs
us

yy ,

)1,0(∈∀λ . 

Proof. See Appendix C. □ 

 

A simple example is given to illustrate the concepts of S-TSM with a comparison 

with the traditional S-LTM. As shown in Fig. 5.1, all travel speeds n
ijV  are assumed 
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to follow normal distributions in this simple example. Link length is 600 meters and 

the time interval used is one minute. The means of link travel speeds are given in Fig. 

5.1a. The standard deviations of link travel speeds are 0.2 of their corresponding 

mean value (coefficients of variation (CV) are 0.2). The correlation coefficients 

between each two travel speed distributions are assumed to be 0.5. 

 

These travel speed distributions are then converted into travel time distributions 

under S-LTM. As suggested by Kaparias et al. (2008), link travel time distributions 
n

ijT~  can be estimated from corresponding travel speed distributions and 

approximated as lognormal distributions. The means of link travel times are derived 

from the link distance dividing corresponding travel speeds (see Fig. 5.1b). The 

standard deviations of link travel speeds are 0.2 of their corresponding mean value 

(using the relationship that the CV of link travel times is equal to that of travel 

speeds). The temporal correlations between travel time distributions of different time 

interval can be ignored in the S-LTM, as the link travel time distribution only 

depends on the time instant travellers enter the link. 

 

 
Figure 5.1 A simple illustrative example for the S-LTM and the S-TSM 

(a) Mean travel speeds (b) Mean travel times (c) Arrival time distributions 
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Consider two vehicles entering the link at =1y 8:00:10 and =2y 8:01:20 

respectively. Using S-LTM, the arrival time distribution )(~
1yYj  of the vehicle 

arriving at a head node can be easily calculated by )(~)(~
111 yTyyY ijj += . Fig. 5.1c 

illustrates these two arrival time distributions )(~
1yYj  and )(~

2yYj  (see S-LTM(t1) 

and S-LTM(t2)). It can be clearly observed from Fig. 5.1c that link travel times in the 

S-LTM may not satisfy the S-FIFO property. For example, 

39:03:8)8.0( 02:04:8)8.0( 1
)(~

1
)(~

21
=<= −−

yYyY jj
ΦΦ . This indicates that at the same 

probability level of traffic congestion ( 8.0=λ ), vehicles entered the link 70 seconds 

later will arrive at the end of the link 23 seconds earlier. 

 

The arrival time distributions )( 1yYj  and )( 2yYj  can also be calculated using the 

S-TSM (see S-TSM(t1) and S-TSM(t2) in Fig. 5.1c). The detailed method for 

generating the arrival time distributions based on S-TSM is given in the following 

Section 5.3.2. It can be seen from Fig. 5.1c that under S-TSM, arrival time 

distributions are S-FIFO consistent (i.e. )()( 1
)(

1
)( 21

λΦλΦ −− < yYyY jj
)1 ,0(∈∀λ ). It can 

also be observed from Fig. 5.1c that arrival time distribution )(~
1yYj  generated by 

S-LTM, has a significant bias when compared with )( 1yYj  generated by S-FSM. 

This bias is mainly due to S-LTM’s assumption of fixed link travel time when 

vehicles travel on the link, although traffic conditions are significantly improved 

after vehicles enter the link. 

 

5.3.2 Discretization and solution algorithm 
 

In this section, a discrete method for generating link travel time distribution )( iij yT , 

is proposed. The CDF of link travel time distribution is discretized into L  

equal-probability intervals, namely 0.1,...,2, εελ = , where 0.1=εL . 

Corresponding to L  discrete points, the generation of link travel time distribution is 

equivalent to the generation of a sequence of discrete inverse CDF: )(1
)( λΦ −

iij yT ,
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0.1,...,2, εελ = . 

 

In this study, it is assumed that link travel speed n
ijV  follows a normal distribution as 

adopted in the work of Kaparias et al. (2008). The mean and standard deviation of 

travel speed distribution are respectively denoted by n
ijv  and n

ijVσ . Given a vehicle 

starting at head node i  at time instance iy ) ,( 1 nn ∆∆ −∈ , the travel distance m

iyD∆  at 

time instant m∆  can be expressed as 

∆∆∆∆ m
ij

n
ijin

n
ijy VVyVD m

i
+++−= + ...)( 1                              (5.16) 

The mean and standard deviation of travel distance m

iyD∆  are denoted by m

iyd ∆  and 

m
iyD∆σ  respectively. They can be calculated as 

∆∆∆ ∑
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where ),cov( w
ij

k
ij VV  is the travel speed temporal covariance between two time 

intervals. Such temporal covariance can also be calculated by 

w
ij

k
ij

w
ij
k

ij VV
V
V

w
ij

k
ij VV σσρ=),cov(                                      (5.19) 

where ]1,1[ +−∈
w

ij
k

ij

V
V

ρ  is the correlation coefficient between k
ijV  and w

ijV ; 

1+=
w

ij
k

ij

V
Vρ  and 1−=

w
ij
k

ij

V
Vρ  are perfect positive and negative relationships between 

these two variables respectively. 

 

Let 11)(1 −−=− mijD
dm

iy
βΦ ∆  and mijD

dm
iy

βΦ ∆ −=1)(  be the CDF of 1−m

iyD∆  and m

iyD∆  

for the link distance ijd  respectively. Thus, )( 1
1

)( −
−

myT iij
βΦ  and )(1

)( myT iij
βΦ −  can be 

expressed as 

immyT y
iij

−= −−
−

11
1

)( )( ∆βΦ                                         (5.20) 

immyT y
iij

−=− ∆βΦ )(1
)(                                           (5.21) 
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For any ),( 1 mm ββλ −∈ , ),()( 1
1

)( mmyT iij
∆∆λΦ −

− ∈  can be determined as following 

quadratic equation: 

xxzxvdd m
ij

m
iy

m

i VD
m
ijyij ησσ ∆λ

∆ 2222
1

1 ++++= −
−                          (5.22) 

∑
−=

+=

+−=
1

1
),cov())(,cov(

mk

nk

m
ij

k
ijin

m
ij

n
ij VVyVV ∆∆η                       (5.23) 

where 1
1

)( )( −
− −+= miyT yx

iij
∆λΦ  and λz  is the inverse CDF of standard normal 

distribution at λ  confidence level. The quadratic equation, Eqs. (5.22-5.23), can be 

easily solved as 

131
2
22 2/)4( aaaaax −±−=                                      (5.24) 

222
1 )( m

ijV vza m
ij

−= σλ                                             (5.25) 

m
ijy

m
ijij vdvdza m

i

1222 2
2

−−+= ∆
λη                                    (5.26) 

222
3 )( 1

1
−

− −−= m

im
iy

yijD
ddza ∆

λ ∆σ                                     (5.27) 

Two solutions of x  can be found by Eq. (5.24). When 5.0≥λ , 

131
2
22 2/)4( aaaaax −−−=  is adopted; while 131

2
22 2/)4( aaaaax −+−=  is chosen 

when 5.0≤λ . Therefore, )(1
)( λΦ −

iij yT  can be calculated by 

imtT yx
iij

−+= −
−

1
1

)( )( ∆λΦ                                        (5.28) 

 

Based on the above method, link travel time distribution can be generated using the 

following procedure. 
 

Procedure: GenerateLinkTime 

Inputs: link ija , time instant iy ) ,( 1 nn ∆∆ −∈  and discrete number L  

Returns: discrete CDF of link travel time distribution, )(1
)( λΦ −

iij yT , 0.1,...,2, εελ =  

Step 1. Initialization 

  Set time instance im y=− :1∆ , mean distance 0:1 =−m

iyd ∆ , and distance variance 

0:2
1 =−m

iyD∆σ . 

  Set nm ∆∆ =:  , and calculate )(: in
n
ijy yvd m

i
−= ∆∆  and 222 )(: inVD

yn
ij

m
iy

−= ∆σσ ∆ . 
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  Set 0:1 =−mβ  and 0:=η , and calculate )(1: ijDm dm
iy

∆Φβ −= . 

Step 2. Generate discrete link travel times. 

  For every ),( 1 mm ββλ −∈  

    Calculate parameters 1a , 2a  and 3a  using Eqs. (5.25-5.27). 

    If 5.0≥λ , then 131
2
22 2/)4( aaaaax −−−= ; otherwise 131

2
22 2/)4( aaaaax −+−= . 

    Calculate imyT yx
iij

−+= −
−

1
1

)( :)( ∆λΦ  using Eq. (5.28). 

  End for 

Step 3. Scan next time interval. 

  Set mm ∆∆ =− :1 , ∆∆∆ += mm : , m

i

m

i yy dd ∆∆ =− :1  and 22 :1 m
iy

m
iy DD ∆∆ σσ =−

. 

  Calculate ∑
−=

+=

+−=
1

1
),cov())(,cov(:

mk

nk

m
ij

k
ijin

m
ij

n
ij VVyVV ∆∆η  using Eq. (5.23). 

  Calculate ∆∆∆ m
ijyy vdd m

i

m

i
+= −1  and ∆η∆σσσ ∆∆ 2: 2222

1 ++= − m
ij

m
iy

m
iy VDD

. 

  Set mm ββ =− :1  and calculate )(1: ijDm dm
iy

∆Φβ −= . 

  If 999.01 ≥−mβ , then Stop; otherwise goto Step 2. 

 

 

The detailed steps of link travel time distribution (or arrival time distribution) 

generation using S-TSM in Fig. 5.1 are given as follows. The number of discrete 

element is set as 100=L  ( 01.0=ε ).  Consider a vehicle entering the link at =1y

8:00:10. In Step 1, travel distance distribution, 1

1

∆
yD , at =1∆ 8:01:00 can be 

calculated by using Eqs. (5.17-5.18). Mean and travel distance variance are 

1501

1
=∆

yd  and 9002
1
1

=∆σ
yD

. Then, 00 =β  and 0)600(1 1
1

1 =−= ∆Φβ
yD

. Step 2 at the 

first iteration can be skipped as ),( 10 ββλ ∉∀ . In Step 3, next time instance is set as 

=2∆ 8:02:00, and travel distance 2

1

∆
yD  can be calculated as 15=η , 4502

1
=∆

yd  and 

63002
2
1

=∆σ
yD

. Subsequently, 999.0029.0)600(1 2
1

2 <=−= ∆Φβ
yD

, and thus the 

algorithm goes to Step 2 for the second iteration. 
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In Step 2 of the second iteration, there are two discrete points 02.0 ,01.0=λ

)029.0 ,0(∈ . For 01.0=λ , three parameters 6.191 −=a , 7.46612 =a  and 

1.1976503 −=a  can be calculated using Eqs. (5.25-5.27). Since 5.001.0 <=λ , 

2.552/)4( 131
2
22 =−+−= aaaaax  is adopted and thus 2.105)01.0(1

)( 1
=−

yTij
Φ . Using 

the same method, the inverse CDF, =− )02.0(1
)( 1yTij

Φ 108.2, can also be calculated for 

02.0=λ . In Step 3, time instant is set as =3∆ 8:03:00, and travel distance 

distribution can be calculated as 54=η , 8103

1
=∆

yd  and 179642
3
1

=∆σ
yD

. Then, 

999.0942.03 <=β  can be obtained and the algorithm goes to Step 2 for the third 

iteration. 

 

As the algorithm progresses, )(1
)( 1

λΦ −
yTij

 for )942.0 ,029.0(∈∀λ  and 

)999.0 ,942.0(∈∀λ  can be respectively calculated in the third and fourth iterations. 

In such a way, the link travel time distribution )( 1yTij , as well as arrival time 

distribution )( 1yTj , can be generated. The generated arrival time distribution is 

illustrated in Fig. 5.1c (see S-TSM(t1)).  

 

5.4. Non-reversibility of TD-RSPP 
 

As indicated in Section 5.1, it is well known that the shortest path problems in 

time-dependent networks can be solved by using either the forward search (from 

origin to destination) or backward search (from destination to origin) (Daganzo, 

2002). However, this reversibility property does not hold in TD-RSPP. An illustrative 

example is given in Fig. 5.2. 

 

As shown in Fig. 5.2a, the network consists of three nodes and two links. All link 

travel times are assumed to follow normal distributions. The means of link travel 

times are given in Fig. 5.2b. The standard deviations of link travel times are 0.25 of 

their corresponding mean value. Consider a forward search from Node 1 to Node 3 

starting at AMyr 23:8= . The path travel time generated by this forward search is 
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shown in Fig. 5.2c (the line in blue color). As shown in the figure, the mean and 

standard deviation of the path travel time are 30 minutes and 5.5 minutes respectively. 

To ensure %90=α  probability of on-time arrival, travellers should assign 37=b

minutes travel time budget, and thus their earliest arrival time is AMys 9= . 

 

 
Figure 5.2 An illustrative example of the non-reversibility property 

(a) a simple network (b) means of link travel times (c) path travel time distributions 

using forward search and backward search 

 

The path travel time distribution is also generated by a backward search from Node 3 

to Node 1 starting at AMys 9= . As shown in Fig. 5.2c (the line in red color), the 

path travel time generated by a backward search is significantly different from that 

generated by the forward search. It can be clearly observed from the figure that the 

backward search can result in a significant travel time budget bias ( 62=b minutes) 

and thus provide a sub-optimal departure time choice ( AMyr 58:7= ). 

 

This non-reversible property of TD-RSPP is mainly due to the temporal dependence 

of the path travel time distribution in STD networks. As formulated in Eq. (5.2), the 

path travel time distribution in STD networks is conditional on arrival times at 

intermediate nodes and link travel times along the path. As arrival time distributions 

must be generated by the forward search from origin to destination, the path travel 

time distributions cannot be generated by the reverse search from destination to 

origin. Therefore, TD-RSPP is not reversible and the backward TD-RSPP cannot be 
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solved by the reverse search using the algorithms designed for the forward problem. 

In the following sections, two different solution algorithms for solving the forward 

and backward TD-RSPP are presented. 

 

5.4.1. Solution algorithm for solving the forward TD-RSPP 
 

This section presents a solution algorithm for solving the forward TD-RSPP. In the 

problem 1P , the probabilistic constraint in Eq. (5.6) is equivalent to 

b
r

rs
u tT ≤− )(1

)( αΦ                                          (5.29) 

By setting )(1
)( αΦ −=

r
rs

u tTb , the probability constraint can be eliminated. Thus, the 

forward 1P  problem is equivalent to following shortest path problem 2P : 

Min )(1
)( αΦ −=

r
rs

u tTb                                       (5.30) 

Subject to 

∑
∈

=
Aa

urs
ijiijr

rs
u

ij

YTyT ,)()( δ                                    (5.31) 

si
siri

ri

iPDSw

urs
wi

iSCSj

urs
ij

=∀
≠≠∀

=∀









−
=− ∑∑

∈∈

;,
1
0
1

)(

,

)(

, δδ

   

                 (5.32) 

{ } ∈∀∈ ij
urs

ij a,1,0,δ A                                     (5.33) 

 

The problem 2P  can be regarded as one of non-additive shortest path problems, as 

the path cost ( )(1
)( αΦ −

r
rs

u tT
) cannot be calculated by the sum of the related link costs. 

The FSD (first order stochastic dominant) condition, established in Chapter 3, can be 

adopted to determine the dominated path in S-FIFO networks as follows 

 

Proposition 5.2 (First order stochastic dominance condition). Given two paths 

∈≠ ri
v

ri
u pp riP  in a S-FIFO network, ri

up  dominates ri
vp  if they satisfy 

)()( 1
)(

1
)( λΦλΦ −− <

r
ri

vr
ri

u yTyT
, )1,0(∈∀λ . 

Proof. See Appendix C. □ 
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The objective function value has the following monotonic property. 

 

Proposition 5.3. Given a path ri
up  and a adjacent link ija , ij

ri
u

rj
u app ⊕=  satisfies 

)()( 11
)( λΦλΦ −− < rj

ur
ri

u TyT
, )1,0(∈∀λ . 

Proof. See Appendix C. □ 

 

Using this monotonic property, the multi-criteria A* algorithm, presented in last two 

chapters, is extended to solve the forward TD-RSPP. The proposed algorithm makes 

use of a heuristic evaluation function )()()( 1
)( ihpF

r
ri

u yT
ri
u += − αΦ  as a label for the 

path ri
up , where )(ih  is an estimated travel time budget from node i  to 

destination s . The heuristic function is admissible if the following inequality is 

satisfied 

)()()()()()( 1
)(

1
)( ihpFjhpF

r
ri

ur
rj

u yT
ri
uyT

rj
u +=≥+= −− αΦαΦ            (5.34) 

Eq. (5.34) indicates that )( ri
upF  should monotonically increase with path 

extensions. 

 

The steps of the proposed A* algorithm (named F-TDRSP-A*) are described below. 

Let riP },...,{ 1
ri
n

ri pp=  a set of non-dominated paths from the origin r  to node i . 

All non-dominated paths (from all nodes) are maintained in a scan eligible set, 

denoted by SE ,...},...,...,{ 11
rjri

u
ri ppp=  using a priority queue. All non-dominated 

paths in the queue are ordered based on )( ri
upF . At each iteration, the label ri

up  

with minimum )( ri
upF  is selected from SE  for path extension. A temporary path, 

denoted by ij
ri
u

rj
u app ⊕=: , is then constructed by extending the selected path ri

up  

to its each successor node ∈∀j )(iSCS . The temporary path rj
up  is inserted into 

rjP  (the set of non-dominated paths at node j ), if rj
up  is not dominated by any 

path in rjP  under FSD condition. The temporary path rj
up  may also dominate 

paths in rjP . These dominated paths are discarded without further consideration. 

The algorithm continues the path extension process until the destination is reached or 
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SE  becomes empty. 
 

F-TDRSP-A* 

Inputs: O-D nodes, confidence level α , and departure time ry  

Returns: the reliable shortest path 

Step 1. Initialization: 

Create a path rr
up  from origin to itself. 

Set path travel time distribution 0:)( =r
rr

u yT , and calculate )(rh  and )( rr
upF . 

Set rrP }{: rr
up=  and SE }{: rr

up= . 

Step 2. Path selection: 

If SE φ= , then stop; otherwise, continue. 

Select ri
up  at the top of SE  and remove ri

up  from SE . 

If si = , then stop; otherwise continue. 

Step 3. Path extension: 

For every successor node ∈j )(iSCS  

Construct a temporary path ij
ri
u

rj
u app ⊕=: . 

Generate distribution )()(:)( iijr
ri

ur
rj

u YTyTyT += , and calculate )( jh  and 

)( rj
upF  using α -discrete approximation method. 

If rj
up  is a non-dominated path under FSD condition, then insert rj

up  into rjP  

and SE  and remove all paths dominated by rj
up  from rjP  and SE . 

End for 

Goto Step 2. 
 

Proposition 5.4. If the heuristic function is admissible, the F-TDRSP-A* algorithm 

can determine the reliable shortest path when a non-dominated path rs
up  between 

O-D nodes is selected from SE . 

Proof. Suppose that rsP  containing all non-dominated paths between O-D nodes 

except for rs
up . As the path rs

up  is selected from SE , its heuristic function value 

)( rs
upF  is less than that of any path in SE . If the heuristic function is admissible, 
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the heuristic function value is monotonically increasing with path extensions. Since 

all paths in rsP  are extended from current paths in SE , )( rs
upF  is less than the 

heuristic function value of any path in rsP . As 0)( =sh , )( rs
upF  is the minimum 

travel time budget between O-D nodes and thus rs
up  is the reliable shortest path. □ 

 

The approximation method used for generating path travel time distributions 

( )()()( iijr
ri

ur
rj

u YTyTyT += ) is another important factor affecting the performance of 

F-TDRSP-A*. The methods for generating path travel time distributions are 

discussed in Section 5.5. 

 

5.4.2. Solution algorithm for the backward TD-RSPP 
 

Given a preferred arrival time sy , the backward 1P  problem is to determine the 

latest departure ry  satisfying a given on-time arrival probability. As path travel time 

distributions in TD-RSPP depend on the departure time, a two-stage approach is 

proposed to solve the backward TD-RSPP. The first stage is to determine the optimal 

departure time ry  for an initial path rsp0  between O-D nodes. The second stage, 

after the initial departure time ry  has been determined, is to find the reliable 

shortest path rsp  by solving the forward problem 2P . Based on this idea, the 

backward 1P  problem is re-formulated as following two-stage problem 3P : 

Min |)(| 1
)( syTr yy

r
rs

u
−+ − αΦ                               (5.35) 

where )(1
)( αΦ −

r
rs

u yT
 in the objective function can be calculated by solving the 

problem 2P . It can be proved that the problem 3P  is equivalent to the backward 

1P  problem as follows. 

 

Proposition 5.5. The problem 3P  is equivalent to the backward 1P  problem in 

S-FIFO networks. 

Proof. In the S-FIFO network, for any path rs
up , )(1

)( αΦ −+
r

rs
u yTry  is monotonically 

increasing with ry  according to Proposition 1. Thus, the optimal departure time 
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)(1
)( αΦ −−=

r
rs

u yTs
u
r yy  can be determined for any path rs

up . Suppose *
ry  and rsp*  is 

the optimal solution of the problem 3P . Thus, syTr yy
r

rs =+ − )(1
)(

*
*

*
αΦ . As rsp*  is the 

reliable shortest path at *
ry , we have )()( 1

)(
1

)( *
*

* αΦαΦ −− ≥
r

rs
r

rs
u yTyT

 and 

syTr yy
r

rs
u

≥+ − )(1
)(

*
* αΦ , ∈∀ rs

up rsP . According to Proposition 1, we have 

syTryT
u
r yyy

r
rs

u
u
r

rs
u

≥+>+ −− )()( 1
)(

*1
)( * αΦαΦ , *

r
u
r yy >∀  , ∈∀ rs

up rsP . Therefore, *
ry  and 

rsp*  is also the optimal solution for the backward 1P  problem. □ 

 

The solution algorithm (called B-TDRSP) for solving the above problem 3P  is 

described as follows. In the first step, an initial path rsp0 , with minimum network 

distance rsd , is determined by Dijkstra’s algorithm. The initial departure time 0
ry  is, 

then, determined by max/Vdy rss − . In the second step, the optimal departure time 

m
ry  for using a path rs

mp  is determined by solving a simple one parameter 

minimization sub-problem in Eq. (5.35). This minimization sub-problem can be 

solved by iteratively moving m
ry  to )(1

)( αΦ −− m
r

rs
m yTsy , until the objective function 

|)(| 1
)( syT

m
r yy m

r
rs

m
−+ − αΦ  is less than a given small error tolerance ε  (e.g. 1.0=ε  

second). In the third step, the F-TDRSP-A* algorithm is employed to find the reliable 

shortest path rs
mp 1+  at the departure time m

ry  determined in the second step. The 

algorithm is continuously running among Steps 2-3 until the termination condition 

)()( 1
)(

1
)(1

αΦαΦ −− =
+

m
r

rs
m

m
r

rs
m yTyT

 is satisfied. 

 
 

B-TDRSP 

Inputs: Confidence level α , preferred arrival time sy  and error tolerance ε  

Returns: the reliable shortest path and the optimal departure time ry  

Step 1. Initialization: 

Find the path rsp0  with shortest distance rsd  using Dijkstra’s algorithm. 

Set initial departure time max
0 /: Vdyy rssr −= . 
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Step 2. Departure time determination stage: 

Generate path travel time distribution )( r
rs

m yT  for the path rs
mp . 

If εαΦ ≤−+ − |)(| 1
)( syTr yy

r
rs

m
, then Goto Step 3; otherwise continue. 

Set )(: 1
)( αΦ −−=

r
rs

m yTsr yy  and Goto Step 2. 

Step 3. Reliable shortest path finding stage: 

Find reliable shortest path rs
mp 1+  at departure time m

ry  using F-TDRSP-A*. 

If )()( 1
)(

1
)(1

αΦαΦ −− =
+

m
r

rs
m

m
r

rs
m yTyT

, then stop; otherwise continue. 

Set )(: 1
)(1

αΦ −

+
−= m

r
rs

m yTsr yy  and Goto Step 2. 

 

 

The simple example shown in Fig. 5.2 is adopted to illustrate the B-TDRSP algorithm. 

Suppose the length of both Links 1 and 2 is 5 kilometers (km); network design speed 

is 60 km/hour; Nodes 1 and 3 are origin and destination respectively; and the 

preferred arrival time is set as AMy 93 = , the same as that used in the reverse search 

of Fig. 5.2. In the first step, an initial path 2312
13
0 aap ⊕=  and an initial departure 

time AMy 58:70
1 =  are determined. 

 
In the second step, the optimal departure time for using 13

0p  is calculated by using 

the iterative process. The steps of this iterative process are given in Table 5.1. In the 
first iteration, travel time distribution )( 0

1
13

0 yT  is generated by using the α -discrete 

approximation method and then travel time budget 2.37)9.0(1
)( 0

1
13
0

=Φ−
yT

min can be 

obtained. As the objective function .834|)9.0(| 3
1

)(
0
1 0

1
13
0

=−Φ+ − yy yT
min > 1.0=ε  

second, the algorithm continues the iterative process and a new departure time 1
1y =

)9.0(1
)(3 1

1
13
0

−− yTy Φ =8:23AM is then calculated for the second iteration. Finally, in the 

second iteration, 0|)9.0(| 3
1

)(
1
1 2

1
13
0

=−Φ+ − yy yT
< 1.0=ε  second can be achieved and 

thus optimal departure time my1 =8:23AM can be determined. 
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Table 5.1 The steps of the proposed B-TDRSP algorithm 

Iteration 
Departure 

Time 
Travel time at 90% 

confidence level 
Arrival time at 90% 

confidence level 
Adjusted 

departure time 
1 7:58AM 37.2min 8:35AM 8:23AM 
2 8:23AM 37.2min 9AM  

Current time instant: 7:30AM, Preferred arrival time: 9AM 
 

In the third step, the reliable shortest path 13
1+mp  at AMym 23:81 =  is calculated. 

As this simple example has only one path between O-D nodes, the termination 

condition )()( 1
)(

1
)( 01

αΦαΦ −− =
+

m
r

rsm
r

rs
m yTyT

 can be satisfied; and thus the algorithm 

terminates in this iteration. It should be noted that for real road networks several 

iterations may be required for the algorithm running among Steps 2-3. Compared 

with the results of the forward search of Fig.5.2, it can be found that the B-TDRSP 

algorithm can simultaneously determine the latest departure time and reliable 

shortest path for this simple network. The optimality of B-TDRSP algorithm can be 

formally proved for general networks as follows: 

 

Proposition 5.6. The B-TDRSP algorithm can simultaneously determine the latest 

departure time and reliable shortest path in finite iterations. 

Proof. Suppose rs
mp  is the path generated in m  iteration. In the S-FIFO network, 

an optimal departure time )(1
)( αΦ −−= m

r
rs

m yTs
m
r yy  for rs

mp  can be determined 

according to Proposition 1. In the next 1+m  iteration, given departure time m
rt , the 

reliable shortest path rs
mp 1+  can be determined in Step 3. Thus, 

)()( 1
)(

1
)(1

αΦαΦ −− ≤
+

m
r

rs
m

m
r

rs
m yTyT

. If )()( 1
)(

1
)(1

αΦαΦ −− <
+

m
r

rs
m

m
r

rs
m yTyT

 (this indicates that 

rs
m

rs
m pp ≠+1 ), we have )(1

)(1
αΦ −

+
−< m

r
rs

m yTs
m
r yy . According to Proposition 1, a new 

departure time m
ryTs

m
r yyy m

r
rs

m
>−= −+

+
)(1

)(
1

1
αΦ  can be determined in the Step 2. 

Therefore, departure time increases in the each iteration and reaches its maximum 

until )()( 1
)(

1
)(1

αΦαΦ −− =
+

m
r

rs
m

m
r

rs
m yTyT

. Therefore, the B-TDRSP algorithm can 

simultaneously determine the latest departure time and reliable shortest path in finite 

iterations. □ 
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5.5. Methods for Generating Path Travel Time Distribution 
 

As indicated above, the path travel time distribution, in Eq. (5.2), is a stochastic 

process conditionally depending on arrival times at intermediate nodes and successor 

link travel times along the path. Thus, the generation of exact path travel time 

distribution is mathematically intractable and only approximation methods can be 

used (Fu and Rilett, 1998; Miller-Hooks and Mahmassani, 1998). In the following 

section, the effective α-discrete approximation method, proposed by Miller-Hooks 

and Mahmassani (1998), is briefly described. A mean-variance approximation 

method is then proposed to generate path travel time distribution when path travel 

times follow lognormal distributions. 

 

5.5.1. α-discrete approximation method 
 

The arrival time distribution ( rr
rj

uj yyTY += )( ) is used in this approximation method, 

as the generated of )( r
rj

u yT  is equivalent to that of jY . The CDF of arrival time 

distribution iY  at node i  is firstly discretized into 1L  equal-probability intervals, 

,...}{..., n
ii yY = . For each discrete arrival time n

iy , the corresponding link travel time 

distribution )|( n
iij yyyT =  is also discretized into 2L  equal-probability intervals, 

),...}|({...,)|( n
i

m
ij

n
iij yyytyyyT === . A discrete CDF of arrival time 

,...}{..., nm
jj yY =  can then be constructed by sorting )|( n

i
m
ij

n
i

nm
j yyytyy =+= , n

iy∀ , 

)|( n
i

m
ij yyyt =∀ . Finally, the discrete CDF of jY  is aggregated into 1L  intervals to 

prevent the number of elements in jY  from growing exponentially during the search 

process. It was found that this α-discrete method can obtain an accurate path travel 

time distribution when the number of discrete number is sufficiently large (Wu and 

Nie, 2009). This approximation method, however, requires considerable 

computational effort to calculate and sort 21LL  discrete elements for each path 

extension operation. 
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5.5.2. Mean-variance approximation method 
 

An approximation method, similar to that of Fu and Rilett (1998), is given in this 

section to generate the path travel time distribution by estimating its mean and 

variance. It is assumed that path travel time (or arrival time) follows a lognormal 

distribution. As indicated in Chapter 2, many empirical studies, based on field 

observations, have found that lognormal distributions can, indeed, well reflect path 

travel times in congested urban road networks. Under this assumption, generation of 

the path travel time distribution is equivalent to the estimation of its mean and 

variance, as the lognormal distribution is a two-parameter distribution. 

 

Let ij
ri
u

rj
u app ⊕=  be a path from origin r  to node j  passing through path ri

up  

and link ija . Suppose that the arrival time at node i , denoted by iY , follows a 

lognormal distribution, and its mean and standard deviation denoted iy  and 
iyσ  

are known. Let )( iYu  and )( iYv  be mean and variance of natural logarithm of 

iY : 

))/(1ln()( 2
iyi yYv

i
σ+=                                     (5.36) 

)(*5.0)ln()( iii YvyYu −=                                   (5.37) 

The arrival time distribution at node j , can then be expressed as 

)( iijij YTYY +=                                           (5.38) 

According to Fu and Rilett (1998), the mean and variance of jY  can be calculated 

as 

))(( iijij YTEyy +=                                         (5.39) 

))(,(2))((22
iijiiijYY YTYCovYTVar

ij
++= σσ                       (5.40) 

where ))(( iij YTE  and ))(( iij YTVar  are mean and variance of )( iij YT  respectively; 

and ))(,( iiji YTYCov  are travel time covariances between iY  and ijT . 
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Similar to Chang et al. (2005), a discrete method is proposed to estimate the 

conditional probability involved in Eqs. (5.39-5.40). In the proposed method, the 

arrival time distribution iY  is discretized into L  intervals of length ∆ . Its 

probability mass function during time interval ) ,( 1 nn ∆∆ − , denoted n
iω , can be 

calculated as 

)()( 1−−= nYnY
n
i ii

∆Φ∆Φω                                     (5.41) 

where )( nYi
∆Φ  and )( 1−nYi

∆Φ  respectively are the CDF of arrival time distribution 

iY  for time instance n∆  and 1−n∆ . For computational implementation, a numerical 

approach can be adopted to approximate )( nYi
∆Φ  as 
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2 xaxaxxSngxErf ++−−≅ π             (5.43) 

where 140012.04 =a  and )(xSng  is a sign function; 1)( =xSng  if 0≥x , and 

1)( −=xSng  otherwise. Using this discrete scheme, the mean and variance of 

)( iij YT  can be approximated as 
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When link travel times are spatially independent, the travel time covariance in 

Eq.(5.40) can be approximated as 
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where n
ig  is the partial expectation of arrival iY  during time interval ) ,( 1 nn ∆∆ − . 

The partial expectation n
ig , in Eq.(5.46), can be calculated as 
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where )(yf
iY  is the PDF of arrival time distribution iY . Using Eqs. (5.36-5.47), 

arrival time distributions at intermediate nodes along the path can be recursively 

estimated, and consequently the arrival time distribution at destination, denoted by 

)( rs yY , can be obtained. The path travel time distribution )( r
rs

u yT  can then be 

obtained using Eq. (5.3). 

 

5.6. Case Study in Hong Kong 
 

A case study in Hong Kong is presented in this section. As indicated in Chapter 4, 

real-time traffic information on major urban roads is provided by a Real-time Travel 

Information System (RTIS) (http://tis.td.gov.hk/rtis/ttis/index/main_partial.jsp) (Tam 

and Lam, 2008). In RTIS, radio-frequency identification technology is adopted to 

collect the real-time traffic data. Offline variance-covariance matrices are also 

generated for travel time estimation. With the use of real-time and offline traffic data, 

RTIS can provide travel speed estimates, every five minutes, for the whole territory 

of Hong Kong. 

 

As shown in Fig. 5.3, the RTIS network consists of 1,367 nodes and 3,655 links. In 

this case study, RTIS travel speed estimates for the whole year of 2009 were 

collected. Travel speed estimates of 242 weekdays (excluding public holidays) were 

adopted to generate travel speed distributions for each link and at each five-minute 

interval. The link travel speed distributions were fitted to normal distributions and 

the link travel speed covariance between different time intervals was calculated. 

Consequently, 1,052,640 (24*12*3655) travel speed distributions were generated. 

 

For comparison, the travel time distributions under S-LTM were also constructed. 

All link travel speed estimates were firstly converted into corresponding link travel 

time estimates. The travel time distributions were then constructed from converted 

http://tis.td.gov.hk/rtis/ttis/index/main_partial.jsp�
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link travel time estimates. The link travel time distributions were fitted to lognormal 

distributions. The S-FIFO property of link travel time distributions was investigated. 

It was found that almost all link travel time distributions under S-LTM satisfied the 

S-FIFO condition, with only 219 exceptions.  

 

The non-S-FIFO links (denoted in green) are shown in Fig. 5.3. By examining these 

non-S-FIFO links, it was found that non-S-FIFO link travel times generally occur 

during time periods, when link travel times were dramatically reduced (e.g. 8PM or 

11PM). In addition, the non-S-FIFO links tend to have a large link length. This result 

was expected. The violation of S-FIFO property for link travel times is mainly due to 

the assumption that S-LTM: ‘link travel times are assumed to be fixed when 

travellers travel on the link’. Therefore, the longer link length, the larger the negative 

impact of such an assumption. 

 

A typical cross boundary trip from Tsuen Wan (Hong Kong) to Shen Zhen (China) 

was selected for this case study (see Route1 in Fig. 5.3). As shown in Fig. 5.3, the 

selected Route1 contains two non-S-FIFO links. The path travel time between O-D 

nodes were generated using α-discrete approximation method ( 1001 =L  and 

1002 =L ). As shown in Table 5.2, the path travel time distributions were generated 

by using both S-TLM and S-TSM. It can be seen from Table 5.2 that the path travel 

time distributions under S-TLM may not be S-FIFO. For example, a vehicle 

departing from origin at 20:01:00 will arrive at destination at 20:52:49 which is 

1.08min later than another vehicle departing at 20:05:00. It can also be seen from 

Table 5.2 that the travel time distributions under S-TSM are S-FIFO. 

 

Table 5.2 Path travel time distributions using both S-LTM and S-TSM 

Departure 
time 

 S-LTM  S-TSM 

 
Arrival 

time 
(α = 0.1) 

Arrival 
time 

(α = 0.5) 

Arrival 
time 

(α = 0.9) 
 

Arrival 
time 

(α = 0.1) 

Arrival time 
(α = 0.5) 

Arrival time 
(α = 0.9) 

20:01:00  20:41:02 20:46:09 20:52:49  20:38:36 20:41:12 20:43:38 

20:03:00  20:39:51 20:44:23 20:49:44  20:39:49 20:42:26 20:44:51 
20:05:00  20:41:40 20:46:01 20:51:44  20:41:38 20:44:11 20:46:31 
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The accuracy of α-discrete and mean-variance approximation methods was 

investigated. Fig. 5.4 gives the results of path travel time distribution approximations 

on Route1 using S-TSM. The departure time was set as 20:01:00. It can be clearly 

observed from Fig. 5.4 that, in this case study, these two approximation methods 

generate a closed path travel time distribution. 

 

 
Figure 5.3 Accuracy of path travel time estimation method 

 

5.7. Computational Performance 
 

In this section, computational performance of proposed algorithms is examined, 

using several large scale networks. The proposed algorithms (F-TDRSP-A* and 

B-TDRSP) were coded in the Visual C# programming language. The priority queue 

was implemented using the F-heap data structure (Fredman and Tarjan, 1987). The 

performance of the F-TDRSP-A* algorithm depends on the quality of )(ih  used. In 

this study, the shortest distance heuristic function max/)( vdih is=  was adopted; 

where isd  is the network distance from node i  to destination s , and maxv  is 

maximum design speed of the network. The network distance isd  can be calculated 

by using Dijkstra’s algorithm from the reverse direction (from destination to origin). 

 

To comparatively evaluate F-TDRSP-A*, a label-correcting algorithm (referred as 

F-TDRSP-LC) (Nie and Wu, 2009a; Wu and Nie, 2009) was also implemented, using 

the same programming language. All experiments were conducted in the computer 
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with a four-core Intel Xeon 3.2GHz CPU (only one core was used) and a Windows 

Server 2003 operation system. 

 

The computational tests were conducted on four different sized networks. The 

characteristics of these testing networks are given in Table 5.3. For the RTIS network, 

link travel time distributions were constructed based on traffic data collected from 

RTIS, as described in Section 5.6. For the other three networks, travel time 

distributions of each link were generated by using the travel time pattern of the RTIS 

links. They were generated by randomly selecting travel speed distributions of one 

RTIS link; and then multiplying the means and standard deviations of selected RTIS 

link travel speed distributions. 
 

Table 5.3 Basic characteristics of testing networks 

Road networks  Grid networks 

Network Nodes Links  Network Nodes Links 

Hong Kong RTIS 1,367 3,655  G1 (40*50) 2,000 7,820 

Chicago Regional 12,982 39,018  G2 (50*100) 5,000 19,700 

 

The computational performance of three different algorithms is given in Table 5.4. 

All reported results were the average of 100 runs, using different O-D nodes for each 

run. The 100 O-D nodes were randomly selected for each network and the same set 

of O-D nodes was used for every test performed on a given network. The link travel 

time distributions under the S-TSM were calculated based on the GenerateLinkTime 

procedure with 20=L . The α-discrete approximation method (Miller-Hooks and 

Mahmassani, 1998) was adopted to generate arrival time distributions. In the used 

α-discrete approximation method, arrival time distributions at each node were 

discretized into 1001 =L  intervals, link travel time distributions were discretized 

into 202 =L  intervals and a ‘merge sort method’ was adopted to sort the discrete 

elements. 

 

In these tests, the departure time was set as 9AM. The computational performance 

was evaluated in terms of computational time and the number of generated 

non-dominated paths in the network. Computational results from Table 5.4 
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demonstrate that the proposed F-TDRSP-A* algorithm outperformed the 

F-TDRSP-LC algorithm especially for large networks. For example, the 

F-TDRSP-A* algorithm was about 55 (151.96/2.74) times faster than the 

F-TDRSP-LC algorithm in the Chicago regional network. Apparently, this 

computational advantage was due to the different path searching approaches used in 

these two algorithms. Similar to conventional algorithms for solving multi-criteria 

shortest path problem, the F-TDRSP-LC algorithm generates all non-dominated paths 

from the same origin to all other nodes in the network and then determines the 

reliable shortest path from these generated paths. Therefore, the F-TDRSP-LC 

algorithm does not utilize the monotonic property of objective function in the 

forward TD-RSPP (Proposition 5.3), generating a large amount of unnecessary 

non-dominated paths. Based on this monotonic property, the proposed F-TDRSP-A* 

algorithm utilizes the A* type path search approach and as such generates much less 

non-dominated paths during the path search process. It is expected that the 

computational advantage of F-TDRSP-A* algorithm will be more obvious when the 

destination is close to the origin. 

 

Table 5.4 Computational performance of algorithms for solving TD-RSPP 

Network 
 F-TDRSP-LC  F-TDRSP-A*  B-TDRSP 
             Number of 

iterations 
RTIS  1.69 2.18  0.15 0.50  0.31 2.94 

G1  4.26 4.77  0.29 0.58  0.43 2.98 
G2  15.42 13.09  1.21 2.23  2.76 3.18 

Chicago  152.1 34.06  2.74 6.02  7.82 3.72 
: computational time in seconds; : number of non-dominated paths in 103 

 

The B-TDRSP algorithm for solving the backward TD-RSPP was also studied. Table 

5.4 gives the computational performance of the algorithm, in terms of computational 

time and number of iterations. The preferred arrival time was set as 9AM. It can be 

seen from the table that the B-TDRSP algorithm required only a few iterations to 

solve the backward problem in all networks. For example, it required 3.72 iterations 

of F-TDRSP-A* and consumed 7.82 seconds. This computational time is slightly 

better than that required by 3.72 iterations of F-TDRSP-A* (3.72*2.74=10.19 

seconds), since only one reverse search of Dijkstra’s algorithm is needed in the 

t~ n~ t~ n~ t~

t~ n~
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B-TDRSP algorithm. Thus, improving the computational performance of 

F-TDRSP-A* algorithm can also significantly improving the performance of 

B-TDRSP. 

 

To improve the performance of the F-TDRSP-A* algorithm, the mean-variance 

approximation method can be adopted. It should be noted that in the above tests, link 

travel time distributions under the S-TSM were calculated based on the 

GenerateLinkTime procedure on the fly. Another possible way, to improve the 

computational performance, is by pre-calculating these link travel time distributions 

before carrying out the search process. Table 5.5 gives the computational time of the 

F-TDRSP-A* algorithm using these two improvements.  

 

Table 5.5 Computational time of the F-TDRSP-A* algorithm in seconds 

Network 
 Calculating link travel times on the fly  Pre-calculating link travel times 

 α-discrete 
method 

Mean-variance 
method  α-discrete 

method 
Mean-variance 

method 
RTIS  0.16 0.020  0.15 0.008 

G1  0.29 0.026  0.28 0.011 
G2  1.21 0.153  1.20 0.052 

Chicago   2.74 0.365  2.67 0.151 
 

It can be observed from Table 5.5 that the mean-variance approximation method can 

significantly improve the computational performance of the F-TDRSP-A* algorithm. 

For example, in the regional network of Chicago, the algorithm based on the 

mean-variance approximation method was 7.5 times (2.74/0.365) faster than that 

using the α-discrete method. This computational performance can be further 

improved by pre-calculating link travel time distributions. For instance, it can further 

speed up the algorithm by 141% ((0.365-0.151)/0.151) in the Chicago regional 

network. It should be noted that, if α-discrete approximation method is adopted, the 

pre-calculation of link travel time distributions has only a slight improvement (2.6% 

in Chicago regional network) on the algorithm’s computational performance. This is 

because the link travel time distributions, in the α-discrete approximation method, 

are needed to be discretized into a set of equal-probability elements. The link travel 

time distributions, generated by the GenerateLinkTime procedure, have been 

dicretized. Thus no additional discretization is needed when generating path travel 
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time distributions based on the α-discrete approximation.  

 

Using the same O-D pairs, the computational results of two approximation methods 

were investigated. Fig. 5.4 illustrates the travel time budget differences calculated by 

these two approximation methods for the same networks with various network sizes. 

In the figure, the travel time budget ratio is defined by the ratio of the travel time 

budget calculated by mean-variance approximation method to that calculated by 

α-discrete approximation. It can be observed from the figure that these two 

approximation methods can generate closed travel time budgets (around 98%) for all 

networks. The mean-variance approximation method tends to slightly underestimate 

the travel time budget. 

 

 
Figure 5.4 Comparison of computational results using α-discrete and mean-variance 

approximations 

 

5.8. Summary 
 

The investigation of two time-dependent reliable shortest path problems (TD-RSPP) 

has been described in this chapter. The forward problem is to determine the earliest 

arrival time and associated reliable shortest path for a given departure time; while the 

backward problem is to determine the latest departure time and associated reliable 

shortest path for a given preferred arrival time. 
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In this chapter, a new stochastic travel speed model (S-TSM) to represent STD link 

travel times, has been proposed. In S-TSM, the travel speed distributions of a link are 

assumed to be fixed within each time interval, and can be varied as vehicles travel on 

the link. Based on this model, a discrete method has been proposed to generate link 

travel time distributions from the corresponding STD travel speed distributions. It 

was proved that the link travel time distributions, under S-TSM, the stochastic first in 

first out (S-FIFO) property. A case study, with the use of traffic data from real-time 

traveller information system (RTIS) in Hong Kong, demonstrated that link travel 

time distributions using traditional stochastic link travel time model (S-LTM) may 

not be S-FIFO consistent; and may have a significant travel time bias compare to 

those using S-TSM. 

 

Using S-TSM, the multi-criteria A* algorithm (named F-TDRSP-A* algorithm) has 

been developed to solve the forward TD-RSPP. It was proved that, when all the link 

travel times are S-FIFO, the reliable shortest path in STD networks can be 

determined as one of the non-dominated paths under the first-order stochastic 

dominant (FSD) condition. It was shown in this chapter that the TD-RSPP is not 

reversible. The backward TD-RSPP cannot be easily solved using the algorithms 

designed for the forward problem by the search from destination to origin. The 

backward TD-RSPP in this chapter has been formulated and solved using an 

equivalent two-stage approach (named B-TDRSP). The first stage is to determine the 

optimal departure time for an initial path between O-D nodes. The second stage, after 

the initial departure time has been determined, is to find the reliable shortest path by 

solving the forward TD-RSPP. It has been shown that the optimality of this two stage 

method can be theoretically proved. 

 

Computational performances showed that the proposed F-TDRSP-A* and B-TDRSP 

algorithms can solve the forward and backward TD-RSPP in large-scale networks 

within satisfactory computational time. The F-TDRSP-A* algorithm has a significant 

computational advantage over previous label-correcting method. The B-TDRSP 

algorithm required only a few iterations of forward search to solve the backward 

problem. The computational performance of these two algorithms can be improved 

by using an efficient method to generate path travel time distribution (e.g. 
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mean-variance approximation method) and pre-calculating link travel time 

distribution under S-TSM. 

 

The solution algorithms proposed in this chapter only consider travel time temporal 

correlations, but spatial correlations have not been considered. The solution 

algorithms for solving TD-RSPP can be utilized to develop real-world ATIS-based 

routing system. The development of ATIS-based routing system with consideration 

of spatiotemporal correlations is discussed in Chapter 6. 
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6. Reliable Path Searching System: Case Study 
in Hong Kong 

 

After introducing efficient reliable shortest path algorithms in Chapter 5, this chapter 

moves one step further to the implementation of a real-world route guidance system 

(RGS) in Hong Kong. The developed RGS, named reliable path searching system 

(RPSS), aims to aid road users making route choices under travel time uncertainties. 

 

In the developed RPSS, the travel time spatiotemporal correlations are explicitly 

considered. The real-time and historical traffic information, from real-time travel 

information system (RTIS), is incorporated for real-time RGS operations. The 

developed RPSS is implemented using the Web Service technique. It can provide 

three service types to users, including reliable path searching service, location-based 

service and map presentation service. In this chapter, the architecture and the unique 

features of the developed RPSS are introduced in detail. The representation of 

complex road features for real-world RGS application is also discussed. 

 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The background of RPSS is 

briefly described in the next section. The representation of real-world road features is 

briefly discussed in Section 6.2. The solution algorithm for reliable shortest path 

finding in real road networks is presented in Section 6.3. The architecture of the 

RPSS is introduced Section 6.4. The method to estimate travel time distributions is 

described in Section 6.5. The experimental and computational results of the RPSS 

are reported in Section 6.6. Finally, a summary of this chapter is given in Section 6.7. 
 

6.1 Background 
 

As indicated in previous chapters, online traffic information on major urban roads of 

Hong Kong is provided by a Real-time Travel Information System (RTIS) at five 

minute intervals (Tam and Lam, 2008). RTIS enables the real-time traffic 
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information to be collected by automatic vehicle identification (AVI) technology and 

is adopted for traffic time estimation. The online traffic information is then 

disseminated to travellers through various media, including variable message signs, 

mobile phones and the internet website portal 

(http://tis.td.gov.hk/rtis/ttis/index/main_partial.jsp). A driving route searching service 

(DRSS) is, also provided to road users of Hong Kong through the website portal 

(http://drss.td.gov.hk/drss). DRSS can determine and advise the users with the 

appropriate routes in real-time, according to users’ routing criterion (minimum 

expected travel time, minimum travel distance, or minimum toll charge). 

 

However, a limitation of DRSS is the unrealistic assumption that travel times in the 

road network are deterministic. As noted in Chapter 2, travel times are stochastic and 

time-dependent due to random demand fluctuations and capacity degradations. 

Under travel time uncertainties, travellers tend to choose reliable shortest paths for 

their travels, so that they can arrival at destinations with a given on-time arrival 

probability (referred as travel time reliability in the literature). Therefore, travel time 

reliability concerns are necessary inclusions in RGS applications. Responding to this 

need, RPSS (reliable path searching system) is developed to aid road users of Hong 

Kong making route choice decision in face of travel time uncertainty. 

 

6.2 Network Representation 
 

The representation of road networks is the foundation for developing RGS 

applications. As adopted in Chapters 5, the road network is represented as a 

time-expanded graph ) , ,( ΩANG = , consisting a set of nodes N , a set of links A  

and the period of interest Ω . The period of interest Ω  is considered as a set of 

discrete times ,...}{..., ∆∆ nn = , where n  is an integer and ∆  is the time interval. 

In this network model, nodes generally correspond to street intersections, while links 

correspond to street segments between two intersections. Each node i  has a set of 

successor nodes )(iSCS }:{ Aaj ij ∈=  and a set of predecessor nodes )(iPDS

}:{ Aaw wi ∈= . Each network link ija A∈  is one-way from its tail node in N∈  to 

http://drss.td.gov.hk/drss�
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head node jn N∈ . A two-way street can be represented as two separate opposing 

directed links ija  and jia . Impedances of link ija  can be maintained as a set of 

link attributes )( ijaZ . It should be noted that this ‘node-based’ network model is 

non-planar without requirement of a node at each link crossing, especially when 

modeling underpasses and overpasses. 

 

This node-based network model is simple and can be easily stored and manipulated 

in the memory using forward star or adjacent list data structures (Ahuja et al., 1993). 

Such node-based network models, however, may not be the best model for 

developing the RGS applications in real road networks. Firstly, a journey may not 

always starts from a network node and ends at another network node. It is common 

for the origin and destination (O-D) pair of the journey (e.g. schools, restaurants, 

shopping malls) to be located on network links. 

 

Secondly, turn restrictions are not explicitly represented in this node-based network 

model. For instance, right turns in Hong Kong are very often prohibited, due to 

traffic controls implemented at street intersections. Ignoring these turn restrictions 

can generate infeasible paths for the RGS users. An illustrative example is given in 

the Fig. 6.1. The O-D pair of a journey is set as 1n  and 5n . A feasible path between 

this O-D pair is 25322312
15
1 aaaap ⊕⊕⊕= , going through four subsequent links. If 

turn restrictions are ignored, an illogical path 2512
15
1 aap ⊕=  passing through two 

links 12a  and 25a  will be recommended. Therefore, modifications to the above 

node-based network model are required for developing RGS applications. 

 

A link-based network model, initially proposed by Ziliaskopoulos and Mahmassani 

(1996), is modified to represent real road networks with stochastic time-dependent 

(STD) travel times in this study. A road network is represented as a graph 

( )ΩΨ  , ,A ,NG = , consisting of a set of nodes N , a set of links A , a set of allowed 

movements Ψ  and the period of interest Ω . Similar to above node-based model, 

each link ija A∈  has a tail node in N∈ , a head node jn N∈  and a set of link 
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attributes )( ijaZ . Three attributes ) ,,()( ijijijij TdaZ τ=  are maintained for each link 

ija , where ijτ  is the toll charge, ijd  is the link length, and ijT  is the link travel 

time. Without loss of generality, ijτ  and ijd  are assumed to be deterministic; while 

ijT  is assumed to be a STD variable. The statistical distributions of link travel times 

can vary with the period of interest. )( i
n

ij yT  denotes the travel time distribution 

within a time interval ),( 1 nniy ∆∆ −∈ . 

 

 
Figure 6.1 Turn restrictions at a simple street intersection 

 

Elements in Ψ  represent allowed movements at street intersections. Each 

movement wijψ Ψ∈  at node i  has a star link wia , an end link ija  and a set of 

attributes )( wijZ ψ . A movement wijψ Ψ∉  means that the movement is restricted at 

node i  (e. g. no left-turn or no U-turn).  

 

In order to present essential ideas easily in this chapter, it is assumed that link travel 

time spatial correlations are restricted to only adjacent links (k = 1). The spatial 

correlations among k-neighouring links can be easily incorporated through the 

method presented in Chapter 4 by constructing two-level hierarchical network. Using 

this assumption, travel time spatial correlation between adjacent links wia  and ija , 

denoted by ),cov( ijwi TT , can be represented as a time-dependent variable varying 

with the period of interest and maintained as a turn attribute. ),cov( n
ij

n
wi TT  denotes 

travel time covariance for vehicles arriving at node i  at a time instant 

),( 1 nnjy ∆∆ −∈ . The link-based adjacent list data structure, proposed by Gutierrez 

and Medaglia (2008), can be modified to store and manipulate the network data in 
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the memory. Fig. 6.2 illustrates the data structure for the simple network sketched in 

Fig. 6.1. 

 

 
Figure 6.2 Data structure in the memory 

 

In this study, the linear reference technique is adopted to represent the location of 

POI (Miller and Shaw, 2001). Given a iPOI  in the network, its location can be 

defined as ) ,()( θiji aPOIPOS = ; where ija  is the link that iPOI  located, and 

]1 ,0[∈θ  indicates a relative position on the link ija . For example, POIs located at 

the beginning, middle and end of the link 12a  in Fig. 6.1, can be respectively 

represented as )0 ,( 12a , )5.0 ,( 12a  and )1 ,( 12a . The distance from iPOI  to tail 

node i  can be calculated by ijd*θ ; while the distance from iPOI  to head node 

j  can be calculated by ijd*)1( θ− . 

 

Let jaˆ  be a part of link ija . jd
ˆ , jτ̂  and jT̂  denote link length, toll charge and 

travel time of the partial link ja
ˆ  respectively; and ),ˆcov( jwj TT  denotes the travel 

time correlation between partial link ja
ˆ  and link jwa . It is assumed that jτ̂  is 

equal to ijτ , and jT̂  and ),ˆcov( jwj TT  are proportional to the link length (i.e. 

ijjijj ddTT /ˆ*ˆ
 =  and ijjjwijjwj ddTTTT /ˆ*),cov(),ˆcov(  = ). 
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6.3 Generalized Reliable Shortest Path Problem 
 

Let }ˆ ..., , ,ˆ{ qsjwrj
rs
u aaap =  be a path between the O-D pair. The O-D pair can either 

be at network node or on network links. If the origin is on link ija , rjâ  corresponds 

to the partial link from the origin r  to the head node j . Similarly, if the 

destination s  is on link qma , qsâ  correspond to the partial link from tail node q  

to destination s . Let rs
iτ , rs

id  and )( r
rs

u yT  be the respective toll charge, the 

travel distance and the travel time of a path rs
ip . 

 

The toll charge and travel distance can be easily calculated as 

∑
∈

=
Aa

urs
ijij

rs
u

ij

,δττ                                            (6.1) 

∑
∈

=
Aa

urs
ijij

rs
u

ij

dd ,δ                                            (6.2) 

where urs
ij

,δ  is the path-link incidence variable; 1, =urs
ijδ  means that the link ija  is 

on the path rs
up , and otherwise, 0, =urs

ijδ . It is assumed that waiting is not allowed 

on the network except for the destination. As formulated in Chapter 5, the path travel 

time distribution can then be calculated as 

∑
∈

=
Aji

urs
ijiijr

rs
u YTyT

),(

,)()( δ                                    (6.3) 

where ry  is the departure time at origin r , and iY  is the arrival time at an 

intermediate node i . Given a preferred arrival time sy , the travel time budget 

(denoted by b ) that travellers assigned trips can be expressed as 

rs yyb −=                                               (6.4) 

By incorporating toll charge and petrol cost, a generalized route dis-utility, denoted 

by rs
upϕ , can be written as 

VOTVODdb rs
u

rs
uprs

u
/)( ++= τϕ                                (6.5) 
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where the parameter VOD  is for converting travel distance rs
ud  into the petrol cost; 

and the weighting factor VOT  is the value of time for converting the toll charge 

and the petrol cost into the time unit. 

 

Utilizing the above generalized route dis-utility, time-dependent reliable shortest 

path problem (TD-RSPP), presented in Chapter 5, can be modified as the following 

optimization problem: 

Min VOTVODdb rs
u

rs
uprs

u
/)( ++= τϕ                          (6.6) 

Subject to 

α≥≤ ))(Pr( byT r
rs

u                                       (6.7) 

rs
uwijwij p∈∀∈ ψΨψ ,                                         (6.8) 

si
siri

ri

iPDSw

urs
wi

iSCSj

urs
ij

=∀
≠≠∀

=∀









−
=− ∑∑

∈∈

;,
1
0
1

)(

,

)(

, δδ                     (6.9) 

{ } ∈∀∈ ij
urs

ij a,1,0,δ A                                   (6.11) 

Eq. (6.6) is the dis-utility that travellers want to minimize. Eq. (6.7) defines the 

probabilistic constraint that ensures the on-time arrival probability is greater or equal 

to a pre-determined threshold α . Eq. (6.9-6.11) ensures that the links on the optimal 

path are feasible. 

 

As indicated in Chapter 5, the path travel time )( r
rs

u yT  is a stochastic process and 

can be generated by the mean-variance approximation method, referred to Eqs. 

(5.36-5.47), when path travel time follows a lognormal distribution. This 

mean-variance approximation method is extended to incorporate travel time spatial 

correlations among adjacent links. Let ijwi
rw
u

rj
u aapp ⊕⊕=  be a path from origin 

r  to node j  passing through path rw
up  and links wia  and ija . Suppose that the 

arrival times at nodes w  and i  (denoted by wY  and iY ) are known. The mean 

and variance of jY , denoted by jy  and 2
jYσ , can be calculated as 

))(( iijij YTEyy +=                                         (6.12) 
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))(,(2))(,(2))((22
iijwiijwiiijYY YTYCovYTTCovYTVar

ij
+++= σσ        (6.13) 

where iy  and 2
iYσ  respectively are mean and variance of iY ; ))(( iij YTE  and 

))(( iij YTVar  respectively are mean and variance of conditional link travel time 

)( iij YT  and they can be calculated by Eqs. (5.41-5.45); ))(,( iijwi YTTCov  is the 

travel time spatiotemporal correlations among adjacent links wia  and ija ; and 

))(,( iijw YTYCov  is the temporal correlation among link ija  and sub-path rw
up . The 

travel time spatiotemporal correlation component, ))(,( iijwi YTTCov , can be 

approximated as 

∑
=

≅

−=

−=

L

n

n
i

n
ij

n
wi

iijiwiiijiwi

iijwiiijwiiijwi

TT

YyTEEYyTEEYyTYyTE

YTETEYTTEYTTCov

1
),cov(        

)))|(((*)))|((()))|(*)|((E(        

))((*)())(*())(,(

ω

   (6.14) 

where n
iω  is the probability mass function of arrival time iY  during time interval 

) ,( 1 nn ∆∆ −  and can be calculated by Eqs. (5.41-5.43). The temporal correlation 

component, ))(,( iijw YTYCov , can be approximated by 

∑∑
==

−≅

−=

−=

L

n

n
i

n
ijw

L

n

n
w

n
ij

iijwiijw

iijwiijwiijw

tygt

YyTEEyYyTEY
YTEYEYTYEYTYCov

11
                      

)))|((()))|((*E(                      
))(()())(*())(,(

ω

              (6.15) 

where n
ijt  is mean travel time of link ija  during time interval ) ,( 1 nn ∆∆ − ; and n

wg  

is the partial expectation of arrival time wY  during time interval ) ,( 1 nn ∆∆ − . The 

partial expectation n
wg  can be calculated by Eq. (5.47) using wY  instead of iY . 

 

Solution algorithms (F-TDRSP-A* and B-TDRSP), presented in Chapter 5, can be 

easily extended to solve the generalized TD-RSPP. To consider turn restrictions and 

spatiotemporal correlations, the first-order stochastic dominant (FSD) condition 

should be extended as below. 
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Let },...,{ ,,, ijr
v

ijr
u

ijr ppP =  be a set of paths between the O-D pair passing the same 

link ija . 

Definition 1. Given two paths ∈≠ ijr
v

ijr
u pp ,, ijrP , , ijr

up ,  dominates ijr
vp , , if ijr

up ,  

and ijr
vp ,  satisfy ijr

v
ijr

u gg ,, <  and )()( 1
)(

1
)( ,, λΦλΦ −− <

r
ijr

vr
ijr

u tptp
, )1,0(∈∀λ . 

 

Based on extended FSD conditions, F-TDRSP-A* algorithm can be modified as a 

link-based shortest path approach. The optimal path can be determined through 

recursive path extensions through allowed movements. Labels of non-dominated 

paths are maintained at links instead of nodes. The heuristic value )( ,ijr
upF  for a 

non-dominated path ijr
up ,  should also be modified to incorporate toll charges and 

patrol costs as 

rs
up

ijr
u jhpF ϕ+= )()( ,                                     (6.16) 

where )( jh  is an estimated dis-utility from node j  to destination s . The 

Euclidean distance function )//1()( max VOTVODVejh js +=  can be adopted; where 

jse  is the Euclidean distance from node j  to destination s  and maxV  is 

maximum travel speed of the network.  

 

In addition, when the O-D pair of the journey is not at network nodes, two dummy 

partial links, rjâ  and jsâ , can be constructed for solving the generalized forward 

TD-RSPP. The detailed step of the modified F-TDRSP-A* is given below. It should 

be noted that, with the modified F-TDRSP-A* algorithm, B-TDRSP algorithm can be 

directly used to solve the generalized backward TD-RSPP problem. 
 

Modified F-TDRSP-A* 

Inputs: O-D pair, confidence level α , and departure time rt  

Returns: the reliable shortest path 

Step 1. Initialization: 

If origin r  is a network node 

For each successor node ∈j )(rSCS  
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Create a path rjr
up ,  at link rja . 

Set )(:)(,
rrjr

rjr
u yTyT = , and calculate )( jh  and )( ,rjr

upF . 

Set rjrP , }{: ,rjr
up=  and SE }{: ,rjr

upSE ∪= . 

End For 

End if 

If origin r  is on a network link ija  

Construct a dummy link rjâ  and calculate link attributes )ˆ( rjaZ . 

Create a path rj
up , set )(:)( rrjr

rj
u yTyT = , and calculate )( jh  and )( rj

upF . 

Set SE }{: rj
up= . 

End if 

If destination s  is on link ija  

Construct a dummy link isâ  and calculate link attributes )ˆ( isaZ . 

End if 

Step 2. Path selection: 

If SE φ= , then stop; otherwise, continue. 

Select wir
up ,  at the top of SE  and remove wir

up ,  from SE . 

If si = , then stop; otherwise continue. 

Step 3. Path extension: 

For every movement wijψ  emanating from selected link wia  

If destination s  is on link ija  

Construct a temporary path is
wir

u
isr

u app ˆ: ,, ⊕= . 

Else if 

Construct a temporary path ij
wir

u
ijr

u app ⊕= ,, : . 

End if 

Generate path travel time distribution )( r
rj

u yT  using Eq. (6.12-6.15) 

Calculate )( jh  and )( ,ijr
upF . 

If ijr
up ,  is a non-dominated path under the extended FSD condition, then insert 

ijr
up ,  into ijrP ,  and SE  and remove all paths dominated by ijr

up ,  from 
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ijrP ,  and SE  (using CheckDominance procedure presented in Chapter 5). 

End for 

Goto Step 2. 

 

 

6.4 System Architecture 
 

This section presents the architecture of RPSS. Fig. 6.3 illustrates its concept 

framework. As shown in the figure, the RPSS comprises four key components: 

Service and Application Provider (SAP), Content and Data Provider (CDP), Website 

Portal (WP) and Clients. 

 

 
Figure 6.3 The system framework of RPSS 

 

SAP acts as an application server for proceeding and answering core service requests. 

The core services implemented in the RPSS include location-based services (LBS), 

reliable path searching services, and map presentation services. LBS provides users 

with capabilities to find the nearest or a specific point of interest (POI) (e.g. “where 

is The Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU)?”, “where is the nearest hotel to 

PolyU?”). The reliable path searching services can determine the optimal route 

between a specified O-D pair, satisfying travellers’ multiple routing criteria towards 

travel time reliability, travel distance and toll charge. The origin and destination 
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(O-D) pair can be determined through an LBS search or acquired by GPS (global 

positioning system) or user inputs. The map presentation services provide a way to 

render outputs of the LBS and the reliable path searching services on geographical 

maps.  

 

In this study, SAP is implemented using a Web Service technique which is an open 

industrial standard to allow interoperation across programming languages, platforms 

and operating systems. The Web Service offers protocols and mechanisms for 

rapidly publishing, discovering, and invocating services via internet 

(Friis-Christensen et al., 2009). With the availability of the capabilities of the Web 

Service, SAP can provide a flexible and loosely-integrated platform, not only for the 

implementation of RGS applications but also for the development of other ITS 

applications (e.g. logistic applications). 

 

CDP maintains the network data needed for the implementation of SAP. The data 

stored in CDP server consists of GIS (geographical information system) maps, 

network topology data and traffic information The GIS maps include a base map, a 

road network map and a set of POI maps (e.g. hotels, restaurants and banks,.). The 

traffic data mainly consist of travel time estimates and traffic incident data. The 

travel time estimates are link travel time distributions generated by using the 

real-time and the historical traffic information collected from RTIS. The method for 

generating link travel time distributions is described in the following section. 

 

WP provides interfaces for road users to access the services through the internet or 

mobile phones. When users request a service, WP will pass the request to SAP, and 

then transfer SAP processing results to the user. Fig. 6.4 illustrates a typical user 

interface for mobile users to access the reliable path services. 

 

As shown in Fig. 6.4(a), the O-D pair can be set by entering their addresses or the 

names of POI. The routing parameters (on-time arrival probability, value of time and 

petrol cost etc.) can also be inputted in this interface. By entering the preferred 

arrival time, the reliable path searching services can determine the latest departure 

time and the associated route to users. The search results of this forward TD-RSPP 
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are returned to the user as shown in the Fig. 6.4(b). A detailed textual route 

description can also be generated to the user, if the user clicks the link “Detail Route 

Description” in this interface. As shown in Fig. 6.4 (a), the RPSS also provides a 

searching function for backward TD-RSPP. Given the preferred departure time, this 

type of reliable path searching is to determine latest arrival time required to satisfy 

the travel time reliability threshold.  

 

    
(a)                 (b) 

Figure 6.4 User interface for the reliable routing service (a) input routing criteria (b) 

reliable path searching results 

 

6.5 Estimation of Travel Time Distributions 
 

As indicated above, RTIS provides link travel time estimates, at five minute intervals, 

for the 1,367 node and 3,655 link Hong Kong road network and allows 11,849 

movements. The historical and real-time travel times from the RTIS are collected to 

estimate travel time distributions. As link travel times are assumed to follow 

lognormal distributions, only mean and variance of travel times are estimated. The 

toll rates of tunnels / bridges are also collected from the Transport Department of 

Hong Kong Government. 
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In this study, the historical travel time estimates for the whole year of 2009 are 

collected to generate link travel time distributions. To take into account travel time 

variations due to time-of-day and day-of-week, the traffic data are disaggregated into 

a set of sub-groups. Days in a week are divided into six categories. Traffic data in 

each weekday forms an individual group, while the travel time in Saturday and 

Sunday as well as the public holidays are aggregated as one group because they have 

somewhat similar travel patterns. For each group, link travel speed distributions are 

firstly generated at five-minute interval. Using S-TSM presented in Chapter 5, these 

travel speed distributions are then converted to corresponding travel time 

distributions with S-FIFO (stochastic first in first out) property. The spatial 

correlations among adjacent links are generated for every five minute intervals. 

 

The real-time traffic data from RTIS are employed to improve the estimation of link 

travel time distributions for current time periods. The mean travel time for the 

current time period can be adjusted as 
r
ij

h
ij

c
ij wtttwtt +−= )()1()(                                   (6.17) 

where )(tt c
ij  is the mean travel time at current (five minutes) time period, )(tt h

ij  is 

the historical mean travel time at the same time period, r
ijt  is the real-time travel 

time estimate at five minute intervals and w  is a pre-defined weighting factor. The 

standard deviation of link travel time for the current time period denoted by )(tc
ijσ , 

can be estimated by assuming that the coefficient of variation (CV) of link travel 

time keeps constant: 

)(/)(*)()(*)()( ttttttCVttt h
ij

h
ij

c
ij

h
ij

c
ij

c
ij σσ ==                    (6.18) 

Similarly, it is also assumed that travel time correlation coefficient between two 

adjacent links ija  and jwa  is constant The spatial covariance between these two 

links, denoted by ),cov( c
jw

c
ij XX , can then be updated as 

)(*)(*)(),cov( tttXX c
jw

c
ij

h
ijw

c
jw

c
ij σσρ=                      (6.19) 

where )(/)(/),cov()( ttXXt h
jw

h
ij

h
jw

h
ij

h
ijw σσρ =  is the travel time correlation 

coefficient calculated using the historical data. 
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6.6 Experimental Results 
 

This section reported the reliable shortest path finding results on the Hong Kong road 

network. In Hong Kong, cross harbor traffic is one of the most significant travel 

patterns. As shown in Fig. 6.5, there are three cross-harbor tunnels in Hong Kong. 

They have significantly different toll rates, mean travel times and travel time 

variances. The Cross Harbor Tunnel (CHT) is the cheapest (HK$ 20) but with the 

largest mean travel time and travel time variance. The Western Harbor Crossing 

(WHC) is the most reliable and the mean travel time is also the least, but the toll 

charge is the most expensive (HK$ 50). The Eastern Harbor Crossing (EHC) toll 

charge is slightly higher than that of the CHT (HK$ 25), but its travel time variation 

is similar to that of the WHC. 

 

 
Figure 6.5 Results of reliable route searching from RG to CBD 

 

A typical morning commute from the residential zone, Richland Gardens (RG) in the 

Kowloon urban area, to Central Business District (CBD) on Hong Kong Island is 

considered in this case study. The preferred arrival time was set at 9AM on 26 

August 2010 (Thursday). Fig. 6.5 and Table 6.1 provided the results of the reliable 
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route finding from the RG to the CBD. As shown in Fig. 6.5, when the value of time 

was small ( =VOT HK$ 60 / Hour), travellers preferred to use Route2 passing 

through the CHT which was the cheapest route (HK$ 36.3) but with the highest 

travel time variation.  

 

Under this scenario, travellers chose appropriate departure times based on their 

on-time arrival attitude of. As shown in Table 6.1, risk-seeking travellers ( %50<α ) 

tended to assign a small travel time budget for their trips. For example, when 

%10=α , risk-seeking travellers assigned only 25.1 min travel time budget (departed 

at 8:36:22), which was 10.0 min less than expected travel time 35.1 min. With an 

increase in confidence level of on-time arrival, travellers departed from the origin 

earlier. As shown in Table 6.1, risk-neutral travellers ( %50=α ) assigned 32.3 min 

travel time budget close to the expected travel time 33.2 min. When %50=α , the 

travel time budget is essentially the median value of journey time. Since most link 

travel times followed a lognormal distribution, the median value was slightly smaller 

than the expected travel time. To ensure higher probability of on-time arrival, 

risk-averse travellers ( %50>α ) assigned a larger travel time budget for their trips. 

For example, when %99=α , risk-averse travellers started their trips at 8:13:53; and 

this travel time budget is about 14.9 min larger than the expected travel time 31.2 

min. Interestingly, it is seen from Table 6.1 that when travellers started their trips 

earlier, the expected travel time and travel time variations decreased. 

 

Another important observation from Table 6.1 is that with an increase of the value of 

time (VOT ), travellers were more willing to use reliable but expensive routes to 

ensure the probability of on-time arrival. For instance, to obtain the same probability 

of on-time arrival %99=α , risk-averse travellers used Route3 passing through 

EHC when VOT = HK$ 130 / Hour; used Route1 passing through WHC when 

VOT =HK$ 200 / Hour. In addition, it is seen that when VOD  becomes large 

(VOD = HK$ 9 / Km is the cost by taxi in Hong Kong), travellers used Route2 again 

since it is the shortest route between OD nodes. However, when VOT = HK$ 300 / 

Hour, risk-averse travellers were willing to pay extra cost of HK$ 60.1 for using 

Route1 to save 12.2 min travel time. 
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Table 6.1 Departure time and route choices between RG and CBD 

Probability 

on-time 

arrival α  

(%) 

VOT  

(HK$ / 

Hour) 

VOD  

(HK$ / 

Km) 

Route 
Departure 

time 

Travel 

time 

budget 

(min) 

Toll charge 

+ 

operational 

cost (HK$) 

Expected 

travel 

time 

(min) 

Std. dev. 

of travel 

time 

(min) 

10 60 1.5 Route2 8:34:54 25.1 36.3 35.5 8.9 
30 60 1.5 Route2 8:30:43 29.3 36.3 34.1 8.2 
50 60 1.5 Route2 8:27:41 32.3 36.3 33.2 7.8 
70 60 1.5 Route2 8:24:39 35.4 36.3 32.4 6.8 
90 60 1.5 Route2 8:20:37 39.4 36.3 31.6 5.9 
99 60 1.5 Route2 8:13:53 46.1 36.3 31.2 5.5 
99 130 1.5 Route3 8:23:47 36.2 52.4 29.4 2.7 
99 200 1.5 Route1 8:32:27 27.6 63.1 23.6 1.6 
99 200 9.0 Route2 8:13:53 39.8 117.6 31.2 5.5 
99 300 9.0 Route1 8:32:27 27.6 178.7 23.6 1.6 

 

The computational performance of reliable path searching services was also 

investigated. The generalized reliable path algorithms were coded by C# 

programming language. The scan eligible (SE) was implemented using the F-heap 

data structure (Fredman and Tarjan, 1987). All experiments were conducted in the 

computer with a four-core Intel Xeon 3.2GHz CPU (only one core was used) and a 

Windows Server 2003 operation system. In this case study, 100 O-D nodes were 

randomly selected and average computational time of 100 runs was calculated. It was 

found that the forward search only required 13.2 milliseconds to determine the 

optimal route and earlier arrival time. The backward search requires 51.4 

milliseconds (about 4.2 iterations of forward search). From the result, it is evident 

that the developed reliable path searching services can be appropriate for online 

routing systems in the large-scale road network of Hong Kong, even for the situation 

when a large number of users simultaneously request the routing services. 

 

6.7 Summary 
 

This chapter describes a reliable path searching system (RPSS) to aid users make 

satisfactory route choices regarding Hong Kong urban road networks with travel time 

uncertainties. With the use of RPSS, road users can determine the latest possible 
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departure time for their travel, adopt the recommended route, which has the given 

on-time arrival probability. The proposed RPSS was implemented using the Web 

Service technique. It can provide three service types to users, including reliable path 

searching services, location-based services and map presentation services. 

 

In the proposed RPSS, travel time distributions were generated using both real-time 

and historical traffic information from the real-time travel information system in 

Hong Kong. Based on the generated travel time distributions, the reliable path 

searching services were implemented on the basis of efficient solution algorithms 

presented in Chapter 5. A generalized route dis-utility function was adopted for 

reliable path searching. The generalized route dis-utility function takes into account 

travellers’ multiple routing criteria towards travel time reliability, travel distance and 

toll charge (if any) in the road network. The modified reliable shortest path 

algorithms considered travel time spatiotemporal correlations as well as the turn 

restrictions in the road network of Hong Kong. The origin and destination of the 

vehicular trip can start, not only at intersections, but also at the road segments. 

 

Experimental results indicated that the optimal routes did vary substantially with 

travellers’ various preferences toward travel time reliability, travel distance and toll 

charge. Cost-sensitive travellers prefer to use cheaper but unreliable routes. In order 

to ensure higher reliability for their on-time arrivals, some travellers assign a larger 

travel time budget by departing from the origin earlier. Travellers who are willing to 

pay a premium, tend to use reliable but expensive routes, to ensure the probability of 

on-time arrival. The computational efficiency of the reliable route searching services 

has been investigated and described in this chapter. Computational results show that 

the reliable path searching services can determine the optimal route in the congested 

road network of Hong Kong within a very short computation time. It is evident that 

RPSS can be applicable for the online routing systems in large-scale road networks 

such as the one in Hong Kong, even for situations when a large number of users 

simultaneously request routing services. 
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7. An Efficient Solution Algorithm for Solving 
Multi-Class Reliability-Based Traffic 
Assignment Problem 

 
Efficient solution algorithms have been proposed for solving reliable shortest path 

problems in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. The proposed solution algorithms can help 

individual traveller make his/her route choice decision from one origin to one 

destination. A reliable path searching system has been developed to illustrate the 

application of these ‘one-to-one’ reliable shortest algorithms in routing systems and 

is described in Chapter 6.  

 

In this chapter, reliable shortest path algorithms are further incorporated into the 

reliability-based user equilibrium (RUE) problems for long-term transportation 

planning under demand and/or supply uncertainties. In the literature, few solution 

algorithms are available for solving the RUE problems in large-scale road networks. 

This is mainly due to the lack of efficient solution algorithms for solving reliable 

shortest path sub-problems. Most existing algorithms for solving RUE problems 

hedge this difficulty by enumerating paths or by defining a fixed path set (Lo et al., 

2006; Shao et al., 2006a; Siu and Lo, 2008). The path enumeration, however, is time 

consuming for a large-scale problem and as such is appropriate only for small-size 

networks. 

 

An effective ‘one-to-all’ reliable shortest path algorithm is porposed in this chapter to 

simultaneously determine reliable shortest paths from single origin to all network 

nodes for multiple user classes in one search process. The proposed reliable shortest 

path algorithm avoids the repeated path searching for each user class. Based on the 

extended reliable shortest path algorithms, a path-based solution algorithm is 

proposed to solve the multi-class RUE problem by using a column generation 

method. The proposed RUE solution algorithm does not require path enumeration 

and can achieve highly accurate RUE results within reasonable computational time. 
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This chapter is structured as follows. A review of related literature is presented in 

Section 7.1. General definitions and mathematical RUE problem statements are 

given in Section 7.2. The solution algorithms for solving reliable shortest path 

sub-problem and RUE problems are described in Section 7.3. Numerical examples 

conducted on several large-scale networks are reported in Section 7.4. Finally, a 

summary of this chapter is given in Section 7.5. 

 

7.1. Background 
 

Developing efficient solution algorithms for traffic assignment problems is one of the 

most significant subjects in transportation research. Several solution algorithms have 

been proposed for solving user equilibrium (UE) assignment problems. As shown in 

Table 7.1, UE solution algorithms can be classified into three categories: link-based, 

origin-based and path-based algorithms. 

 

Table 7.1 Summary of solution algorithms for solving UE problems 

Algorithm 
class 

Decision 
variables 

Convergence 
rate 

Memory 
requirement Sources 

Link-based Link flows Slow Low Sheffi (1985) 

Origin-based Origin link 
flows Fast Moderate Dial (2006); Bar-Gera (2002) 

Path-based Path flows Fast High 
Jayakrishnan et al. (1994); 

Chen et al. (2002); Panicucci et 
al. (2007); Florian et al. (2009) 

 

The Frank-Wolfe (F-W) algorithm (Sheffi, 1985) is the most popular link-based 

method in practice, because of its ease of implementation and small memory 

requirement. The F-W algorithm, however, converges slowly when close to the 

optimal solution, and even fails to achieve high accurate UE solutions at the expense 

of a very large computational time (Jayakrishnan et al., 1994; Bar-Gera, 2002). 

 

The origin-based algorithms were recently developed by Dial (2006) and Bar-Gera 

(2002). This class of algorithms builds upon the property that equilibrium UE 

solutions do not contain cyclic paths. Based on this acyclic property, UE assignments 

can be performed more efficiently on a set of acyclic sub-networks originating at 
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each origin. The origin-based algorithms can achieve high UE solution accuracy. The 

memory requirement of these algorithms is moderate, since they operate in the space 

of origin link flows which are a decomposition of link flows from each origin. 

 

The path-based algorithms are another important group of UE solution algorithms 

that operate in the space of path flows (Jayakrishnan et al., 1994; Chen et al., 2002; 

Panicucci et al., 2007; Florian et al., 2009). The algorithms could obtain highly 

accurate UE solutions within reasonable computational time. However, the 

path-based algorithms were not widely implemented in early software packages 

because of their large memory requirement. With recent advances in computing 

power, there is an increasing interest in the development of these algorithms for 

solving large-scale traffic assignment problems (Panicucci et al., 2007; Florian et al., 

2009). 

 

These three types of UE solution algorithms can be easily modified for solving the 

UE problems with multi-class users. It should be noted that in the literature there are 

two applications of multi-class users in road networks. In the first application, the 

flows in a road network can be divided into different types of vehicles (e.g. private 

cars, trucks and public transit) (Lam and Huang, 1992). Each class of vehicles has its 

own equivalent passenger car unit with different effects on travel times. In the second 

application, all road users are assumed to use the same type of vehicles but they are 

distinguished from each other in unobservable ways such as different values of time 

(Yang and Huang, 2004). To solve the multi-class UE problems for these two 

applications, the travel flows are generally divided and equilibrated by the user class. 

This results in a considerable increase of computational time and memory. The 

multi-class RUE problem, which is the concern of this chapter, is more difficult to 

solve than multi-class UE, hence efficient algorithms for multi-class RUE are needed, 

particularly, for large-scale networks. 

 

An investigation into the RUE problem with multi-class users (the second application) 

in terms of different degrees of risk-aversion is described in this chapter. Due to the 

fact that the non-additive property of travel time budgets (referred to Chapter 3), 

above, UE solution algorithms cannot be directly extended to solve the multi-class 
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RUE problems. Existing algorithms for solving RUE problems hedge the 

non-additive difficulty by enumerating paths or by defining a fixed path set (Lo et al., 

2006; Shao et al., 2006a; Siu and Lo, 2008). It should be noted that the path 

enumeration is time consuming for a large-scale problem and as such is appropriate 

only for small-size networks. 

 

7.2. Definitions and Problem Statement 
 

To facilitate the presentation of the essential ideas in this chapter, the RUE model 

proposed by Shao et al. (2006a) is briefly presented. It should be noted that the 

proposed algorithm can also be used to solve other RUE models, such as the ones 

developed by Lo et al. (2006), Watling (2006) and Siu and Lo (2008). For notational 

consistency, capital letters represent random variables and lower-case letters 

represent deterministic variables throughout the chapter. 

 

Consider a road network represented by a strongly connected graph ( )A,NG = , 

where N  and A  are, respectively, the sets of nodes and links. RS  denotes the set 

of O-D nodes, where node N∈r  is the origin and node N∈s  is the destination. 

Traffic demand between each O-D pair, denoted by rsQ , is a random variable, 

subject to day-to-day demand fluctuation. The mean and the standard deviation (SD) 

of rsQ  are denoted by rsq  and rs
qσ , respectively. Let rsP  be the set of paths 

between the O-D pair rs . The flow along a path ∈rs
kp rsP  is denoted by rs

kF . It is 

assumed that (i) the path flow follows the same class of probability distribution as 

O-D demand; (ii) the Coefficient of varation (CV) of path flow is equal to that of 

O-D demand; (iii) the path flows are mutually independent. The flow conservation 

equations can then, be expressed as 

∑=
k

rs
krs FQ    ∈∀rs RS                                     (7.1) 

∑=
k

rs
k

rs fq    ∈∀rs RS                                   (7.2) 

rs
rs

k
rs

k
rs

kf cvfFVar == ][,σ     ∈∀k rsP , ∈∀rs RS               (7.3) 
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where rs
kf  and rs

kf ,σ  are the mean and the SD of flow along path ∈rs
kp rsP , and 

rscv  is CV of O-D demand. Aggregating path flows passing through a link over all 

O-D pairs results in link flow aV  as 

∑∑=
rs k

rs
ak

rs
ka FV ,δ      ∈∀a A                                (7.4) 

∑∑=
rs k

rs
ak

rs
ka fv ,δ      ∈∀a A                                (7.5) 

∑∑==
rs k

rs
ak

rs
ka

a
v FVarVVar ,][][ δσ , ∈∀a A                     (7.6) 

where rs
ak ,δ  is the path-link indicator; 1, =rs

akδ  if path rs
kp  uses link a , and 0 

otherwise; av  and a
vσ  are the mean and the SD of aV  respectively. The link 

travel time is assumed to follow widely used Bureau of Public Road (BPR) link 

performance function (Sheffi, 1985; Shao et al., 2006a): 

( )





















+==

n

a

a
aaaa c

VtVTT β10 , ∈∀a A                          (7.7) 

where 0
at  is the free-flow travel time on link a ; ac  is the link capacity; β  and 

n  are parameters. As the link flow aV  is a random variable, the link travel time aT  

is also a random variable. Let the mean and the SD of aT  be at  and a
tσ , 

respectively. The path travel time rs
kT  can be expressed by summing the 

corresponding link travel time variables: 

∑=
a

rs
aka

rs
k TT ,δ , ∈∀ rs

kp rsP , ∈∀rs RS                        (7.8) 

The path travel time is assumed to follow a normal distribution. The mean and SD of 

path travel time, denoted as rs
kt  and rs

kt ,σ , can then, be expressed as 

∑=
a

rs
aka

rs
k tt ,δ , ∈∀ rs

kp rsP , ∈∀rs RS                         (7.9) 

( )∑=
a

rs
ak

a
t

rs
kt ,

2
, δσσ , ∈∀ rs

kp rsP , ∈∀rs RS                   (7.10) 

 

For modelling travellers’ route choice behaviour under travel time uncertainty, the 

concept of travel time budget (presented in Chapter 2), defined as the sum of 
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expected travel time and buffer time, is adopted. Let 1
,,

−
mkrsΦ  denotes the travel time 

budget for a given user class ∈m M : 
rs

kt
mrs

kmkrs zt ,
1

,, σΦ α+=− , ∈∀ rs
kp mrsP , , ∈∀rs RS , ∈∀m M         (7.11) 

where mzα  is the inverse of standard normal cumulative distribution function at α  

confidence level for user class m . The confidence level α  is defined as the 

probability of arriving at a destination within 1
,,

−
mkrsΦ . The value of α  depends on 

users’ socio-economic characteristics and trip purposes. Travellers with a larger α  

value display a greater aversion to risk. As users generally preferred punctual arrival, 

the confidence level is assumed to be greater than or equal to 50% (i.e. 5.0≥α ). 

 

By assuming that all travellers in the road network with uncertainty would try to 

choose a reliable path in order to minimize their travel time budget, the RUE route 

choice pattern can be stated as: for each O-D pair and user class, the travel time 

budget 1
,,

−
mkrsΦ  of all the used paths are equal and minimum; and all unused paths 

have an equal or higher travel time budget. Denoting ∈mrsp , mrsP ,  as the reliable 

shortest path with the minimum travel time budget 1
,

−
mrsΦ  for the O-D pair rs  and 

user class m , the RUE condition can be expressed as: 

0)( 1
,

1
,,

, =− −−
mrsmkrs

mrs
kf ΦΦ , ∈∀ rs

kp mrsP , , ∈∀rs RS , ∈∀m M        (7.12) 

01
,

1
,, ≥− −−

mrsmkrs ΦΦ , ∈∀ rs
kp mrsP , , ∈∀rs RS , ∈∀m M             (7.13) 

 

Let m,rsu  be the proportion of user class m  out of the total O-D demand. The 

above RUE problem can be further expressed as the following gap function 

formulation:  

∑∑∑ −− −=
m rs k

mrsmkrs
mrs

kfGAP )(min 1
,

1
,,

, ΦΦ                    (7.14) 

rsmrs

k

mrs
k quf ,, =∑ , ∈∀rs RS , ∈∀m M                       (7.15) 

1, =∑
m

mrsu , ∈∀rs RS , ∈∀m M                             (7.16) 

01
,

1
,, ≥− −−

mrsmkrs ΦΦ , ∈∀ rs
kp mrsP , , ∈∀rs RS , ∈∀m M             (7.17) 
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0f m,rs
k ≥ , ∈∀ rs

kp mrsP , , ∈∀rs RS , ∈∀m M                   (7.18) 

In this formulation, decision variables are mean path flows m,rs
kf . The gap function 

in Eq. (7.14) refers to the overall gap capturing the complementary slackness 

conditions of the RUE model, where M  represents the number of user classes. The 

gap function is non-negative (i.e. 0≥GAP ) (Lo and Chen, 2000). 

 

7.3. Solution Algorithm 
 

In this section, a path finding algorithm to determine the reliable shortest paths for 

multi-class users is first presented in Section 7.3.1. Based on this algorithm, a traffic 

assignment solution algorithm is then proposed for solving multi-class RUE model in 

Section 7.3.2. 

 

7.3.1. Solution algorithms for solving reliable shortest path sub-problem 

 

The mathematical definition of the one-to-all reliable shortest path problem (RSPP) 

can be formally expressed as the following optimization problem: 

( )∑∑
∈∈

− +=
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a
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{ } Aaij
rs

ak ∈∀∈ ,1,0,δ                                     (7.21) 

Objective function Eq. (7.19) is the summation of travel time budget for all paths 

originated at a given origin. Eq. (7.20) ensures that paths are feasible, where || N  is 

the number of nodes in the network. Eq. (7.21) is concerned with the link-path 

incidence variables which are binary in nature. 

 

As indicated in Chapter 3, due to the non-linear property of objective function in Eq. 

(7.19), the RSPP cannot be solved using the traditional shortest path algorithms (e.g. 
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Dijkstra’s algorithm). The multi-criteria shortest path approach, established in 

Chapter 3, can be easily extended to solve the one-to-all RSPP. For example, the 

label-selection multi-criteria A* algorithm (RSPP-LA*) can be modified into a 

label-selection label-correction algorithm (Guerriero and Musmanno, 2001). To 

determine reliable shortest paths for multiple user classes with different α  values, a 

straightforward method is expressed by repeatedly using modified reliable shortest 

path algorithms for each α  value. However, such a method may require 

considerable computational time when the number of user classes becomes large. 

 

As indicated above, an efficient solution algorithm, to find reliable shortest paths for 

multiple user classes in one search process, is proposed, in this chapter using 

following property. 

 

Proposition 7.1 If ru
jp ∈ ruP  is a non-dominated path under a confidence level α , 

then it is also a non-dominated path for any confidence level αα ≥ˆ . 

Proof. Suppose ru
ip ∈ ruP  M-B dominates ru

jp  for a given confidence level 

αα ≥ˆ . According to the M-B dominance condition (Proposition 3.3), 
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i ≤− , we have 0)()( 1

,,
1

,, ≤− −− αΦαΦ mjrsmirs . Therefore, ru
ip  M-B dominates 

ru
jp  under confidence level α , contradicting the assumption that ru

jp  is a 

non-dominated path under a confidence level α . □ 

 

Based on Proposition 7.1, an efficient solution algorithm to find reliable shortest 

paths for multiple user classes can be developed in one search process. Let α̂  be 

the maximum confidence level amongst all user classes. The algorithm firstly 

generates all non-dominated paths under α̂  confidence level using M-B dominance 

condition (Proposition 3.3). According to Proposition 7.1, reliable shortest paths for 

each user class can then be determined from the generated non-dominated path sets 

by choosing the path with minimum travel time budget of each user class. The steps 
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of the proposed algorithm (RSPP-LSLC), based on label-selection label-correcting 

method, are presented as follows. 

 

Algorithm RSPP-LSLC 

Inputs: an origin node r , M  user classes 

Returns: reliable shortest paths rooted at the origin for all user classes 

Step 1. Initialization.  

   Create a path rr
ip  from r  to itself, and set 0:=rr

it , 0:)( 2
, =rr
itσ  and 

0:1
,, =−
mirsΦ . Add rr

ip  into label-vector rrP  and the list of candidate labels 

SE . 

Step 2. Label selection.  

   If SE φ= , then goto Step 4. 

Take label ru
ip ∈ ruP  at node u  from SE  in FIFO order. 

Step 3. Path extension. 

For every outgoing link a  of chosen node u  ( v  denotes a successor node of 

node u ) 

Step 3.1 Generate a new label rv
ip ∈ rvP . Set a

ru
i

rv
i ttt +=: , 

( )22
,

2
, )(:)( a

t
ru
it

rv
it σσσ +=  and rv

it
rv
i

rv
i ztc ,ˆ: σα+= . 

Step 3.2 If rv
ip ∈ rvP  is acyclic, then goto Step 3.3; otherwise scan next link 

Step 3.3 If rv
ip  is a non-dominated path under M-B dominance condition, then 

insert rv
ip  into rvP  and SE , and remove all paths M-B dominated 

by rv
ip  from rvP  and SE . 

End for.  

Goto Step 2. 

Step 4. Determine the reliable shortest path for each O-D pair and user class. Stop. 

 

 

7.3.2. Solution algorithm for solving multi-class RUE problems 

 

In this section, using the proposed RSPP-LSLC algorithm, a path-based solution 
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algorithm is proposed for solving multi-class RUE assignment problems. Such an 

algorithm is called a RUE-PB algorithm, which uses a sequential decomposition by 

an O-D pair and user class. The path set for each O-D pair and each user class are 

generated by the column generation method using the proposed RSPP-LSLC 

algorithm on a needs basis. This avoids the burden of enumerating a predefined set of 

paths in advance. For each O-D pair and user class, a restricted sub-problem is 

solved by iteratively shifting flows from the costliest path, with a maximum travel 

time budget, to the cheapest path with a minimum budget. This method for solving 

the restricted sub-problem was initially proposed by Dafermos and Sparrow (1969) 

and found to be effective and computationally efficient by Dial (2006). 

 

Similar to the work of Dial (2006), the max-min cost difference bound ε  is adopted 

in the RUE-PB algorithm as the termination criterion. A set of used paths is said to be 

ε -equilibrated if the travel time budget difference between the costliest and the 

cheapest paths is less than or equal to the given tolerance ε . The RUE solution is 

called ε -optimal once all path sets containing reliable shortest paths are 

simultaneously ε -equilibrated. This termination condition is intuitive, as it directly 

reflects the RUE complementary slackness conditions in Eqs. (7.12-7.13). The steps 

of proposed RUE-PB algorithm are presented below. 

 

 

Algorithm RUE-PB 

Step 1. Initialization. 

For each origin r  

Step 1.1 Call procedure RSPP-LSLC under free flow condition to generate 

reliable shortest path ∈mrsp , mrsP ,  for each O-D pair rs  and user 

class m   

Step 1.2 Add mrsp ,  into the path set mrsP ,  and assign all trips rsm,rs qu  on 

mrsp , . 

End for 

Step 1.3 Update link flows aV  and link travel times aT . 
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Step 2. Column generation. 

For each origin r  

Step 2.1 Call procedure MC-RSPP  to generate reliable shortest path  

∈mrsp , mrsP ,  for each O-D pair rs  and user class m . 

Step 2.2 Remove unused paths in mrsP , . 

Step 2.3 If 1
,

−
mrsΦ  is less than any 1

,,
−

mkrsΦ  in mrsP , , then add mrsp ,  into mrsP , . 

End for 

Step 3. Convergence test. 

If all path sets are ε -equilibrated, then Stop; otherwise goto Step 4. 

Step 4. Flow update. 

  For 1=n  to number of inner iteration 

For each O-D pair rs  and user class m  

Step 4.1 Shift path flows between the costliest and cheapest paths in mrsP , . 

Step 4.2 Update link flows aV  and link travel times aT . 

End for 

If all path sets are ε -equilibrated, then goto Step 2. 

End for 

Goto Step 2. 

 

 

In Step 1, all O-D demands for each user class are assigned to the corresponding 

reliable shortest path under free flow (zero link flow) condition, referred as an 

all-or-nothing assignment. In Step 2, the reliable shortest path for each O-D pair and 

each user class is generated by using the proposed RSPP-LSLC algorithm. The 

column generation is then carried out by removing the unused paths and adding the 

new generated reliable shortest path. In Step 3, the max-min cost difference for each 

O-D pair and each user class is calculated to check whether all path sets are ε

-equilibrated. If this termination condition is not satisfied, a flow update is carried 

out in Step 4. In Step 4, the path set for each O-D pair and each user class is 

equilibrated by shifting path flows from the costliest path with a maximum travel 

time budget to the cheapest path with a minimum travel time budget. The algorithm 
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is continuously running during Steps 2-4 until the termination condition is satisfied. 

 

The mechanism used in Step 4.1 for shifting path flows from the costliest path rspκ ∈

mrsP ,  to the cheapest path rspλ ∈ mrsP ,  is described briefly, as follows. Shifting path 

flows F∆  from rspκ  to rspλ  only affects link flows along these two paths. As the 

BPR function in Eq. (7.7) is a strictly increasing function, with respect to the link 

flow, travel time budget )(1
,,

rs
mrs FκκΦ −  is also an increasing function in respect to its 

path flow. Shifting F∆  flows from rspκ  to rspλ  results in a decrease on 

)(1
,, FF rs
mrs ∆Φ κκ −−  but with an increase on )(1

,, FF rs
mrs ∆Φ λλ +− . Consequently, the 

objective GAP  function decreases. Two scenarios to determine an appropriate F∆ , 

are considered (1) If all trips on path rspκ  to path rspλ  are shifted and the 

relationship )()( 1
,,

1
,, FFFF rs

mrs
rs

mrs ∆Φ∆Φ κκλλ −≤+ −−  still holds, F∆  is then simply 

set as rsFF κ∆ = . (2) Otherwise, the appropriate F∆  to equilibrate these two paths 

is sought by solving following minimization problem: 

( )21
,,

1
,, )()(min FFFF rs

mrs
rs

mrs ∆Φ∆Φ λλκκ +−− −−                 (7.22) 

Subject to 
rsfFE κ∆ << )(0                                         (7.23) 

This is a simple non-linear constrained optimization problem with respect to one 

decision variable (i.e. )( FE ∆ ). In this chapter, the exterior penalty method, due to 

its simplicity and efficiency, is adopted (Nocedal and Wright, 2006). 

 

Proposition 7.2 When the RUE-PB algorithm terminates, the RUE solution can be 

obtained. 

Proof. It can be proven that GAP  reaches its approximate minimum value when the 

algorithm terminates. According to Step 3, when the RUE-PB solution algorithm 

terminates, all path sets are ε -equilibrated. Since ε  is sufficiently small, the RUE 

condition holds approximately, i.e. 0)( 1
,

1
,,

, ≈− −−
mrsmkrs

mrs
kf ΦΦ . Summing up the RUE 

condition for all paths in each O-D pair and each user class yields that 0GAP ≈ . As 

0≥GAP , the minimum value of the objective function is approximately obtained at 
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the termination. 

It can also be proved that all the constraints are satisfied when the RUE-PB solution 

algorithm terminates. Obviously, the non-negative constraints (Eqs. (7.17-7.18)) are 

satisfied. The path flows, at each iteration, are updated by shifting flows between the 

same O-D pair and user class. Thus, the flow conservation conditions (Eqs. 

(7.15-7.16)) are satisfied. As a result, all the constraints are satisfied when the 

algorithm terminates. 

It is seen from the above discussion that, when the RUE-PB solution algorithm 

terminates, the RUE solution can be obtained. □ 

 

7.4. Numerical Examples 
 

The performance of the one-to-all reliable shortest path algorithms is examined with 

different implementations and described in Section 7.4.1. The sensitivity of the 

RUE-PB algorithm performance is then investigated to different parameters in 

Section 7.4.2. 

 

Several real networks, obtained from (http://www.bgu.ac.il/~bargera/tntp/), were 

used for numerical experiments. The basic characteristic of these networks are 

presented in Table 7.2. Unless otherwise stated, three classes of travellers with 

different degrees of risk-aversion were tested, according to the survey data (Lo et al., 

2006). These travellers are referred to as low reliability (LR), medium reliability 

(MR) and high reliability (HR) users. Confidence level α  for LR, MR and HR 

users was set to be 54%, 81% and 96%, respectively. The respective proportions of 

these three classes of users account for 49.5%, 38% and 12.5% of the total O-D 

demands. 

 

All solution algorithms proposed in this chapter were coded in Visual C# 

programming language, and tested on a desktop PC with an Intel dual-core 3.2 GHz 

CPU and 4 GB RAM running Windows Vista operating system. 

 

 

http://www.bgu.ac.il/~bargera/tntp/�
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Table 7.2 Basic characteristic of test networks 

Network Zone (Origin) Node Link O-D Pairs 

Sioux Falls 24 24 76 528 

Anaheim 38 416 914 1,406 

Chicago Sketch 386 933 2,950 93,513 

Chicago Region 1,771 12,982 39,018 2,297,945 

 

7.4.1. Computational performance of the reliable shortest path algorithms 

 

The computational performance of RSPP-LSLC algorithm with three different 

implementations of labeling strategies is tested in this section. Based on the same 

M-B dominance (Proposition 3.3), two other labeling strategies, label-selection 

label-setting (RSPP-LSLS) (Martins, 1984) and node-selection label-correcting 

(RSPP-NSLC) (Brumbaugh-Smith and Shier, 1989), are also implemented for 

comparison. The detailed steps of RSPP-LSLS and RSPP-NSLC algorithms are given 

in Appendix D. Based on the M-V dominance (Proposition 3.2), the solution 

algorithm BSPP-NSLC (Skriver and Andersen, 2000) for solving general BSPP 

problems was also implemented to enable further comparisons. The performance of 

these algorithms was analyzed on several networks. For each network, the mean and 

variance of link travel times were obtained from the results of the proposed RUE 

model. 

 

The computational performance of BSPP-NSLC and RSPP-NSLC algorithms using 

the same node-selection label-correcting strategy is reported in Table 7.3. 

Theoretically, the complexity of NSLC method is |)||||(| PNAO , where || N  and 

|| A  represent the respective number of network nodes and links and || P  is the 

maximum number of non-dominated paths associated at a node. It is seen from Table 

7.3 that the proposed RSPP-NSLC algorithm is much faster than the BSPP-NSLC 

algorithm on all the tested networks. For instance, in the Chicago Sketch network 

with 933 nodes, the average computational time of RSPP-NSLC is 268.3 

(837.11/3.12) times less than that of the BSPP-NSLC algorithm. This result is 

expected, as the M-B dominance condition adopted in RSPP-NSLC can significantly 
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reduce || P  when compared to the M-V dominance condition used in BSPP-NSLC. 

 

For example, in the Chicago Sketch network, the number of non-dominated paths 

generated by RSPP-NSLC is only 2,124, while the number of non-dominated paths 

generated by BSPP-NSLC increase significantly to 56,092. 

 

Table 7.3 also presents the computational performance of the RSPP-NSLC and the 

RSPP-LSLC algorithms. Theoretically, the computational complexity of the 

RSPP-NSLC algorithm, |)||||(| PNAO , is better than that of the RSPP-LSLC 

algorithm )|||||(| 2PNAO . However, it is seen in Table 7.3 that the RSPP-NSLC 

algorithm performs less efficient than the RSPP-LSLC algorithm. For example, in the 

Chicago Region network, the average computational time required by RSPP-NSLC is 

about 129.7% of RSPP-LSLC. This result may be due to the fact that the RSPP-LSLC 

algorithm generates only a few non-dominated paths. In the RSPP-NSLC, all labels at 

node i  are selected for path extension, at each iteration. In this way, more labels are 

generated for each node j  adjacent to node i , at each iteration, than that generated 

by the RSPP-LSLC in which only a single label is selected at an individual node. As 

such, the RSPP-NSLC algorithm requires additional computational effort to generate 

more labels in the path search process. 

 

Table 7.3 The computational time of reliable shortest path algorithms (millisecond) 

Network BSPP-NSLC RSPP-LSLC RSPP-LSLS RSPP-NSLC 

Sioux Falls 0.08 0.04 0.05 0.05 

Anaheim 23.50 0.75 0.91 1.23 

Chicago Sketch 837.11 2.44 2.68 3.12 

Chicago Region * 138 160 179 

*Computational time>30min 

 

It is also seen from Table 7.3 that the RSPP-LSLC algorithm performs slightly better 

than the RSPP-LSLS algorithm. For example, in the Chicago Region network, the 

average computational time required by RSPP-LSLC is about 86.3% of RSPP-LSLS. 

This is mainly due to the use of different of label selection methods. The RSPP-LSLC 
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algorithm utilizes some computationally inexpensive ways for label selection (e.g. a 

first in first out sequence). However, there is no guarantee that the paths generated at 

the current stage are the actual non-dominated paths and consequently, such paths 

have to be re-evaluated at later stages of the path search process, hence increasing the 

computational time required. In contrast to the above label-correcting method, the 

RSPP-LSLS algorithm selects the label with a minimum travel time budget for path 

extension. In this way, paths generated at the current stage are the actual 

non-dominated paths and are without the requirement of further evaluation. 

Nevertheless, such label selection method is computationally expensive. The 

computational complexity of RSPP-LSLS is |))||(||||||||(| 2 PNLogPNPAO +  

when using the F-heap data structure (Fredman and Tarjan, 1987) for the label 

selection. 

 

7.4.2. Sensitivity analysis of the solution algorithm for solving RUE problems 
 

The testing of the sensitivity of the RUE-PB performance against network size, 

congestion level, demand variation and number of user classes is described in this 

section. The RUE-PB algorithm was implemented using the RSPP-LSLC algorithm. 

The RUE solution accuracy level was measured by the relative gap RGAP  as 

RGAP ∑∑∑ −=
m rs k

mrs
mrs

kfGAP 1
,,

,/ κΦ                           (7.24) 

The RGAP  value ranges from 0 to 1. Smaller values of RGAP  mean better 

approximation of the RUE solution. For simplicity, the CV is set to be 0.2 for all the 

O-D demands, and the parameters are set for the BRP function, as 15.0=β  and 

4=n . 

 

7.4.2.1. Different implementations of shortest path algorithm 

 

The RUE-PB algorithm using BSPP-NSLC is also implemented for comparison. 

Fig.7.1 shows the convergence of the two algorithms for the Chicago Sketch network. 

The x-axis represents the computational time in seconds; whereas the y-axis is the 

relative gap in the logarithmic scale. The figure clearly demonstrates the advantage 
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of using the proposed RSPP-LSLC algorithm for implementing the RUE-PB 

algorithm. For example, the RUE-PB using BSPP-NSLC algorithm takes 1869.34 

seconds to achieve 710−=RGAP  (7.04E-8); while the one using RSPP-LSLC 

algorithm takes only 17.89 seconds for the same value of relative gap and takes 

324.07 seconds for 1010−=RGAP  (9.95E-11). 

 

 
Figure 7.1 Relative gap vs. computational time for the Chicago Sketch network 

 

7.4.2.2. Network size 

 

Table 7.4 shows the required memory and computational time of the RUE-PB 

algorithm tested on different network sizes and accuracy levels.  

 

Table 7.4 Performance of RUE-PB algorithm under different network sizes 

Network 
Memory 

requirement 

Computational time 

RGAP=10-4 RGAP =10-5 RGAP =10-6 RGAP =10-7 

Sioux Falls 11.34M 0.065s 0.11s 0.17s 0.31s 

Anaheim 17.04M 0.37s 0.63s 0.86s 1.08s 

Chicago Sketch 74.70M 11.02s 12.99s 14.73s 17.89s 

Chicago Region 1.29G 0.75h 0.94h 1.19h 1.51h 

s - seconds, h - hours, M - megabytes, G – gigabytes 

 

It can be seen from Table 7.4 that the RUE-PB algorithm is able to solve large-scale 

multi-class RUE problems with a high accuracy level. To achieve an efficient small 
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relative gap (say 710−≤RGAP ), the RUE-PB algorithm only takes about 17.89 

seconds CPU time and 74.70M RAM for Chicago Sketch network with 2,950 links, 

and about 1.51 hours CPU time and 1.29G RAM for Chicago Region network with 

39,018 links. 

 

7.4.2.3. Congestion level and demand variation 

 

Fig. 7.2 gives the computational time of the RUE assignment on the Chicago Sketch 

network under various congestion levels and demand variations. The relative gap 

( RGAP ) of 10-7 is adopted in this test. It is observed from Fig. 7.2 that the 

computational time, required by RUE-PB algorithm, increases as congestion levels 

and demand variation grow. For example, when the network is un-congested 

( 5.0=u ), an increase of CV from 0.1 to 0.5 leads to a 9.5% increase in 

computational time. When the network is heavily congested ( 5.1=u ), the same CV 

increase leads to a 169% increase in computational time. 

 

 
Figure 7.2 Computational time under different levels of congestions and demand 

variations 

 

7.4.2.4. Number of user classes 
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The sensitivity of RUE-PB performance to different user class numbers is examined 

using three scenarios. The first scenario tests only the HR travellers. The second 

scenario is the aforementioned scenario with three classes of travellers. The last 

scenario tests five classes of travellers. In addition to LR, MR and HR, two other 

user classes are introduced. The confidence levels of these latter two user classes are 

60% and 90%. In this scenario, the proportion of each user class accounts equally for 

20% of the total O-D demand. 

 

Table 7.5 shows the performance of RUE-PB algorithm on the large-scale Chicago 

Region network under the relative gap ( RGAP ) of 10-7. Traditionally, memory 

required in the path-based algorithm is in proportion to the number of user classes. 

Specifically, if the number of user classes increases fivefold, the memory required 

also increases fivefold as the path flow of each user class needs to be stored. As 

shown in Table 7.5, the memory required by RUE-PB algorithm does not increase 

linearly with the number of user classes for the Chicago Region network. For 

instance, when the number of user classes increases fivefold (from one to five), it 

only has a 66% memory requirement increase instead of 500%. This property mainly 

contributes to the value of the RSPP-LSLC algorithm. As the RSPP-LSLC algorithm 

generates the reliable shortest paths for all user classes from each origin in one 

search process, the reliable shortest paths of all user classes from the same origin, are 

stored in one predecessor tree. This technique avoids the duplicated common portion 

storage of different paths for all user classes from each origin. 

 

Table 7.5 Algorithm performance on Chicago network under different class numbers 

Performance 
Single user 

class 
Three user classes 

Five user 

classes 

Number of iterations 11 13 17 

Computational Time (Hours) 0.75 1.51 2.29 

Memory requirement (Gigabytes) 0.90 1.29 1.49 

 

From Table 7.5, it is also be seen that the computational time required by the 

RUE-PB algorithm on Chicago Region network also does not show a considerable 

increase, with the number of user classes, but rather grows relatively faster than the 
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memory requirement. An increase from one to five in the number of user classes, 

leads to a 205% increase in computational time. This is because the number of paths 

involved in the RUE problems increases linearly with the number of user classes and 

therefore the computational time required for solving restrict sub-problems grows 

significantly. In addition, the RUE-PB algorithm may require a greater number of 

iterations to equilibrate the path flows when the number of user classes grows. For 

example, the RUE-PB algorithm requires 11 iterations to solve the scenario with a 

single user class, and increases to 17 iterations when the five user classes are adopted. 

It should be noted that, at each iteration, the computational time required for finding 

the reliable shortest paths, does not change with the number of user classes. 

 

7.5. Summary 
 

In this chapter, an efficient solution algorithm for solving the reliability-based user 

equilibrium (RUE) traffic assignment problem with multiple user classes has been 

proposed. Firstly, an efficient one-to-all reliable shortest path algorithm (RSPP-LSLC) 

was proposed to determine reliable shortest paths from single origins to all network 

nodes for multiple user classes. This algorithm was developed upon the M-B 

dominance condition and its mathematical properties. It can find reliable shortest 

paths of multi-user classes in one search process, avoiding repeated search processes 

for each user class. 

 

Secondly, the proposed RSPP-LSLC algorithm was further incorporated into a 

path-based solution algorithm (named RUE-PB) to solve the multi-class RUE 

problem. The RUE-PB algorithm used a column generation method for generating 

the path sets on a need basis. The restricted sub-problem was solved by iteratively 

shifting flows from the path with a maximum travel time budget, to the cheapest path 

with minimum travel time budget. 

 

Finally, numerical results indicated that the proposed RSPP-LSLC algorithm could 

solve reliable shortest path problem in large-scale networks within a satisfactory 

computational time. The numerical results also showed that the proposed RUE-PB 
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algorithm can efficiently achieve accurate RUE results with reasonable 

computational time and memory requirement for large-scale networks, such as the 

Chicago Region network. Sensitivity tests in numerical examples demonstrate the 

robustness of RUE-PB algorithm in various network sizes, congestion levels, demand 

variations and number of user classes. 

 

The RUE traffic assignment models have been regarded as valuable tools, not only 

for assessing impacts of different transportation planning projects and policies, but 

also for evaluating network performance and network vulnerability. In Chapter 8, the 

proposed reliable shortest path algorithms and RUE solution algorithms are applied 

to network vulnerability analysis to identify critical infrastructures, the failure of 

which would have the most serious impacts on the whole network. 
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8. Vulnerability Analysis for Large-scale and 
Congested Road Networks with Demand 
Uncertainty 

 

This chapter describes a solution algorithm for identifying critical links in large-scale 

road networks. The critical links are defined as network links, the failure of which 

would have the most serious impact on the whole network. To measure of the 

consequences of a link closure, the RUE (reliability-based user equibirum) 

assignment algorithm presented in Chapter 7 is adopted. After identifying the critical 

infrastructures, the robustness of the transportation network to damage can be 

enhanced by hardening or reinforcing such critical infrastructures or constructing 

new alternative parallel paths. 

 

A commonly used method, to identify critical links, is to use a full scan approach to 

assess all possible scenarios of link closure. This full scan approach is not viable for 

identifying critical links in large-scale networks, because of the large number of link 

closure scenarios and computational intensity of RUE assignment algorithms in these 

large-scale networks. In this chapter, an efficient “impact area” vulnerability analysis 

approach is proposed for identifying the most critical links in large-scale and 

congested road networks with demand variations. The proposed approach evaluates 

the consequences of a link closure within its local impact area instead of the whole 

network. This impact area vulnerability analysis is based on the empirical findings 

that the closure of a link would have serious impacts mainly on its adjacent links and 

nodes within the local impact area. As the local impact area is relatively small, 

computational times required for assessing the consequences of all possible link 

closures within the impact area, are moderate. With this approach, the computational 

performance required by the critical link identification can be dramatically reduced. 

 

In addition, the effects of demand variations and travellers’ heterogeneous risk-taking 

behavior on the vulnerability analysis are investigated in this study. A new 

vulnerability index is introduced to evaluate the consequences of a link closure with 
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consideration of their effects. It is found in this study that both demand variations 

and travellers’ risk-taking behavior have significant impacts on network vulnerability, 

and ignoring their impacts could underestimate the consequences of link closures and 

misidentify the most critical links. 

 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.1 briefly reviews the related studies in 

network vulnerability analysis literature. Section 8.2 presents the definition of the 

network efficiency and vulnerability index for congested road networks with demand 

uncertainties. The impact area vulnerability analysis approach is described in Section 

8.3. Numerical examples of a medium-scale and a large-scale road network are 

presented in Section 8.4. Finally, a summary of this chapter is given in Section 8.5. 

 

8.1. Background 
 

A common technique for identifying critical links is the full network scan approach 

(Jenelius et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2006). In this approach, each link is iteratively 

removed from the network and the consequences of its closure are measured in terms 

of reduced network performance. The critical links are then identified by evaluating 

all possible link closures. To reduce the computational burden, it is generally 

assumed that the link travel times are independent of traffic loads (Jenelius et al., 

2006; Kurauchi et al., 2009). This assumption is quite reasonable for the network 

with a low travel demand, but may not be valid for the congested road networks 

(Berdica and Mattsson, 2007; Knoop et al., 2008). For this case, it is necessary to 

apply traffic assignment models to account for the congestion effects and traveller 

responses to the link closures (Chen et al., 2007; Taylor, 2008). 

 

However, incorporating a full network scan approach with traffic assignments can be 

computationally intensive. For example, the well-known Chicago regional network 

for testing traffic assignment algorithms consists of 39,018 links. For each link 

closure, a traffic assignment conducted on the Chicago regional network requires 

about 1.4 hour (to achieve 10-3 relative gap) (Bar-Gera, 2002). Consequently, the full 

scan approach can take about 6.2 years to identify most critical links in such 
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networks. Thus, this approach may not be viable to large-scale real road networks. 

 

In order to further reduce the computational burden associated with the full network 

scan approach, D'Este and Taylor (2001) and Taylor and D'Este (2004) pre-select 

potential vulnerable links based on certain strategies and only conduct analysis on 

these pre-selected links. The potential vulnerable links can either be part of a 

minimum cost path between O-D nodes, or the links with high choice probabilities, 

calculated by the stochastic traffic assignment. Based on similar ideas, Knoop et al. 

(2007) tested nine different link-based strategies (e.g. volume/capacity ratio) for 

selecting potential vulnerable links. They found that none of these strategies was 

good enough to properly identify the critical links on a congested road network. 

 

8.2. Network Efficiency and Vulnerability Index 
 

In the literature, various vulnerability indices have been proposed to evaluate the 

consequences of link closures. Kurauchi et al. (2009) evaluated the network 

vulnerability by considering the number of distinct paths connecting each 

origin-destination pair. Jenelius et al. (2006) used the increase of the generalized cost, 

weighted by the demand, as a vulnerability measure of a link closure. Taylor et al. 

(2006) adopted Hansen for assessing the vulnerability of the national road system of 

Australia, and the ARIA (Accessibility/Remoteness Index of Australia) index for the 

rural or remote area of Australia. Chen et al. (2007) introduced the utility-based 

accessibility index to take account of travellers’ behavioural responses to the link 

closure. However, the demand variations associated with travellers’ risk-taking 

behaviour have yet to be considered in these indices. 

 

In this section, a new vulnerability index, based on the concept of “network 

efficiency”, is proposed to takes into account the demand variations and associated 

travellers’ risk-taking behavior. The concept of network efficiency was firstly 

introduced by Latora and Marchiori (2001) to measure the performance of 

communication networks as 
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where || N  is the number of nodes in the network G , and rsd  is the shortest 

network distance (or the geodesic distance) between network nodes r  and s . The 

larger the value of )(GE ML− , the more efficient the information distribution in the 

network G . 

 

Although this efficiency measure has been used to evaluate the performance of 

complex networks (e.g. communication networks, neural networks and social 

networks), it may not be the best index for assessing the performance of congested 

road networks. When it is applied to a congested road network, the definition of 

network efficiency given by Eq. (8.1) does not take into account the effects of travel 

demand, travel time and their variations. In this paper, the concept of network 

efficiency is therefore extended for the congested road network, as below: 
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where recall that rsq  is mean travel demand between O-D nodes; rs
iu  is the 

proportion of type i  travellers traveling from r to s; and rs
iπ  is minimum travel 

time budget between the O-D pair for type i  travellers. When rs
rs
i d=π  and travel 

demand rsq  for all O-D pairs are equal, the proposed network efficiency )(GE  

reduces to )(GE ML− . 

 

Let )(0 GE  be the network efficiency under the normal condition and )(GEa  be 

the network efficiency after the closure of link a . The consequences of the link a  

closure on the network G  can be evaluated in terms of the relative change in 

network efficiency, denoted by g
aVUL , as below: 

)(
)()(

0

0

GE
GEGEVUL ag

a
−

=                                    (8.3) 

Based on this vulnerability index g
aVUL , the critical links of a congested road 
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network can be defined as those links, the closure of which causes a significant 

change of network efficiency. 

 

8.3. Impact Area Vulnerability Analysis Approach 
 

An intuitive way of identifying the whole network’s most critical links is to use the 

traditional full network scan approach. In this approach, a RUE assignment 

(presented in Chapter 7) is firstly conducted to estimate equilibrium flow patterns 

and calculate the network efficiency under normal condition. Each link in turn is, 

then, removed from the network and a RUE traffic assignment is carried out again to 

account for congestion effects and travellers’ responses to the link closure. The 

consequences of the link closure are measured in terms of reduced network 

efficiency using Eq. (8.3). Let g
arank  be the vulnerable ranking of link a  closure. 

The g
arank  values can be calculated by sorting the g

aVUL  values of all possible 

link closures in a descendent order. This brute-force approach, however, can be 

computationally intensive for large-scale networks. In this section, an impact area 

vulnerability analysis approach is proposed to efficiently determine the critical links 

for large-scale road networks. 

 

8.3.1 Impact area vulnerability index 

 

The proposed impact area vulnerability analysis approach evaluates the 

consequences of a link closure on its local impact area instead of the whole network. 

It is postulated that the closure of a link would have significant impacts mainly on 

the adjacent links and nodes within its impact area. For example, under a certain 

disruptive incident, the capacity of link a  may be significantly degraded, making it 

inaccessible to travellers. If the impact area of link a  could provide alternatives for 

the travellers and the rerouting of these travellers did not cause serious congestion in 

the impact area, the effects of the link a  closure will then impose restrictions only 

on its impact area and not disperse throughout the whole network. This postulation 

has been confirmed by many empirical findings after major incidents (Danczyk and 

Liu, 2009). Therefore, it seems reasonable to evaluate the consequence of a link 
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closure only in its local impact area. As the local impact area is much smaller than 

the whole network, the computation performance required by the traffic assignment 

for assessing the consequence of link closure can be significantly improved. 

 

The impact area of the link a , denoted by aG ) ,( aa AN= , is defined as a 

sub-network of the whole network, where aN  and aA  are the set of nodes and the 

set of links adjacent to the link a  respectively. Let k  be the size parameter of 

impact area measuring by a maximum un-weighted distance (or maximum number of 

nodes). In this way, in the impact area aG , the un-weighted distance of any link (or 

node) to the link a  should be less than or equal to k . If 1=k , only the direct 

neighboring the links and nodes are included in aG . 

 

The consequence of the closure of link a  on the impact area is quantified by the 

“impact area vulnerability index”, denoted by l
aVUL . It can be calculated by 

)(
)()(

0

0

a

aaal
a GE

GEGEVUL −
=                                    (8.4) 

where )(0 aGE  and )( aa GE  respectively are the network efficiency of impact area 

aG  under the normal condition and after the closure of link a . Based on such 

impact area vulnerability index, the vulnerable ranking of link a  , denoted by 
l
arank , can be determined in its local impact area instead of the whole network. For 

clarity, the vulnerability index defined on the whole network (in Eq. (8.1)) is 

hereafter referred to as the “global vulnerability index”; and the g
arank  value is 

referred as “global vulnerability ranking” (or true vulnerability ranking). 

 

Based on the above postulation, it is expected that the impact area vulnerability 

ranking should have a very strong positive correlation with the global vulnerability 

ranking. To quantify such correlation, Spearman Rank Correlation (Spearman, 1904) 

is adopted. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ  is calculated as 
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where || A  is the total number of links in the network. The value of ρ  is between 

-1 and +1; and 1=ρ  if a perfect positive correlation exists between the ranks of the 

global and impact area vulnerability indexes (i.e. these two rankings are identical). 

 

Let aQ  be the travel demand on the impact area aG . The following steps are 

proposed to calculate the impact area vulnerability ranking for each link closure. 

 
 

Procedure RankByImpactArea 

Input: Impact area size parameter k  

Output: Impact area vulnerability ranking for each link closure 

Step 1:  Conduct a RUE traffic assignment on the network G  based on Q  

Step 2:  For each link Ga ∈  

Generate impact area aG  by procedure GenSubnetwork 

Generate travel demands aQ  for the impact area aG  

Conduct a RUE assignment on aG  to calculate )(0 aGE  

Remove the link a  from aG  

Conduct a RUE assignment on aG  to calculate )( aa GE  

Calculate impact area vulnerability index l
aVUL  using Eq. (22) 

End for 

Step 3: Determine the l
arank  values by sorting the l

aVUL  values in a descendent 

order 

 

Procedure GenSubnetwork 

Input: Impact area size parameter k , link a  (connecting tail node j  and head 

node h ) 

Output: the impact area of the link a  

Step 1:  Initialization: 

 Set the distance from the node l  to the link a  as ∈∀∞= lwl ,: N . 

 Set 0:=jw  and 0:=hw . 
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 Set scan eligible node set as SE },{: hj= . 

 Set node set of impact area as aN }{: φ= . 

Step 2: Node selection: 

 Select the node l  with minimum lw  from SE . 

Set SESE =: }{\ l  and aa NN =: }{l∪ . 

Step 3: Path extension: 

 For each link b  merging into node l  (Denote m  as the tail node of link b ) 

  If kwl ≤+1  and 1+< lm ww  

   Set 1: += lm ww  and SESE =: }{m∪ . 

  End if 

 End for 

 If SE φ= , then goto Step 4; Otherwise, goto Step 2. 

Step 4: Generate link set for the sub-network: 

 Set link set of impact area as aA }{: φ= . 

 For each node ∈l aN  

  For each link b  emanating from node l   

   If ∈η aN , then aa AA =: }{b∪ . (Denote η  as the head node of link b ) 

  End for 

 End for 

 

 

The proposed approach can be described briefly as follow. In the first step, a traffic 

assignment is conducted on the whole network G  to estimate the equilibrium 

traffic pattern under the normal condition without any link closure. In the second step, 

the consequences of each link closure on the impact area are then evaluated once at a 

time. For each link a , the impact area aG  is generated by using the Procedure 

GenSubnetwork, which is modified from Dijkstra’s algorithm. Based on the path 

flow pattern calculated in the first step under the normal condition, travel demand 

aQ  on the impact area aG  can be generated by extracting the path flows within 

aG . The impact area vulnerability index l
aVUL  can then be calculated by 
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conducting the traffic assignments on aG  before and after the closure of link a . In 

the last step, the l
arank  values for all network links are determined by sorting the 

calculated l
aVUL  values in a descendent order. 

 

8.3.2 Partial network scan approach 

 

Due to limited resources, transportation planners or managers in practice want to 

identify only a small amount of the most critical links for road maintenance or 

improvement programs. The calculation of global vulnerability rankings for all 

network links thus is not necessary. As previously postulated, the impact area 

vulnerability ranking would have a very strong positive correlation with the global 

vulnerability ranking. In this case, the critical links with a high impact area 

vulnerability ranking are likely to be the actual critical links based on the global 

vulnerability rankings. Therefore, the critical links identified by impact area 

vulnerability rankings can be treated as potential vulnerable links (or candidate links) 

to identify the most critical links on the whole network. As such, the computational 

intensive tasks of calculating global vulnerability index are restricted to selected 

candidate links. The computational burden associated with the global vulnerability 

index calculation for other network links can be saved. 

 

Let λ  be the number of selected candidate links, and x  be the number of most 

critical links that we want to identify. The detailed steps of the proposed impact area 

vulnerability approach are described as follows. In the first step, the impact area 

vulnerability ranking for each network link (i.e. l
arank  value) is calculated on its 

local impact area using the RankByImpactArea Procedure. The λ  most critical links 

based on impact area vulnerability rankings (i.e. =l
arank 1,…, λ ) are selected as 

candidate links for further evaluation on the whole network. In the second step, each 

selected candidate link is iteratively removed from the whole network and a RUE 

assignment is conducted to calculate its global vulnerability index on the whole 

network. In the third step, the ranking of the link a  amongst selected candidate 

links, denoted by p
arank , is obtained by sorting the calculated global vulnerability 
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index in a descendent order. The x  most critical links are then identified as those 

links with the highest p
arank  values (i.e. =p

arank 1,…, x ). 

 

Procedure PartialNetworkScan 

Input: Impact area size parameter k , number of candidate links λ  

Output: x  most critical links 

Step 1:  Calculate l
arank  for each network link by using RankByImpactArea 

Procedure. 

Select λ  critical links with highest l
arank  values as candidate links. 

Step 2: For each selected candidate link a  

Remove the link a  from the whole network G . 

Conduct a RUE assignment on the whole network G  to calculate 

)(GEa . 

Calculate the global vulnerability index g
aVUL  using Eq. (21). 

Add the link a  to G . 

End for 

Step 3: Determine p
arank  values by sorting calculated g

aVUL  values in a 

descendent order. 

Select x  most critical links with the highest p
arank  values. 

 

The proposed impact area vulnerability analysis approach can obtain the same x  

most critical links (i.e. =g
arank 1,…, x ) as traditional full network scan approach, 

if these actual x  most critical links have been selected in the λ  candidate links. 

Let y  be the number of actual x  most critical links that are not included in the 

selected candidate links. In this case, y  critical links are missed, while the relative 

rankings of identified critical links are not changed. The percentage of actual critical 

links identified by the proposed approach can thus be calculated as xyx /)( − . 

 

8.4. Case Studies on Real-world Road Networks 
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This section presents two case studies involving two real networks to illustrate the 

application of the proposed impact area vulnerability analysis approach. The first 

case study considers the vulnerability of the well-known medium-size Sioux Falls 

network. This case study examines different aspects of vulnerability analysis 

including congestion effects, demand uncertainty, and travellers’ risk-taking 

behaviour. The second case study is concerned with the application to the Hong 

Kong road network, of the proposed vulnerability analysis. The computational 

performance and accuracy of the proposed impact area vulnerability analysis 

approach are presented and discussed. 

 

8.4.1 Case study of the network of Sioux Falls 

 

The Sioux Falls network, as shown in Fig. 8.1, consists of 24 nodes, 76 links and 528 

O-D pairs. The O-D demands and link parameters are downloaded from 

website http://www.bgu.ac.il/~bargera/tntp/

15.0=β

. The parameters for the BRP function are 

 and 4n = . For simplicity, the CV vlaue is set at 0.2 for all the O-D 

demands in this network and three types of travellers with different degrees of risk 

aversion, are assumed. According to the survey results (Lo et al., 2006), the degrees 

of risk aversion α  for Type 1, 2 and 3 travellers are found to be 54%, 81% and 96% 

respectively. The proportions of these three classes of travellers are set to be 49.5%, 

38% and 12.5% of the total O-D demand, respectively.  

 

8.4.1.1 Full network scan of the network of Sioux Falls 

 

The full network scan approach is firstly used to determine the critical links on the 

whole network. Fig. 8.1 shows the results of the ten most critical links of the Sioux 

Falls network. It is seen from Fig. 8.1 that the closure of these critical links decrease 

the network efficiency by 4% or more. The worst case is the closure of link 43 

connecting node 15 to node 10, which leads to a 5.6% decrease in network 

efficiency. 
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Figure 8.1 The Sioux Falls network 

 

The consequences of the closure at link 43 are depicted in Fig. 8.2 under various 

demand multipliers (u) and CV values to illustrate the effects of congestion and 

demand uncertainty on network vulnerability. From this figure, it can be observed 

that the network tends to be more vulnerable with the increase of congestion level. 

For instance, the closure at link 43 leads to a 1.0% reduction in efficiency for 

un-congested conditions (u=0.1, 5.0=rscv ), a 3.8% reduction in efficiency for 

congested conditions (u=0.6, 5.0=rscv ), and a 8.5% reduction in efficiency for 

heavy congested conditions (u=1, 5.0=rscv ). This result is expected because if the 

network is more congested, owing to closure, less spare capacity is available to 

absorb the rerouted traffic.  

 

In Fig. 8.2, it is also seen that the consequences of link closure strongly depend on 

the level of demand uncertainty. When the CV of travel demand is large, the network 

becomes unreliable from the travellers’ perceptive. In this case, travellers may be 
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more sensitive to the link closure and tend to budget a large portion of travel time as 

a safety margin to ensure the probability of on-time arrival.  

 

 
Figure 8.2 Results of vulnerability analysis under various demand multipliers and 

CV values 

 

Fig. 8.2 also shows that the global vulnerability rankings were varied owing to the 

congestion level and demand uncertainty. For example, link 43 was identified as the 

most critical link when 1=u  and 5.0=rscv . However this link was ranked at 

=g
arank 3rd when 6.0=u  and 5.0=rscv , and =g

arank 21th when 6.0=u  and 

0=rscv . For the scenario with deterministic demand scenario ( 0=rscv ), the RUE 

model results are those of the traditional UE model. The results of the vulnerability 

analysis under this scenario can be characterized by travellers’ risk-taking behaviour 

being ignored. The above analysis also indicates that ignoring travellers’ risk-taking 

behaviour could underestimate the consequences of link closures and misidentify the 

most critical links. Therefore, it is necessary to capture the stochastic aspects of the 

O-D demands and consider the travellers’ risk-taking behaviour for the vulnerability 

analysis on congested road networks. 

 

8.4.1.2 Impact area vulnerability analysis of the Sioux Falls network   
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The proposed impact area vulnerability analysis approach is applied to the Sioux 

Falls network to study the effects of different parameters on the impact area 

vulnerability analysis results. In the first test, O-D demands are deterministic and the 

impact area parameter k  is set as 3. In other words, the impact area vulnerability 

analysis is investigated by using the traditional UE assignment.  

 

Fig. 8.3 shows the correlation between the global and impact area vulnerability 

indices. The x-axis represents the ranking of the impact area vulnerability index; 

whereas the y-axis is the corresponding ranking of the global vulnerability index. 

This figure clearly shows that a strong positive correlation between the rankings of 

the global and impact area vulnerability indices, exists (Spearman’s rank correlation 

coefficient 97.0=ρ ). Thus, for this network, the impact area vulnerability analysis 

can be used for determining potential vulnerable links so as to reduce the search 

space for efficiently determining the most critical links. In this example, to determine 

the same ten most critical links as full network scan approach, 12 candidate links 

( 12=λ ) are required by impact area vulnerability analysis approach. 

 

The effects of demand uncertainty on the impact area vulnerability analysis were 

examined. Table 8.1 gives the ρ  and λ  values under different of demand 

variation levels. It was found that there is a strong positive correlation between the 

global and impact area vulnerability indices for all levels of demand uncertainty. All 

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (i.e. ρ  values) are 0.9 or above. It should 

also be noted that the stochastic demand seems to have a negative effect on the 

impact area vulnerability analysis. When the rscv  value increases from 0 to 0.5, the 

ρ  value decreases from 0.97 to 0.90, a decrease of about 9%. A similar negative 

effect can be observed at the λ  values. To identify the same ten most critical links, 

the number of candidate links (i.e. λ  value) increases from 12 to 18 when the rscv  

value increases from 0 to 0.5. 
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Figure 8.3 Correlation between global and impact area vulnerability 

 

Table 8.1 Impact area vulnerability analysis for various demand uncertainty 

CV of travel demand Correlation coefficient ρ  λ  values 

0 0.97 12 
0.1 0.93 11 
0.2 0.92 14 
0.3 0.92 14 
0.4 0.93 18 
0.5 0.90 18 

 

8.4.2 Case study in road network of Hong Kong 

 

Hong Kong is one of the most densely populated cities in the world. According to the 

Transport Department of Hong Kong Government, at end June 2009, there were 

575,000 licensed cars in Hong Kong, 67% of which were privately owned. Hong 

Kong has a highly developed road network system, with about 1,900 kilometers of 

paved highways and 12 vehicular tunnels. Three of the 12 tunnels, are cross-harbor 

tunnels connecting the Kowloon urban area to the Hong Kong Island (Fig. 8.4). 

Central located on Hong Kong Island, is the Central Business District (CBD). As 

indicated in Chapter 6, the high travel demand attracted by the CBD leads to heavy 

cross-harbor traffic flows in Hong Kong particularly during the peak periods. 
 

The road network and travel demand data used in the Third Comprehensive 
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Transport Study (CTS-3) was adopted for this case study. The CTS-3 was 

commissioned by the Transport Department of Hong Kong in late 1997 with the 

objective to facilitate the mobility of Hong Kong people and goods by road, rail and 

ferry in a sustainable manner, up t the year, 2016. As shown in Fig. 8.4, the CTS-3 

road network consists of 294 zones, 1,367 nodes and 3,655 links (including 790 

connectors). The morning peak period (8:00-9:00) was selected for this case study. 

During this period, there were 39,586 O-D pairs with the total of 237,211 trips in 

passenger car unit. As the O-D demands defined in CTS-3 are deterministic, in this 

case study the CV of O-D demands is assumed to be 0.1 for all O-D pairs in order to 

facilitate the presentation of essential ideas. Similar to the previous section, three 

types of travellers with different degrees of risk aversion according to the survey data 

in Hong Kong were tested (Lo et al., 2006). 
 

 
Figure 8.4 The road network of Hong Kong 

 

8.4.2.1 Full network scan of the road network of Hong Kong 

 

The full network scan approach is used, firstly for identifying the most critical links. 

To reduce the computational burden associated with the network scan approach, one 

possible way is to adopt a warm start technique which makes use of the assignment 

results, obtained under normal condition, as an initial flow pattern for subsequent 

RUE assignments. Some authors suggested that the warm start technique could 
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significantly speedup the assignment performance (Dial, 2006). In addition, it is not 

necessary to test the closure of centroid connectors, since they may not be the 

existing links in the actual road network. Under this setting, the computational time 

required for the full network scan is about 16.5 hours on the computer with a 

duo-core 1.6GHz CPU (single processor is used) for evaluating the vulnerability of 

the CTS-3 road network. 

 

Fig. 8.5 shows the critical links of the Hong Kong network. The most critical links 

are the major roads around the Hong Kong Island, as well as the three cross harbour 

tunnels. The high travel demands at the CBD of Hong Kong Island may be one of the 

most important factors contributing to the vulnerability of these links. The other 

reason may be the lack of alternative roads to these links. Most roads in the Kowloon 

urban area, however, are found to be robust to link closure.  

 

Despite the high traffic volume on these roads, the high network density (measured 

by the number of links per unit area) in the Kowloon urban area can mitigate the 

consequence of link closure. Thus, for the congested urban area, not those roads in 

high density areas but the roads with few alternatives, tend to be vulnerable to 

disruptive incidents. In contrast to urban area, the factor of demand level becomes 

much more important in the remote area where network density is low. For instance, 

as shown in Fig. 8.5 there is only a single path connecting the “Airport” and “Mui Po” 

to the Kowloon urban area. However, due to different levels of travel demand to and 

from these two areas, the expressway to the Airport is much more vulnerable than the 

road to Mui Po. 
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Figure 8.5 The most critical links of the Hong Kong road network when CV=0.1 

 

 
Figure 8.6 The most critical links of the Hong Kong road network when CV=0.5 

 

The effects of demand variations on critical link identification were also investigated. 

Fig. 8.6 illustrates the critical links of the Hong Kong network when 5.0=rscv . It 
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can be seen from Fig. 8.6 that the major roads around Hong Kong Island are still 

identified as the most critical links but two of three cross harbor tunnels are ranked 

after 300th. In addition, the global vulnerability rankings of identified critical links 

are significantly changed. For example, with the increase of rscv  value from 0.1 to 

0.5, the global vulnerability ranking of “Ap Lei Chau Bridge” raises from =g
arank

30th to =g
arank 1st; and the ranking of the “Island Eastern Corridor” decreases from 

=g
arank 48th to =g

arank 252th. Therefore, as previously discussed, travel demand 

variations and associated travellers’ risk-taking behavior have a significant impact on 

network vulnerability analysis and ignoring their effects may misidentify the most 

critical links. 

 

8.4.2.2 Impact area vulnerability analysis of the road network of Hong Kong 

 

In this section, the impact area vulnerability analysis approach was also applied to 

the Hong Kong network. Table 8.2 shows the corresponding impact areas of the 

impact area network under different values of k . As expected, the impact area size 

dramatically increases with the value of k . If only the direct neighbors of each link 

are considered ( 1=k ), the average number of links within the impact area is 13. The 

average number of links in the impact area networks grows to 161 when 5=k , and 

reaches its maximum value of 3,655 when 49=k .  

 

Table 8.2 Impact area vulnerability analysis for various impact area parameters 

Impact area 

Parameter k  

Average number 

of nodes 

Average number of 

links 

Link coverage 

percentage 

Correlation 

coefficient ρ  

1 7 13 0.3% 0.75 
2 15 33 0.9% 0.82 
3 28 65 1.7% 0.84 
5 65 161 4.4% 0.86 
7 116 297 8.1% 0.86 
9 183 473 12.9% 0.87 
49 1367 3655 100% 1 

 

Also summarized in Table 8.2 is the correlation between the global and impact area 

vulnerability indices. In Table 8.2, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ  
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increases with the value of k . This implies that the wider the impact area of the 

impact area network, the more accurate the result of the impact area vulnerability 

analysis.  

 

Fig. 8.7 illustrates the correlation between the global and impact area vulnerability 

indices when 5=k . In Fig. 8.7, the x-axis represents the rank of the impact area 

vulnerability index; whereas the y-axis is the corresponding rank of the global 

vulnerability index. In Fig. 8.7, a strong positive correlation is shown between the 

rankings of the global and impact area vulnerability index ( 86.0=ρ ). This result 

indicates that the critical links identified by the impact area vulnerability index can 

be confidently considered as the likely potential vulnerable links candidates of the 

whole network.  

 

 
Figure 8.7 Correlation between global and impact area vulnerability rankings when 

CV=0.1 
 

The 50 most critical links in the Hong Kong road network was determined by the 

impact area vulnerability analysis approach. In this approach, λ  candidate links (i.e. 

=l
arank 1st, …, λ th) were selected for the partial network scan. The 50 most critical 

links (i.e. =p
arank 1st, …, 50th) were identified and then compared with the actual 50 

most critical links based on traditional full network scan approach (i.e. =g
arank
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1st, …, 50th). 

 

The accuracy of the impact area vulnerability analysis approach under different k  

and λ  values were investigated and shown in Table 8.3. It can be seen from Table 

8.3 that the percentage of the identified actual 50 most critical links is monotonic 

increasing with the λ  value. For instance, only 60% of the 50 most critical links 

(i.e. 30 links) were identified if 100=λ  and 5=η . Using the same k  value but 

300=λ , this percentage increases to 94% and only 3 actual most critical links were 

missed (i.e. =g
arank 13th, 18th, and 35th). When 500=λ , the impact area 

vulnerability analysis approach can identify the same 50 most critical links as the 

traditional full network scan approach. 

 

It can be seen from Table 8.3 that the accuracy of the proposed impact area 

vulnerability analysis approach increases with the impact area size parameter k . 

This is reasonable, since the ρ  value increases with k  (see Table 8.2) and thus the 

selected candidate links are more likely to be the actual critical links on the whole 

network. It should be noted that if the k  and λ  values are too small (e.g. 1=k  

or 100=λ ), the proposed approach may misidentify a considerable set of most 

critical links. 

 

Table 8.3 The accuracy of partial network scan approach under different parameters 

Number of candidate links λ  Impact area parameter 
k  

Percentage of identified 
the 50 most critical links 

100 5 60% 
200 5 84% 
300 5 94% 
400 5 98% 
500 5 100% 
500 1 60% 
500 2 82% 
500 3 94% 
500 4 100% 
500 5 100% 

 

Also investigated were the effects of travel demand variations on the impact area 
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vulnerability analysis. Fig. 8.8 shows the correlation between global and impact area 

vulnerability rankings when 5.0=rscv . It can be observed from Fig. 8.7 and 8.8 that 

with the increase of rscv  value from 0.1 to 0.5, the value of such correlation 

decreased from 0.86 to 0.81. This confirmed the previous finding that the travel 

demand variations tend to have a negative impact on the impact area vulnerability 

analysis. In this scenario ( 5.0=rscv ), the accuracy of impact area vulnerability 

analysis approach was examined. It was found that when 500=λ  and 5=η , the 

impact area vulnerability analysis approach can still identify the same 50 most 

critical links as the traditional full network scan approach. 

 

 
Figure 8.8 Correlation between global and impact area vulnerability rankings when 

CV=0.5 
 

The computational performance of the partial network scan is affected by two 

aspects: the computational time required for calculating the impact area vulnerability 

index (denoted as 1t ) and the computational time for further evaluation of the 

potential vulnerable links identified by the impact area analysis (denoted as 2t ). 

Note that 1t  only depends on the value of k ; and 2t  is mainly affected by λ . 

Table 8.4 summarizes the computational performance of the partial network scan 

approach. To improve the computational performance, the warm start technique is 

also adopted. It can be observed from Table 8.4 that 1t  and 2t  increase with k  

and λ  respectively. In Table 8.4, 1t  does not increase linearly with k . This result 
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is intuitive because the computational effort of the traffic assignment (involved in 

impact area vulnerability analysis) increases exponentially with the size of impact 

area (Chen et al., 2002). Thus, it is understandable however, that 2t  would increase 

linearly with λ , since all the traffic assignments involved in this step are conducted 

in the same whole network.  

 

As shown in Table 8.4, if  5=k  and 500=λ  is chosen for the identification of 

the same 50 most critical links, the total computational time required by the partial 

network scan approach is 140 (11.0+129) minutes. This is about 14% of 

computational time required by the traditional full network scan. In other words, the 

partial network scan approach is about 7.1 times faster in identifying the same 50 

most critical links, than the full network scan. To achieve 94% accuracy of 

identifying the 50 most critical links, the partial network scan approach (requires 88 

minutes, using 5=k  and 300=λ ) is about 11.3 times faster than the full network 

scan. 

 

Table 8.4 Computational performance of the partial network scan approach  

Impact area parameter k  1 2 3 5 7 9 10 

Computational time 1t  (min) 7.6 9.3 10.2 11.0 13.7 26.5 34.0 

Parameter λ  100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

Computational time 2t  (min) 26 51 77 103 129 155 181 

 

In view of the above results, it can be observed that the impact area size parameters 

 and number of candidate links λ  have significant impacts on both the accuracy 

and computational performance of the impact area vulnerability analysis approach. 

The larger the values of  and λ , the higher the accuracy and the longer the 

computational time. Thus, it is necessary to consider the trade-off between the 

accuracy and computational performance in choosing appropriate values of  and 

λ . Some general guidelines are suggested as follow: 

 

(1) The value of  should not be less than 3. It is based on the results of the 

sensitivity tests shown in Table 8.3. 

k

k

k

k
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(2) The value of  should not be larger than 10. When the value of  is larger 

than 10, the impact area network becomes quite large, and thus requires a 

considerable computational effort to conduct the impact area vulnerability analysis 

on the impact area networks. In addition, if the value of  is quite large, only a 

small improvement in accuracy could be achieved by increasing the value of . 

(3) The λ  value should be at least 4 times larger than the given preferred number of 

the most critical links (see Table 8.3). A larger λ  value may be required when the 

demand variations are quite large (e.g. 5.0≥rscv ), as the demand variations seems 

to have a negative effects on impact area vulnerability index (see Fig. 8.7 and 8.8). 

(4) The λ  value should not be too large (e.g. =λ %50*|| A ). In the proposed 

impact area vulnerability analysis approach, the global vulnerability indexes are 

calculated for selected λ  candidate links. If the λ  value is too large, the 

computational advantage of the proposed approach will be limited. When =λ || A , 

the proposed approach reduces to the traditional full network scan approach. 

 

Further studies, however, should be carried out to justify the above guidelines and 

investigate the strategies for choosing the appropriate values of  and λ . 

 

8.5. Summary 
 

In this section, the problem of vulnerability analysis for large-scale and congested 

road networks with demand uncertainty has been investigated. The effects of 

stochastic demand and heterogeneous travellers’ risk-taking behaviour on the 

network vulnerability were explicitly considered by employing the reliability-based 

user equilibrium (RUE) model presented in Chapter 7. According to the same 

behavioural rationale as that of the RUE model, a new vulnerability index was 

introduced to evaluate the consequences of link closure. Numerical examples of the 

Sioux Falls network made apparent that stochastic demand and travellers’ risk-taking 

behaviour have a significant impact on network vulnerability analysis, especially 

under high network congestion and large demand variations. The numerical results 

indicated that the most critical links of congested road networks may be 

misidentified, if the impacts of stochastic demand and travellers’ risk-taking 

k k

k

k

k
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behaviour arising from link closure, are totally ignored. 

 

The impact area vulnerability analysis approach for identifying the most critical links 

was proposed in this chapter. A new vulnerability index was given to evaluate the 

consequences of link closure within its impact area instead of the whole network. 

The case study based on the Hong Kong road network showed that the proposed 

impact area vulnerability index has a very strong positive correlation with the 

vulnerability index of the whole network. This result indicated that the critical links, 

identified by the impact area vulnerability index, can be considered as a potential set 

of vulnerable links and used to reduce the search space for determining the most 

critical links of the whole network. The results of the case study in Hong Kong 

indicated that the proposed impact area vulnerability analysis approach is more 

efficient in identifying the most critical links, with suitable models parameters, than 

the traditional full network scan approach. 
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9. Conclusions and Further Studies 
 

9.1. Summary of Research Findings 

 

Reliable shortest path finding in stochastic road networks is one of the fundamental 

issues in transportation network modelling. However, few reliable shortest path 

algorithms have been recorded in the literature. This research intends to develop 

efficient solution algorithms for solving four variants of reliable shortest path 

problems with different link travel time characteristics. These four variants of 

reliable shortest path problems are summarized in Table 9.1. The applicability of 

these developed reliable shortest path algorithms is then illustrated in this research 

with respect to route guidance system (Chapter 6), reliability-based traffic 

assignment (Chapter 7), and network vulnerability analysis (Chapter 8). 

 
Table 9.1 Summary of reliable shortest path problems 

Problems Link travel time distributions Presented in the 
thesis 

RSPP 
Stochastic static 

Independent Chapter 3 
SD-RSPP Spatial correlated Chapter 4 
TD-RSPP Stochastic 

time-dependent 
Temporal correlated Chapter 5 

ST-RSPP Spatiotemporal correlated Chapter 6 

RSPP: Reliable shortest path problem  

SD-RSPP: Spatially-dependent reliable shortest path problem 

TD-RSPP: Time-dependent reliable shortest path problem 

ST-RSPP: Spatiotemporal-dependent reliable shortest path problem 

 

The research presented in this thesis contributed to the literature of reliable shortest 

path finding in both scientific and practical aspects. The major scientific findings of 

this research can be summarized as following five aspects: 
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 The non-additive difficulty involved in all variants of reliable shortest path 

problems can be tackled by multi-criteria shortest path approach. Three types of 

dominance conditions have been established. The first order stochastic 

dominance (FSD) is used to determine dominated paths for any type of travel 

time distributions. The Mean-Variance (M-V) and Mean-travel time Budget 

(M-B) dominance conditions can help reduce the number of generated 

non-dominated paths when travel times follow normal distributions. The 

established dominance conditions enable the use of generalized dynamic 

programming approach to solve the reliable shortest problems, and thus have 

important implications on the algorithm design. 

 

 Four efficient multi-criteria A* algorithms, based on established dominance 

conditions, were proposed to exactly solve the four variants of reliable shortest 

problems. The proposed multi-criteria A* algorithms can determine the reliable 

shortest path without the requirement of generating all non-dominated paths in 

the entire network. Computational experiments showed that the proposed 

multi-criteria A* algorithms have a significant computational advantage over the 

existing reliable shortest path algorithms. 
 
 It was shown that in congested urban road networks, travel time of a link is 

strongly correlated only with its neighboring links within a local impact area. 

This limited spatial dependence property can be utilized to well approximate 

path travel time standard deviation in stochastic road networks with spatial 

correlated link travel times. Numerical results demonstrated that the increase of 

the impact area size can significantly enhance the approximate accuracy of path 

travel time standard deviation, but at the cost of additional computational burden 

on reliable shortest path findings. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the 

trade-off between the accuracy and computational performance of the reliable 

shortest path finding in stochastic networks with spatial correlated link travel 
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times. 
 
 The stochastic first in first out (S-FIFO) property of TD-RSPP was investigated. 

Stochastic link travel time model (S-LTM) is commonly used model in the 

literature for representing the link travel times in stochastic time-dependent 

(STD) road networks. In this model, link travel time distribution depends on the 

time instance vehicles entering the link; and the link travel time distribution is 

assumed to be fixed when vehicles travelling on the link. It was shown that link 

travel times under S-LTM may not be S-FIFO consistent because traffic 

conditions cannot be continuously updated when vehicles travelling on the link. 

The violation of such S-FIFO property disallows the applicability of the efficient 

multi-criteria A* algorithm to solve TD-RSPP. In this research, a new stochastic 

travel speed model (S-TSM) was proposed. In S-TSM, travel speeds of a link are 

assumed to be stable within each time interval, and thus travellers’ experienced 

travel speeds can be varied when vehicles are travelling on the link. It has been 

proved that the proposed S-TSM can ensure the S-FIFO property of TD-RSPP. 
 
 It was found in this research that TD-RSPP is not reversible. TD-RSPP can be 

classified into two variants based on different routing scenarios. The ‘forward’ 

variant is to determine the earliest arrival time and associated reliable shortest 

path for a given departure time. The ‘backward’ variant is to simultaneously 

determine the optimal departure time and reliable shortest path for a given 

preferred arrival time. In the literature, TD-RSPP is assumed to be reversible. 

The backward TD-RSPP is generally solved by algorithms designed for the 

forward problem using a backward search from destination to origin. It was 

demonstrated in this research that TD-RSPP is not reversible; and the backward 

search can result in a significant travel time budget bias and thus provide a 

sub-optimal results of reliable shortest path finding. In this research, the 

backward TD-RSPP was formulated and solved using an equivalent two-stage 
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approach. The optimality of this two stage approach was rigorously proved. 
 
The major practical findings of this research can be summarized as following three 

aspects: 
 
 The proposed reliable shortest path algorithms were applied to a route guidance 

system, namely reliable path searching system (RPSS). In the developed RPSS, 

real-time and historical travel information from a real-world advanced traveller 

information system (ATIS) was incorporated to consider the travel time 

spatiotemporal correlations among links. Case study in Hong Kong road network 

shown that the developed RPSS can take account travellers’ various routing 

preferences in congested road networks with travel time uncertainties. 

Computational experiments demonstrated that the developed reliable shortest 

path algorithms can determine the reliable shortest path in real-world road 

network within a satisfied computational time, even for situations when a large 

number of users simultaneously request routing services. 

 

 The proposed reliable shortest path algorithms were incorporated into 

reliability-based user equilibrium (RUE) models. In this research, an efficient 

algorithm was proposed to determine reliable shortest paths for multiple user 

classes with heterogeneous risk-taking behaviours. The proposed shortest path 

algorithm was capable of finding optimal paths for all user classes in one search 

process so as to avoid the repeated search process for each user class. The 

proposed shortest path algorithm was further incorporated into a path-based 

traffic assignment algorithm for solving RUE problems without requirement of 

path enumeration. Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed solution 

algorithms can efficiently achieve high accuracies of the RUE results within a 

reasonable computational time. The development of such traffic assignment 

algorithm can enable the use of advanced RUE models for long-term 
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transportation planning in real-world large-scale road networks with demand 

and/or supply uncertainties. 
 
 The proposed reliable shortest path algorithms and RUE algorithms were applied 

to the network vulnerability analysis. A new impact area network vulnerability 

analysis approach was proposed to identify critical links in large-scale road 

networks with demand uncertainty. The proposed approach evaluates the 

consequences of a link closure within a given impact area instead of the whole 

network so as to reduce the search space for determining the critical links. The 

results of the case studies in real-world networks showed that the proposed 

impact area vulnerability approach is capable of identifying critical links in 

large-scale networks. The numerical results indicated that the most critical links 

of congested road networks may be misidentified, if the impacts of stochastic 

demand and travellers’ risk-taking behaviour arising from link closure are totally 

ignored. 
 

9.2. Recommendations for Further Studies 
 

Although the research presented in this thesis covers a wide area of reliable shortest 

path finding, there remain many interesting questions and important issues for which 

answers have not been provided. A few of these issues are outlined below: 

 

1. The computational performance of reliable shortest path algorithms proposed in 

this research need to be further investigated so as to improve their efficiency for 

practical applications. In this research, the F-heap data structure (Fredman and 

Tarjan, 1987) was adopted for implementing the priority queue of the 

multi-criteria A* algorithm. Employing another priority queue implementation 

technique, such as the approximation bucket (Zeng and Church, 2009), may 

yield better computer running time for the proposed solution algorithm. In the 
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literature, many efficient solution algorithms (Jing et al., 1998; Chan and Lim, 

2007), based on a multi-hierarchical network approach have been proposed to 

solve the traditional shortest path problems with huge network size. The 

integration of this multi-hierarchical shortest path approach with the proposed 

reliable shortest algorithm is a topic for further work. 
 

2. The extension of the proposed reliable shortest path algorithm into the in-vehicle 

navigation systems is an important area for further study. The reliable shortest 

path algorithm presented in this research (Chapters 3-6) are designed mainly for 

implementing the reliable path searching services in the pre-trip planning 

applications. These reliable shortest path algorithms may not provide the best 

solution algorithm for in-vehicle navigation systems, in which traffic conditions 

are updated continuously during journeys. In the context of in-vehicle navigation 

systems, the repeated use of proposed reliable shortest path algorithms can be 

computationally burdensome for on-board devices with limited computing 

power. A re-optimization technique that makes best use of the previous shortest 

path searching results could be a promising solution approach in this context, to 

significantly save computation time (Koenig et al., 2004; Miller-Hooks and 

Yang, 2005; Huang et al., 2007). 
 

3. Another direction for future research is to predict link travel time distributions 

based on real-time and offline travel information. In the developed reliable path 

search system (Chapter 6), estimated mean link travel times are obtained from a 

real-world advanced traveller information system. The current link travel time 

variations are simply estimated by assuming that the coefficient of variation (CV) 

of link travel time distribution keep constant. This simple assumption may not 

well represent the stochasticity of link travel times in congested road networks. 

The development of advanced mathematical models (Khosravi et al., 2011; Du 

et al., 2012; Mazloumi et al., 2011) for accurately predicting link travel time 
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distributions is required for further research. 

 

4. The reliable shortest path algorithm formulated during this research and 

presented in this thesis only provides reliable path searching services to 

individual travellers. Under an excessive market penetration scenario, some 

'reliable shortest paths' may become more congested if a large number of 

informed travellers choose the same reliable paths (Li et al., 2010). The use of 

coordinated routing and other advanced functions such as coordinated ramp 

metering, coordinated traffic signal control, and transit dispatching may be a 

possible way to optimize traffic flows over the entire network (Peeta, 1994; 

Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos, 2001). 

 

5. In this research, only the private car mode is considered in the reliable shortest 

path problems. In reality, many travellers in densely populated cities may 

conduct trips using private cars, public transits, subways or combined modes. 

Further study is required as an extension of the proposed reliable shortest path 

algorithms for multi-modal transportation networks. Several key issues 

concerning reliable shortest path findings in multi-modal transportation networks 

should be explicitly considered, including non-linear fare structures, probable 

transfers, seat availability and representation of waiting and boarding times at 

transit stations (Lo et al., 2003; Schmöcker et al., 2011). 
 

6. In order to facilitate the presentation of essential ideas in the RUE assignment 

problems (Chapter 7), several simplistic assumptions were adopted. In this study, 

the correlations of path/link flows have not been considered. However, in urban 

transportation networks, such correlations may exist due to variations of OD 

demands (Lam et al., 2008) particularly under congestion conditions. Further 

research should integrate such correlations in the proposed RUE solution 

algorithm. It was also assumed in this study that the mean travel demands of 
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road users are fixed. However, in practice, the demands may be affected by the 

travel time budget of different road users. These situations can be captured by 

the elastic-demand function. The extension of the proposed RUE solution 

algorithm, to take account elastic-demand warrants further study (Babonneau 

and Vial, 2008). 
 
7. The proposed vulnerability analysis given in Chapter 8 only considers the 

scenarios of single link closure. The consideration of multiple link closures in 

impact areas (due to certain natural disaster events) is an interesting extension of 

this study (Lleras-Echeverri and Sanchez-Silva, 2001; Sumalee and Watling, 

2008). Another interesting extension is to take into account travellers’ perception 

errors and day-to-day adjustment processes for modelling travellers’ behavioural 

responses to link closure (Shao et al., 2006; Bie and Lo, 2010) particularly in 

terms of demand variations. Further studies are also required to investigate 

strategies for determining appropriate impact area and to validate the results of 

identified most critical links. 
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Appendix A 
 

Proofs in Chapter 3 are given in this appendix. 
 

Proposition 3.1 Given two paths ri
v

ri
u pp ≠ riP∈ , ri

v
ri
u pp   if ri

up  and ri
vp  satisfy 

)()( 11 λΦλΦ −− < ri
v

ri
u TT

 for any confidence level 10 << λ . 

Proof.  )()( 11 λΦλΦ −− < ri
v

ri
u TT

, )1,0(∈∀λ  

⇒ )()( bb ri
v

ri
u TT ΦΦ > , +∈∀ Rb  

⇒ ∫ >−−−
b

TTT dtftbtb iwri
v

ri
u0

0))()(( ΦΦ , +∈∀ Rb , iwp∀ iwP∈ , w∀ N∈  

⇒ 0)()(
00

>−−− ∫∫
b

TT

b

TT dtftbdtftb jwri
v

iwri
u

ΦΦ , +∈∀ Rb , iwp∀ iwP∈ , w∀ N∈  

⇒ 0)()( >− bb rw
v

rw
u TT ΦΦ , +∈∀ Rb , iwp∀ iwP∈ , w∀ N∈ . 

⇒ )()( 11 λΦλΦ −− < rw
v

rw
u TT

, )1,0(∈∀λ , iwp∀ iwP∈ , w∀ N∈ . □ 

 

Let iwri
u

rw
u ppp ⊕=  and iwri

v
rw
v ppp ⊕=  be two paths from origin r  to node w  

going through the same sub-path iwp . rw
uT  and rw

vT  denote travel time for these 

two paths respectively. We introduce following function to facilitate the proofs 

))()()()(()()()()( 222211 iwri
v

iwri
u

ri
v

ri
uTT

iwri
uv Zttpg rw

v
rw

u
σσσσαΦαΦ α +−++−=−= −−

 
 

The )( iwri
uv pg  has following properties 

 

Lemma 3.1 

(i) If ri
v

ri
u ZZ σσ αα < , and thus )( iwri

uv pg  is a monotonic increasing function, 

)( iwri
uv pg ) ),()([ 11 ri

v
ri
uTT ttri

v
ri

u
−−∈ −− αΦαΦ ; 

(ii) If ri
v

ri
u ZZ σσ αα > , and thus )( iwri

uv pg  is a monotonic decreasing function, 

)( iwri
uv pg )]()(,( 11 αΦαΦ −− −−∈ ri

v
ri

u TT
ri
u

ri
u tt ; 

(iii) If ri
v

ri
u ZZ σσ αα = , and ri

v
ri
u

iwri
uv ttpg −=)( . 

Proof. The gradient of )( iwri
uv pg  can be formulated as 
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2222

2222

2 )()(*)()(

)()()()(
2)(

)(
)('

iwri
v

iwri
u

iwri
u

iwri
v

iw

iwri
uviwri

uv
Zpg

pg
σσσσ

σσσσ
σ

α

++

+−+
=

∂
∂

= . Therefore, when 

ri
v

ri
u ZZ σσ αα < , we have 0)(' >iwri

uv pg  and ri
v

ri
u

iwri
uvTT ttpgri

v
ri

u
−<≤− −− )()()( 11 αΦαΦ ; 

when ri
v

ri
u ZZ σσ αα > , we have 0)(' <iwri

uv pg  and 

)()()( 11 αΦαΦ −− −≤<− ri
v

ri
u TT

iwri
uv

ri
v

ri
u pgtt ; when ri

v
ri
u ZZ σσ αα = , we have 0)(' =iwri

uv pg  

and ri
v

ri
u

iwri
uv ttpg −=)( .□ 

 

According to Definition 3.3, ri
v

ri
u pp   is equivalent to 0)( <iwri

uv pg  for any path 

iwp iwP∈ . We will prove 0)( <iwri
uv pg  for following dominance conditions. 

 

Proposition 3.2 (M-V dominance). Given an on-time arrival probability α  and two 

paths ri
v

ri
u pp ≠ riP∈ , ri

v
ri
u pp   if ri

up  and ri
vp  satisfy either 

(i) ri
v

ri
u tt ≤  and ri

v
ri
u ZZ σσ αα <  or 

(ii) ri
v

ri
u tt <  and ri

v
ri
u ZZ σσ αα ≤  

Proof. It can be easily followed by Lemma 3.1.□ 

 

Proposition 3.3 (M-B dominance). Given an on-time arrival probability α  and two 

paths ri
v

ri
u pp ≠ riP∈ , ri

v
ri
u pp   if ri

up  and ri
vp  satisfy ri

v
ri
u tt ≤  and 

)()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < ri
v

ri
u TT

. 

Proof. When ri
v

ri
u ZZ σσ αα <  and ri

v
ri
u tt ≤  according to Lemma 3.1(i), we have 

0)()( ≤−< ri
v

ri
u

iwri
uv ttpg . When ri

v
ri
u ZZ σσ αα >  and ri

v
ri
u tt ≤  according to Lemma 

3.1(ii), we have 0))()(()( 11 ≤−< −− αΦαΦ ri
v

ri
u TT

iwri
uv pg . When ri

v
ri
u ZZ σσ αα =  and 

)()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < ri
v

ri
u TT

, we have ri
v

ri
u tt < . According to Lemma 3.1(iii), we have 

0)()( <−= ri
v

ri
u

iwri
uv ttpg . Therefore, when ri

v
ri
u tt ≤  and )()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < ri

v
ri

u TT
, we have 

0)( <iwri
uv pg , iwp∀ iwP∈ , Nw ∈∀ . □ 
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Appendix B 
 

The Proofs in Chapter 4 are given in this appendix. 

 

Let kijp , },...,{ 1 kaa=  be a path from node i  to node j  consisting of k  

consecutive links, and kijri
u

krj
u ppp ,,, ⊕=+ λλ  be a path from origin r  to node j  

going through sub-path kijp , . The first-order stochastic dominant (FSD) condition 

for SD-RSPP can be formally defined as below. 

 

Proposition 4.1 (FSD condition). Given two paths krj
v

krj
u pp ++ ≠ ηλ ,, rjP∈ ,  

krj
v

krj
u pp ++ ηλ ,,    if λ+krj

up ,  and η+krj
up ,  satisfy )()( 11 yy rj

v
rj

u TT
−− < ΦΦ , )1 ,0(∈∀y . 

Proof. Given a path NPp jj ∈∀∈∀  ,  and an on-time arrival probability 

)1,0(∈∀y ,  )(1 yr
uT
−
Φ 2,2 )(),cov(2)(  jjkijrj

uy
jrj

u ppZtt σσ ++++=  holds under 

the k  limited spatial dependence assumption. When 
2,2 )(),cov(2)~(  jjkijj pp σσ +=  is used, this limited spatial dependence formula is 

equivalent to the following spatial independence formula 

221
~ )~()()( 



jrj
uy

jrj
upp Zttyjrj

u
σσΦ +++=−

⊕
. Therefore, according to Proposition 3.1, 

krj
up +λ,  dominates krj

vp +η, . □ 

 

In addition to the FSD condition, following mean-variance (M-V) dominance exists: 

 

Proposition 4.2. (M-V dominance)  Given an on-time arrival probability α  and 

two paths krj
v

krj
u pp ++ ≠ ηλ ,, rjP∈ , krj

v
krj

u pp ++ ηλ ,,   if λ+krj
up ,  and η+krj

up ,  satisfy 

either 

 (i) rj
v

rj
u tt ≤  and rj

v
rj
u ZZ σσ αα <  or 

(ii) rj
v

rj
u tt <  and rj

v
rj
u ZZ σσ αα ≤  

Proof. (i) When 5.0≥α and rj
v

rj
u ZZ σσ αα ≤ , we have 0≥αZ , rj

v
rj
u σσ ≤ and  
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2,22,2 )(),cov(2)()(),cov(2)(  jjkijrj
v

jjkijrj
u TTpT σσσσ ++≤++  

NPp jj ∈∀∈∀  , . When 5.0<α  and rj
v

rj
u ZZ σσ αα ≤ , we have 0<αZ , 

2,22,2 )(),cov(2)()(),cov(2)(  jjkijrj
v

jjkijrj
u pTTT σσσσ ++≥++  and 

rj
v

rj
u σσ ≥ . Therefore, when rj

v
rj
u ZZ σσ αα ≤ , for any path  jj Pp ∈ , we have 

2,22,2 )(),cov(2)()(),cov(2)(  jjkijrj
v

jjkijrj
u TTZTTZ σσσσ αα ++≤++ . Thus, if 

rj
v

rj
u tt <  holds, )()( 11 αΦαΦ −− <  r

v
r

u TT
 NPp jj ∈∀∈∀  ,  is satisfied. According to 

Definition 3.3, we have krj
v

krj
u pp ++ ηλ ,,  . 

(ii) The proof is similar to (i). □ 

 

Let kjwkijri
u

krw
u pppp ,,,2, ⊕⊕=+ λλ  be a path from origin r  to node w  going 

through the sub-paths kijp , and kjwp , . The M-B dominance can be expressed as 

follows. 

 
Proposition 4.7. (M-B dominance) Given an on-time arrival probability α  and two 

paths krw
v

krw
u pp 2,2, ++ ≠ ηλ rwP∈ , krw

v
krw

u pp 2,2, ++ ηλ   if krw
up 2, +λ  and krw

vp 2, +η  satisfy 

rj
v

rj
u tt ≤ , )()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < rj

v
rj

u TT
 and 0),cov( , ≥jw

kij TT . 

Proof. According to Proposition 4.1, we have krj
v

krj
u pp ++ ηλ ,,   if rj

v
rj
u ZZ σσ αα < , 

rj
v

rj
u tt ≤ , and )()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < rj

v
rj

u TT
  are satisfied. Therefore, in this scenario, we also 

have krw
v

krw
u pp 2,2, ++ ηλ   according to Definition 3.3. 

It can be proved that krw
v

krw
u pp 2,2, ++ ηλ   also holds if rj

v
rj
u ZZ σσ αα > , rj

v
rj
u tt ≤ , 

)()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < rj
v

rj
u TT

 and 0),cov( ,, ≥kjwkij TT  are satisfied. According to Definition 

3.3, krw
v

krw
u pp 2,2, ++ ηλ   is equivalent to 0)()()( 11 <−= −− αΦαΦ 


r

v
r

u TT
wrw

uv pg , 

 ww Pp ∈∀ . The gradient of )( wrw
uv pg  can be formulated as 

2,,22,,2

2,,22,,2

)(),cov(2)(*)(),cov(2)(

)(),cov(2)()(),cov(2)(
2

)('






jkjwkijrj
v

jkjwkijrj
u

jkjwkijrj
u

jkjwkijrj
vwrw

uv
TTTT

TTTTZpg
σσσσ

σσσσ
α

++++

++−++
=

As rj
v

rj
u ZZ σσ αα > , we have 0)(' <wrw

uv pg  and thus )( wrw
uv pg  is a monatomic 
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decreasing function with respect to ),cov(2)( ,,2 kjwkijj TT+σ . Since 

)()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < rj
v

rj
u TT

, we have 0)( <φrw
uvg . As 0),cov( ,, ≥kjwkij TT , we have 

0),cov(2)( ,,2 ≥+ kjwkijj TTσ and thus  wwwrw
uv Pppg ∈∀<  ,0)( . Therefore, 

krw
v

krw
u pp 2,2,   holds when rj

v
rj
u tt ≤ , rj

v
rj
u ZZ σσ αα > , )()( 11 αΦαΦ −− < rj

v
rj

u TT
 and 

0),cov( ,, ≥kjwkij TT  are satisfied.□ 

 

Proposition 4.5. Given a top hierarchical path trs
u Hp ∈∀ λ,ˆ , its travel time 

distribution is equivalent to that of the corresponding primal path Gp krs
u ∈−+ 1,λ . 

Proof.  Since ∑
=

− +=
λ

1

,ˆ
,

1,ˆ
,

m

ma
uq
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p
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=
1

1

k

m
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λ

1, −+= krs
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λ,ˆ rs
up  and 1, −+krs

up λ  have a same mean travel time. It can also be proved that these 

two paths also have a same travel time variance as follows. 
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Appendix C 
 

Proofs in Chapter 5 are given in this appendix as follows. 

 

Proposition 5.1. In S-FIFO networks, the path travel time satisfies the S-FIFO 

property:  

⇒< 21 yy )()()()( 1
)(2

1
)(

1
)(1

1
)(

2211
λΦλΦλΦλΦ −−−− +=<+= yTyYyTyY rs

usrs
us

yy , )1,0(∈∀λ . 

Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider a path isri
rs
u aap ⊕= .  

According to Theorem 5.1, we have 

⇒< 21 yy )()( 1
)(

1
)( 11

λΦλΦ −− < yYyY ii
, )1,0(∈∀λ  

⇒ 0)()( )()( 21
>− bb yYyY ii

ΦΦ , +∈∀ Rb  

⇒ ∫ >−−−
b

yTyYyY dyyfybyb
isii0 )()()( 0)())()((

21
ΦΦ , +∈∀ Rb  

⇒ 0)()()()(
0 )()(0 )()( 21

>−−− ∫∫
b

yTyY

b

yTyY dyyfybdyyfyb
isiisi

ΦΦ , +∈∀ Rb  

⇒ 0)()( )()( 21
>− bb yYyY ss

ΦΦ , +∈∀ Rb . □ 

 

Proposition 5.2 (FSD condition) Given two paths ri
v

ri
u pp ≠ riP∈  in a S-FIFO 

network, ri
up  dominates ri

vp  if they satisfy )()( 1
)(

1
)( λΦλΦ −− <

r
ri

vr
ri

u yTyT
, )1,0(∈∀λ . 

Proof. )()( 1
)(

1
)( λΦλΦ −− <

r
ri

vr
ri

u yTyT
, )1,0(∈∀λ  

⇒ )()()()( 1
)(

1
)(

1
)(

1
)( λΦλΦλΦλΦ −−−− +=<+=

r
ri

vr
v

ir
ri

ur
u

i yTryYyTryY yy , )1,0(∈∀λ  

⇒ )()( )()( bb
r

v
ir

u
i yYyY ΦΦ > , +∈∀ Rb  

⇒ ∫ >−−−
b

yTyYyY dyyfybyb iw
r

v
ir

u
i0 )()()( 0)())()(( ΦΦ , +∈∀ Rb , iwiw Pp ∈∀ , Nw ∈∀  

⇒ 0)()()()(
0 )()(0 )()( >−−− ∫∫
b

yTyY

b

yTyY dyyfybdyyfyb iw
r

v
i

iw
r

u
i

ΦΦ , +∈∀ Rb , iwiw Pp ∈∀ ,

Nw ∈∀  

⇒ 0)()( )()( >− bb
r

v
wr

u
w yYyY ΦΦ , +∈∀ Rb , iwiw Pp ∈∀ , Nw ∈∀  

⇒ )()( 1
)(

1
)( λΦλΦ −− <

r
v

wr
u
w yYyY

, )1,0(∈∀λ , iwiw Pp ∈∀ , Nw ∈∀  
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⇒ )()( 1
)(

1
)( λΦλΦ −− +<+

r
rw

vr
rw

u yTryTr yy , )1,0(∈∀λ , iwiw Pp ∈∀ , Nw ∈∀  

⇒ )()( 1
)(

1
)( αΦαΦ −− <

r
rw

vr
rw

u yTyT
, iwiw Pp ∈∀ , Nw ∈∀  

Therefore, according to Definition 2, ri
up  dominates ri

vp  □ 

 

Proposition 5.3. Given a path ri
up  and a adjacent link ija , ij

ri
u

rj
u app ⊕=  satisfies 

)()( 1
)(

1
)( λΦλΦ −− <

r
rj

ur
ri

u yTyT
, )1,0(∈∀λ . 

Proof. )()()()()( )(0 )()(0 )()( bdyyfdyybyfb
ririijrirj yY

b

yYyT

b

yYyY ΦΦΦ =<−= ∫∫ , +∈∀ Rb . 

⇒  )()()()( 1
)(

1
)(

1
)(

1
)( λΦλΦλΦλΦ −−−− +=<+=

r
rj

urjr
ri

uri yTryYyTryY yy , )1,0(∈∀λ . 

⇒  )()( 1
)(

1
)( λΦλΦ −− <

r
rj

ur
ri

u yTyT
, )1,0(∈∀λ . □ 
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Appendix D 
 

In this appendix, two solution algorithms for solving all-to-all reliable shortest path 

problems referred in Chapter 7 are given. 

 

The steps of label-selection label-setting reliable shortest path algorithm (RSPP-LSLS) 

are given below. 

 

Algorithm RSPP-LSLS 

Inputs: an origin node r , M  user classes 

Returns: reliable shortest paths rooted at the origin for all user classes 

Step 1. Initialization.  

   Create a path rr
ip  from r  to itself, and set 0:=rr

it , 0:)( 2
, =rr
itσ  and 

0:1
,, =−
mirsΦ . Add rr

ip  into label-vector rrP  and the list of candidate labels 

SE . 

Step 2. Label selection.  

   If SE φ= , then goto Step 4; otherwise goto Sep 3. 

Take label ru
ip ∈ ruP  with minimum travel time budget 1

,,
−

miruΦ  at node u  

from SE .  

Step 3. Path extension. 

For every outgoing link a  of chosen node u  ( v  denotes a successor node of 

node u ) 

Step 3.1 Generate a new label rv
ip ∈ rvP . Set a

ru
i

rv
i ttt +=: , 

( )22
,

2
, )(:)( a

t
ru
it

rv
it σσσ +=  and rv

it
rv
i

rv
i ztc ,ˆ: σα+= . 

Step 3.2 If rv
ip ∈ rvP  is acyclic, then goto Step 3.3; otherwise scan next link 

Step 3.3 If rv
ip  is a non-dominated path under M-B dominance condition, then 

insert rv
ip  into rvP  and SE , and remove all paths M-B dominated 

by rv
ip  from rvP  and SE . 

End for.  
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Goto Step 2. 

Step 4. Determine the reliable shortest path for each O-D pair and user class. Stop. 

 

 

The steps of node-selection label-correcting reliable shortest path algorithm 

(RSPP-NSLC) are given as follows. 

 

Algorithm RSPP-NSLC 

Inputs: an origin node r , M  user classes 

Returns: reliable shortest paths rooted at the origin for all user classes 

Step 1. Initialization: 

Create a path rr
ip  from r  to itself; set 0:=rr

it , 0:)( 2
, =rr
itσ  and 0:1

,, =−
mirsΦ ; 

and add rr
ip  into label-vector rrP . 

Add label-vector rrP  into the list of candidate labels SE . 

Step 2. Node selection: 

    If φ=SE , goto Step 4; otherwise, continue. 

Take label-vector riP  from SE  in a FIFO order. 

Step 3. Path extension: 

For every outgoing link a  of chosen node u  ( v  denotes a successor node of 

node u ) 

Call procedure ) , ,(: rv
uv

rurv
N PaPUpdateP =  (referred to Update procedure 

of RSPP-NA* algorithm in Chapter 3). 

If φ≠rv
NP , then add label-vector rvP  into SE . 

End for 

Go back to Step 2. 

Step 4. Determine the reliable shortest path for each O-D pair and user class. Stop. 
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